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The Rockland Oaaette « u reiaollshtd
In 1846 In 1074 the Courier was estab
At the annual meeting of the share
The Nation's Capital, Jan. 11 (Spe publican as Congress Is now consti
lished and consolidated with the Oaeette
In I8M The Free Press was established cial To The Courier-Gazette):—Judg tuted! to vote with the majority upon holders of The First National Bank of
In 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
tbe Tribune These papers consolidated ing by past sessions, something like its passage in the House. It was un- Rockland, held at the banking rooms

I

B

V olum e 9 3 .................. N u m b e r 5.

THREE CENTS A COPT

MEET THE NEW CITY MARSHAL

Garbed in his new uniform City [ He then came In possession of the
I Marshal A rthur D. Fish is already ! homestead farm in Appleton, where'
I becoming a fam iliar figure on the j he engaged in dairying. As a public
street, and his genial smile is win- , official he loomed prominently in Aputng many friends.
pleton affairs throughout his resiThe new chief was born in Libert^, dence in that town. He served six
son, president, Joseph W. Robinson, June 12, 1874, son of Jefferson Fish, j years on the school board and six
vice president and trust officer. a former millman who later engaged years as superintendent of schools,
Joseph Emery, cashier, and Chauncey in farming. The family moved to and was chairman of the board of seM. D. Keeene. assistant cashier.
_________________________________ ! lectmen for 10 years, or until he
• • • •
. moved to Rockland in 1923 MeanKnox County Trust Co.
“ ' time he carried on the farm and
This institution stood pat with the
1built roads for the S tate—a rather
otlicers who have been serving the
busy man, It will be admitted. As a
past year—
1resident of Appleton he was also a
President—Montoro R. Pillsbury.
j member of the town and county com
Vice President—Elmer B. Crocektt.
mittees.
Treasurer—Earl McIntosh.
Marshal Fish has been a deputy
Assistant Treasurer—Lendon C.
sheriff the past 10 years, serving un
Jackson, Jr.
der four administrations.
Branch Managers—Harold S. Davis,
During the famous Bull Moose
Camden; John H. Williams, Union;
campaign Mr. Fish remained "regu
Leon W. Sanborn, Vlnal Haven;
lar" and was the Republican nominee
Carrie R. Smith, Warren.
for Representative to Legislature.
Directors—Charles H. Berry, J . C.
Franz U. Burkett, later attorney gen
Creighton, John J. Meehan, Charles
eral, was the Progressive candidate,
E. Starrett, Earle McIntosh. Elmer B.
I'and the late J. T. McCorrlson was
Crockett, A. C. (McLoon. Alfred C
the Democratic candidate. With this
Hocking, M. R. Pllslbury
spilt in the ranks the Democrats nat
The bank has total assets of $1,724.urally won.
950. Its deposits amount to $11530,Since coming to Rockland he has
824. The surplus and lndivided profits
been employed a t Dorman's shoe
|store.
amount to $71,508.
Genial, modest, efficient
| He ts a member of the Burkettville
-------------------------------------------------- Orange, the Modern Woodmen,
Appleton when he was 6 years old. Rockland Lions Club a rd the Littleand he attended the schools of t h a t ! field Memorial Church.

"T he B la ck C a t"

lent Y ear, S q u are A w ay For A nother

Mere* <7 ISO?

twelve thousand bills will be present, ed for the consideration of the 75th
•«•••• •••
|
♦ 1Congress, now assembled. For the
*•
There ls co lim it to what you
, most part, the details of this vast leg: ™ .“re d’ ke'rmln’ d to’”
” -i
aCtlVity remalns * be

' finished business in the Senate at this morning, the following Directors
' tame of adjournment and will come
were reelected. Willis I. Ayer, Foy W.
: up in that body in the early future.
' This measure is directed against one
!Of the
crim es-mob

The Gavagan Bill provides
w ! dozen or so measures of importance penalties for an official who fails to
By The Roving Reporter
have already been submitted.
j piotect his prisoner from the mob.
On matters known to be soon en- ' It also authorizes the relatives of th<
countered, the legislator aims to be- ' lynched victim to collect damages
OLDS TO SPEAK
Carl Work's peculiar cat-call, which
come Informed. Constant use is made from the county in which the lynchinstantly awakened th e memory of
The Congregational Club ol Port of the Library of Congress, the larg- ing occurs. I t applies, of course
the Brook cat, as told in Saturday's
land, will meet at the St. Lawrence est and most efficient Institution of without discrimination to all the
Issue, had a remarkable test when Mr.
its kind In the world: One of its de- states. It is not sectional but is so
Work was manager of a local store
congregaUona! Church Monday eve
partments, with a staff of forty spe- regarded because most of the lynchtwo or three years ago. A female
ning, Jan. 17. Rev. Corwin H Olds cialists is m aintained to aid the stu- mgs occur in the South. T hat sec
stroller which had been taken under
of this city will be guest speaker, his dent legislator. B ut guidance, which tion could wholly avoid the interferthe protecting wing of th e store crowd
subject being "The Hudson Bay and ln sympathy and helpfulness cannot ence by the Federal Government,
was one day tackled by a dog, and
its Country.'' Mr. Olds toured the be found elsewhere, comes from talk- they profess so much to abhor, by
came limping back into the store,
with one of her ribs protruding
Saskatchewan last summer, visiting ing things over with constituents j themselves abolishing lynching, or by
the home folks—hence this story with so decreasing its occurrence as to sigthrough the flesh, and her days ap
th e section where he nomesteaded.
brief discussion of pending legisla- i nify their serious intention to do so.
parently numbered. B ut the cat sur
several years ago. His Journey took tion.
(
• • • .
vived her uncomfortable experience
him to the frontier and mining reThe Wages and Hours Bill will
Most in the public mind, perhaps,
and subsequently became th e mother
g.ons, northern M antltoba and norttn is the Agricultural Adjustment Act probably again demand our atten
of several litters of kittens.
ern Ontario. In order to reach his of 1937, better known as the Farm tion. This was 6ent back to commit
destination, which was about half Crop Bill. Few or none oppose the tee. lrom the House of Representa
Homer E. Robinson, president
I t was at this point th a t Manager
way up the western coast of Hudson’s announced objective of this measure tives, by a close vote, in the final
town and Union, following with a
Mr Fish has been twice married, Work's wife Intervened with the sug
Bay. he travelled over 509 miles of —justice to agriculture and to im days of the special session. Its sit Brown, Fred A. Carter, Kennedy
course at the Rockland Commercial His first wile was Lenora Lev is of gestion that the stray be given a good
lrozen ground and 100 miles of the prove the condition of the farmer— uation is almost parallel to that of
Crane, Joseph Emery, Edward F.
College. Thus fortified he taught Liberty and his present wile was home, and to Mrs. Works' own domi
B arren Lands. His wife and family but there is grave doubt as to whether the Farm Crop Bill. Its objectives—
Glover,
Edward
C.
Payson,
Joseph
public
schools In Appleton and Union Grace D j’man. Th» e ls i r e son. cile the cat and kittens were taken.
accompanied him as far as Toronto. these highly desirable objects will be shorter hours and a limit below which
One day the mother cat was missing
for a while.
Lewis A. Fish.
wages
cannot
go—are
ideal.
There
j
W.
Robinson,
Homer
E.
Robinson,
attained, or even approached, by the
unduly and Mrs Work phoned In
K
little
opposition
(none
openly)
to
*
William
Sansom,
Philip
L.
Smith
and
operation of the Farm Crop Bill.
some concern to her husband at the
THE OLD
Tills doubt, the vast expenditure in- I these general purposes. But to frame william D Talbot.
store.
voived. and the emphasis on five a measure of practical utility for the
The report of the President showed
"Let me have a try,-' said Carl, ask
. crops, none of which are grown in ends w
accomplished is immense- ‘ #
result ol the past year’s I
ing a t the same time th a t the tele
| volume in New England, caused me to , difficult. The bill presented to us. business
A further retirement of j
At SOUTH WALDC” ORO
phone be placed outside of the win
j vote against th e measure. I expect and against which I voted, would
stock has been made durdow a t the Oak street residence. This
] to oppose it <when it comes up again nave closed many small industries, j jng the year {rom earnings reducing
was done, with considerable skeptic
' in the house on report from the Con- , 11 also contained a wage differential the outstanding preferred to $34.400.. '
Under New Management
ism on the part of Mrs. Work.
lerence Committee.
jiavoring the southern manufacturer thp original amount being <126 000. '
Into the instrument a t the store
New Rates on Custom Sawing
Another measure comlhg to us from over
northern employer. Already. After thjs retirement the Surplus has
Carl emitted his piercing and unmis
the last session is the Gavagan Anti- j100 many of our industries, tempted
increased w $142,600. The com • |
H. M. L A U R IL A
takable cat-call, and both waited to
Lynching Bill. I t was my happy '
the availability of child labor and biMd Capital surplus and Undivided
Ralph Blake. 24. of Damariscotta companion, who was three sheets In see what would happen. They did
SOUTH WALDOBORO, ME.
pitiiully
low
wage
scales,
have
mi
5-lt privilege (somewhat rare for a Rebecame the subject of a brief but In- the wind," exclaimed: “Walt a min- not have long to wait, for there was
Profits amount to $347,436.28.
grated to the South. It is not my
tenslve search in this city Saturday i ute Blake,’’ and the Jig was up.
Following the annual meeting the
a commotion outside and from be
purpose to aid in approving these directors reelected Homer E. Robinafternoon when Chief of Police ArTaken to the city marshal's office neath the piazza suddenly dashed the
M. R. Pillsbury, president
conditions by federal statute, hence
thur D. Fish received word from Dep-I for questioning. Blake, who was for- missing cat. Peace again reigned in
my opposition to the Wages and
uty Sheriff H. E. Robinson of O ardi- merly employed In a local department
household
Hours Bill while it contains a differ
ner that the young man was wanted : store, is said by the officers to have
ential
in that city for the alleged uttering [confessed th at he passed a forged
T. Raymond Pierce has my thanks
A bill to repeal or substantially
T U E S D A Y , JA N U A R Y 11
of forged checks.
| check at the Senter-Crane store and
Blake had left the Southend resi-| the Endicott-Johnson store, each in for a copy of the program presented
modify the tax on undistributed cor
R ockland H igh Boys vs. M orse H ig h Boys
poration surpluses is sure to be ofSuf fering, from a disease of the State Department of Health, who not dence named in the Gardiner dep- Jthe sum of $10. On his person were by the First Baptist Choral Associ
R ockland H igh Girls vs. C rosby H ig h Girls
iered. It will get my vote and sup blood, known to the medical profes- only located the medicine in Portland uty's message, but it was learned ' found numerous blank checks on the ation some time subsequent to its
port. This statute does little more sion as agranulocytosis. Mrs. Terra but arranged to have a member of who some of his associates were, and National Bank of Damariscotta and organization In 1894, and then direct
R ockland J u n io r V arsity vs. M orse J u n io r V arsity
more than make it impossible
for Young of 43A Pearl street, Camden, the State Highway Police bring it to j City MarshalFish detailed Patrolmen some on which the possessor had ap ed by the late Brigadier Gen. Herbert
M. Lord. The soloists were Miss
C O M M U N IT Y BU ILD IN G , R O C K L A N D
businessconcerns—large and small— lies critically ill at Knox Hospital, the Rockland hospital, which was ! Fred E. Achorn and CarlA. Christof- Jparently practiced.
The alleged
Aimee E Marsh, Miss Jennie F. In
FIRST GAME AT 6.30
ADMISSION 25c, 35c
to accumulate a surplus in good years , with grave fears as to her recovery, done in one and one-half hours,
ferson to cam p on their trail.
forged checks bore the names of
graham. H. M. Lord. Miss Mabel Hall.
to enable them to continue when badA diagnosis of
her case made pos- Before the use of this drug became
Blake and a Rockland friend were "Ralph Holmes, Rev. Thomas Ackley
years arrive. We teach our young
sible through the use of the labora- known in such cases the mortality located at a Main street resta u ran t,' and Gerald Jasper,” and each was in W. “Cam" Emery, Fred B. Whitcomb,
Miss Elizabeth M. Perry and Miss
folks thrift and try to practice it ourtory apparatus at Knox Hospital from the disease was 100 percent. Its and both started to leave the place the sum of $10.
S
arah M. Hall.
1selves. It is inconsistent, and against snowed the necessity for a certain application in the early stages is said j when they saw the bluecoats coming.
Blake was taken to Gardiner Sat"Your name Blake?" asked Patrol- j urday night,
the public policy, to discourage the drug not obtainable in this city. A to have reduced the percentage very
My dislike for scream ing and sob
man Christofferson.
I The sheriff's department co-opsame virtue in business en’.ei prises delay would be exceedingly dangerous, greatly.
LEAVE DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Blake then and there renounced erated with the police on this case, bing over the radio and a t the movies
• • • so the Hospital officials got in touch
The patient is the wife of Harold
was promptly endorsed by ‘Billy" Fos
NORTH HAVEN
VINALHAVEN
We arc promised one measure for wirb q, (jeorge H. Coombs of the Young. They have one child.
ROCKLAND
his name, and started on, but his and both did good work.
8.25 A. M.
8.15 AJML
consideration the lmportarce of J ____________________________________________________________________
8.00 A. M.
ter of Plymouth, N. H., a former
3.40 P. M.
3.30 P.M.
3.15 P. M.
w hich is not as yet generally under
Thomaston boy with whom I have
Leave Sunday
stood, the Reorganization Bill, which
long been on terms of intim ate friend
1.55 P. M.
1.45 P. M.
1.30 P. M.
means the rearranging of the Execu
ship. He encloses th e item which I
tive Departments, greatly increasing W . O . M iller, N ative O f M ethodist
published in The Black C at column
A IR W A Y S , INC.
Board A dvises
ROCKLAND, ME.
anent screaming and sobbing, and be
NEXT TO PUBLIC LANDING
TEL 338
the power of th a t branch of our Gov
R eading o f Papers W h ich The summer home of Mrs. Harry saving nearby cottages, which was neath It he wrote: "Amen! The
NIGHT TEL. THOMASTON 86
T ho m asto n Dies In a D am 
ernment. Congress has already sur
3-tf
C. Magee at M artin s Point, Friend- done. thanks to th e prompt use of Black Cat cannot meow too loud on
rendered much of the responsibility,
ariscotta H ospital
Do N ot C arry T hem
ship, was destroyed by fire yesterday i water taken from the ocean.
plainly conferred by the Constitution.
th a t line.
William O. Miller, 86, of Bremen
Reading of newspapers th a t do not
,
Mrs- Magee was unable to save
One would not suppose it could be
afternoon. The premises were unoc- _
anything from the burning structures,
called upon for further sell-efface- died Saturday in the Damariscotta carry iiquor advertising was urged
W hat's in a name? A Rockland
cupied at the time Mrs Magee b i- ajld in addltlon
lo6lng her furnl.
ment. B ut the demand has been Memorial Hospital as the result of yesterday by the Board of Temperman,
now deceased, once owned a
ing absent for a brief time on busi ture and personal effects, sacrificed
made, in this Reorganization Bill and burns suffered Friday when he spilled ance, Prohibiton and Public Morals
race-horse
called “I'll Be There." The
ness,
and
the
chauffeur
being
in
some valuable Jewelry. She estimates
the dominant party seems intent on '
.
,
horse was entered at Union Fair, and
its enactment. This is indicated by ‘
contentfi of a Wa kettle of bolllng ,° f the Methodist Jfcl'copal C h u rc h ., Portland,
the loss as between $15,000 and $20,000
PRINTED STATIONERY
the passage of one of the initial steps water on himself. His nephew, George
“Revelation that 552 dally newspa- ! The fire was beyond control when and it was but partly covered by In came under the wire 500 feet behind
th e others The horse should have
this
reorganization
policy,
last
j
Miller,
with
whom
he
resided,
told
pers
in the United States abstain Mrs M®gee arrived, but the tire com surance.
ot
been
renamed: “I'll Be T here—Some
panies of Waldoboro and Friendship
The cause of the fire has not been
July, by a vote of 260 to 82. nc Maine i olticials Mr. Miller was suDject to from some form of liquor advertising
time."
were summoned for the purpose of determined.
Congressman voting wi.h the ma- fainting spells and might have faint- and that 178 dally newspapers m ail)jority. It authorized the appoint ed while holding the tea kettle.
I know a Rockland m an who used
tain a teetotal standard of abstinence ed from selling distilled spirits If
ment by the President of six admin
Mr. Miller was born in Thomaston .
to play poker a bit, and because the
K
„,
I-j
j
.
„
_
...
from
liquor
sa
es
promotion
offers
an
they
know
such
liquor
is
to
be
sold
istrative assistants at salaries of not but had lived at Bremen more than
H
fates were unkind to him. he was often
exceeding $10,000 a year.
80 years. He had been employed as opportuni ty to the cnurcii which in a state where such sales are pro
forced to draw four cards. On one
C om m unity T h e a tre G uild occasion the highest card ln his hand
The measure which rockeu the n a a carpenter and farmer.
should not be lost," said tne board. hibited.
.3
Liquor,
iwine
and
beer
advertion. the high light of the last legislaHe is survived, beside his nephew,
Reference was made to a recent
W ill
P re se n t
“ Candle- was a queen, but he discarded the
| tive year—the Supreme Court Bill—ts by one brother, Henderson Miller of survey made by the trade Journal, ,L5*menLs be excluded from radio prolady and drew four cards to a 10 of
L ight” Ja n . 19-20
supposed to be gone but not forgot- Jefferson, and one sister, Mrs. Lila Editor & Publisher, showing th a t 552 grams and Sunday newspapers.
spades. Yess. you ve guessed it. He
4. Women,
children,
barroom
ten. tl ls generally conceded how Wellman of Riverdale, N. Y.
dailies, for ethical or business rea’•Candlelight.” a thrc“-aci come”y drew a royal flush. If th a t story can
ex
ever, that we shall not have it to vex
Private funeral services were held sons or because of state laws, barred iScenes and reli«lous obJecUs
adapted
by P. O V-' tlclwus»from the be beaten in the poker world I would
and delay us as if did in the last yesterday at the Funeral Home of hard liquor ads and 178 even barred cluded trom liquor advertisements
German
play by Siegfried Geyer, re like to hear the better one.
ln newspapers and magazines.
session.
James Waltz in Waldoboro with Rev. beer copy.
lates
how
Prince Rudolf's valet, played
O. O. Barnard of the Waldoboro
Good cat stories in th a t Camden
"It is a reasonable presumption,”
Methodist Episcopal Church officiat the board said, “that the exclusion of Y O U R F A V O R IT E P O E M by Alvary Oay' falu ln love wlth woman's communication, published in
The Accumulative Effect of Good
ing. Interm ent was in Broad Cove liquor advertising distinctly raises
------j a pretty voice over the telephone, ln- another column. Because two-thirds
Advertising Cannot Be Overestimated.' Cemetery, Bremen.
If I had my life to :i»e again l would j Vites his charmer to his master's first of the families own felines cat stories
the value of the excluding newspaper
have made a rule to read some poetry
as an advertising medium by which and listen to some music at least ones , iioor apartm ent and then naturally are always popular.
the producers of other goods appeal a week. The lose of these tastes Is a
oss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
i puts olf his livery and becomes a
When I told in a recent Issue of see
to the family trade.
ing
a cat with two tails, on Limerock
remainder
Prince.
Later
when
Prince
Rudolf,
C O M M U N IT Y T H E A T R E
“The business management of any
may go from this life with ?mp y nan-ls J played by Lucien Dean arrives very street. I expected to get the “ha-ha''
newspaper faces a heavy financial IBut
to t w ith empty- heart; for I »hnil i
J
G U IL D
This is a fine quality writing paper in greytone or varytone.
responsibility in rejecting the rich In
take
unexpectedly while the valet and the in many quarters—and I was not mis
The slant of hills, the magic of the sea
come which may be had by advertis And all the beauty ln me will awake 1young lady played by Miss Ruth taken. Fancy, then my satisfaction
Your name and address printed on sheets and envelopes with style
Presents its iirst major production
when I saw in the “Ripley'' column
A or B heading
ing liquors, but as a long-range policy The new ploughed fields, and sum m er's
heady scent.
| Dondls are in a most ardent tete-a- of a Friday evening paper where a
lit
probably
pays.
It
is
the
duty
ol
The little roads th at tem pt a rover's J
Your choice of lettering in green, brown, blue or black ink.
feet,
tete, the situation becomes decidedly forked tail cat was owned by Joe Dun
the church and of those who are like A curving
rainbow on the graying sky.
_ .
_
a
single
poppy
scarlet
ln
the
w
heat,
,
amusing. Prince Rudolf dons his can of East Newman. Georgia. The
minded in this particular m atter to
48 folded sheets 5x8— 48 envelopes 5 1-8x4 1-8
A listening tree, wise with the wind and
,
South is going to have nothing on the
see that it does pay."
rain,
valets livery and adds much to the
A Three-Act Comedy
North, if The Black C at can pre
Perfect for your own correspondence and Just the thing for gifts.
And flung against a m ountain's shady ____.___
, ..
green.
perplexity of the situation.
Stricter Liquor Laws
vent it.
The
slender
silver
of
a
gleaming
birch,
,,
.
.
.
_
.
.
,,
C O M M U N IT Y B U IL D IN G
! Wilford S. Alexander, Federal Al The beat of little waves ip o n the rocks.
The lines are neatly turned and all
echo of fa in t mualo from afar.
! « related with a wit th at will make
“Able was I ere I saw Elba." Reads
cohol Administrator, urges Congress The
Wood fires a t night; and on the tu r 
W ed.-T hurs., Ja n u ary 19-20
quoise sky
[capital entertainm ent. Other mem- Just the same backward as forward,
i to broaden the scope of federal liquor
The pure remoteness of a trem bling sU r, m...
f
a . ln c it.d. ,Mrs Pvelvn
laws. His annual report proposes I may go from this life with empty hands , s 01 1116 cas1, lncluQe ™ rs k-veijn and ls said to be the longest sentenoe
Entire Proceeds to
40c
Orchestra,
But ln my heart, beyond earth's farth est Peaslee, Mrs. Josephine Perry, Win- of that kind. If any reader happens
that:
Community Building
25c
Balrony,
1. Brewers of malt beverages be The memory of these loved, fam iliar 1*e 'd Chatto, Maxwell Ames. Edward to know a longer one it will find
And Its Associate, The Guild
Curtain. 8.00 P. M.
things
Peaslee Jr. The play is being direct- prompt publication in The Black
RO CK LAND, M AINE
required to obtain federal permits.
Shall through eternity grow no less dim.
—Eleanor A. Chaffee. 1 b-v Alm°a
Cooper.
Cat.
2. Liquor wholesalers be prohiblt»

your

obedient

servant.-C haries . .. , closed, but the trend is evident and a murder.

— h Spurgeon.

SUTINEN MILL

CAUGHT ALLEGED FORGER

Is Open F or B usiness

Quick W ork On P art O f the P olice— T w o C hecks
W ere P a ssed H ere

BA SK ETBA LL

STATE POLICE RUSH DRUG

W INTER SEAPLANE SCHEDULE

F atally Scald ed

No Liquor “ A d s”

VALUABLE COTTAGE BURNED

RITE-BEST

T heir F irst P lay

“CANDLE LIGHT

$ 1 .0 0 postp aid

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

T h e C o u rier-G azette

School teams at Union Friday night.
Supt. Jason Tibbetts visited the
Callers Thursday at Hayden Ful school Thursday.
Eighteen new books of prose and
ler's were Mrs. A. H. Moody. Azuba
Sprague. Ethel Edgecomb. Ada Proc poe'rv have been added to the li
tor and son, Mr. and Mrs. Freeman brary.
Practice will soon begin on the
Carleton and two children.
Warren Moody was guest Sunday one-act play for the county com
petition.
afternoon of his classmate Aldeverd
Robbins, who broke his wrist recently j Eleanor Griffin, a prominent post
and has returned home from Petta- graduate student has employment in
West Upton, Mass.
piece's Hospital in Camden.
Jacqueline Martin was recently
Cecelia Whitney and Lawrence welcomed to Grade III. She has been
Whitney, also Aubrey Fuller were a member of the Burkettville P ri
callers at Mrs. Everett Whitney's mary School.
recently.
Carlton Wetherell, Grade VII Is m
Mrs. Juanita Martin and Mr. and the Pettapiece Hospital, where he un
Mrs. Ivan Mink joined the Commu- derwent an operation. Schoolmates
| nity Club at its latest meeting.
and teachers wish him an early re
All boys and girls over ten years of covery.
age are meeting at the parsonage
next Saturday afternoon to form a
4-H Club Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Mej servey are to take charge of the
i clubs.
L. N Moody and children Lucy
and Warren were Rockland visitors
Saturday.
! Several members of the Willing 1
j Workers met last Tuesday with Mrs
H. W Nutter at the parsonage. Of
ficers were re-elected nam ely: Pres; ident. Mrs. Blanche Brown; vice
president. Mrs. Evle Perry; secretary,
Mrs. Evelyn Pitman; treasurer. Mrs.
T h e M o rn in g A fterTaking
Gertrude Moody. These committees
were appointed; Fancy work and
C a r t e r ’s L ittle L iv e r Pills
stuffed toys. Lizzie Newbert; aprons.
Gertrude Moody; patchwork, Mrs
Harold Nutter; rugs. Ethel Moody;
pillow cases. Julia Currier. Receipts
the past year totalled $564 53: ex
penditures $529 55. leaving a balance
of $34 98. During 1936 the interior
of the parsonage was re-decorated at
the expense of $33. In 1937 the ex
terior received two coats of paint and
many minor repairs at a cost of $107.
Lawrence Whitney has returned to
Northeastern University. Boston aft
er being at his home for a two weeks'
vacation.
• • • •

A P P L E T O N R ID G E

W h ere’s The Fire?

THREE-TIMES-A-WEFK
Only be thou strong, and very
courageous.—Joshua 1:7.

C hief o f Police Fish C o u ld n ’t
A n sw e r At O n ce, B ut
S oon Learned

a. /

i

7*

'x

I

. V ”-

TA

F or F oreign T rade

The new chief of police. A rthur D.
Pish, made his appearance at the
C o n stru c tio n O f M any S u b  office yesterday wearing a brand new
uniform, wnich not only fitted him
sidized Ships A n nounced like the proverbial paper on the wall,
but which was decidedly becoming.
B y C om m ission
He was modestly acknowledging the
The maritime commission announ congratulations when the fire alarm
ces th a t seven shipping companies sounded. And then, of course, the
have agreed to build from 23 to 43 telephone line became very busy.
"Where's the fire?" everybody
ships for use in the foreign trade
wanted to know.
within the next four years. In return
"I haven’t heard," replied Mar
the commission approved long-term shal Fish.
operating subsidies, aggregating $7,He soon did. however, for the fire
was in his own house at 10 Stanley
359.000 annually, for the lines.
Similar agreements now being lane. An overheated chimney was
the cause of the rumpus, and left a
negotiated with other companies may
small am ount of damage.
bring to 63 the number of ships to
Getting back to that new uniform
be constructed with the aid of federal it ought to be said that the retiring
subsidies, the commission said.
chief. Almon P Richardson willed his
The seven companies receiving new can and 3old badge to the new
long-term contracts agreed to build comer—an act in keeping with Al's
20 vessels by 1942 14 of them this I usual generosity, and fully appreyear. The commission said it also ciated by his successor.
required these companies to develop
-----------------Iplans for 23 additional ships.
RO CK PORT
The commission added th a t t h e ;
------Export Steamship Corporation of
Mrs. H. C. Copeland has returned
New York, which was not included in to Rockland after a visit a t the home
the agreements announced today, of Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Gardner,
was prepared to build nine or ten
Mrs. Nina Carroll is spending two
ships if a satisfactory subsidy agree- weeks in Augusta at the home of her
ment could be worked out.
son. Howard Carroll.
C hairm an Joseph P. Kennedy estiThe G. W. Bridge Club meets this
mated it would cost $110,063,000 to afternoon with Mrs. Ada Libby,
build all the vessels covered by defi-1 Amesbury Hill. Last week Mrs. John
nite agreements of merely proposed. Thompson entertained the club at
The commission also announced her attractive apartment on Main
th a t short-term contracts had been street,
made with six companies "pending a
Charles Erickson returned Thursfurther study of their problems. I day to Port Williams having joined
Kennedy said that if these companies Mrs
for {he ho],davs
qualified for long-term subsidies 10
A large attendance is desired at
additional vessels would be built.
tonight’s meeting of the G arden Club
at the nome of Mrs Effie Salisbury.
Amesbury Hill. Several important
m atters are to be conudcred.
A C am d en R eader T ells O f L. True Spear. Jr., has resumed
studies a t the Northeastern Univer
H is C u te Tricks a n d O f sity after the holiday recess. He was
H is S a d F ate
accompanied to Boston by his mother
who will remain for an indefinite
lEditor of "The Black Cat ':
time.
Here is a subscriber and reader
The installation of officers of Fred
Iwho enjoys your “Black Cal" column. A. Norwood W.R.C. scheduled for
It is like having a friend drop in Jan. 14 has been indefinitely postrwith something of personal interest >>one^ owing to the Illness of the in- •
..
,
.
stalling officer. Emma L. Torrev. A ll'
regarding those we love now. have „
’
I
Iofficers are urged to be present at
hoved in the past or in whom we are , next
njght,s mwting th a t g fc_ ,
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By Daniel I. McNamara
AVID W. GUION, musician-com

poser, whose cowboy song,
D"Home
on the Range,’’ is a White
House favorite, is the only member
of the American Society or Compos
ers, Authors and Publishers who is
equally at home before the key
board of a grand piano and astride
a bucking bronco. Famous in the
music world for his symphonic
transcriptions of traditional melo
dics of the cowboy West and the
negro South, he Is still more cele
brated iu his heme State of Texas
as a rodeo champion.
Charles J. Finger, the author, was
Guion's first music teacher. Finger,
a young Englishman, had opened a
music studio in San Angelo, Texas,
in 1902, when the seven-year-old
Guion began his weekly train trips
of sixty miles to take lessons. But
before he had mastered the intrica
cies of written music, the child
could play by ear the unwritten
songs heard among the cowboys and
the soul-stirring spirituals sung in
the church of hts negro mammy.
His musical studies led 'him
abroad at the close of his formal
schooling in Whipple Academy in
Jacksonville. Illinois, and in Poly
technic College, Fort Worth. Tex.
At the Royal Academy In Vienna,
he studied piano for three years un
der Leopold Godowsky, then return
ing to New York, spent two more
years in study, chiefly self-instruc
tion in composition. Then he re
turned to Texas as director of the
Daniel Baker College School of
Music in Brownwood.
His research into the unpublished
native songs of the South and West
soon bore fruit. “The Bold Vaquero."
published in 1919. is credited with
being the first published arrange
ment of an American cowboy song.
Soon followed his widely discussed
symphonic arrangement of "Turkey

U N IO N

in the Straw," which was played as
a piano concerto by Percy Grainger
He has made arrangements of
words and music of a great number
of cowboy and negro songs, and has
produced more than one hundred
original compositions in various
forms from simple songs to full
symphony arrangements.
David W. Guion is of French
Huguenot stock. His grandfather,
John I. Guion, was governor of
Mississippi. His father; of the same
name, was among the most distin
guished lawyers of Texas at the
turn of the century. His mother,
Armour Fentress of Tennessee, was
a gifted pianist and singer.
He is in perfect physical trim, five
feet five, erect and alert, wiry, tan
ned and distinguished-looking. He
is an outdoor enthusiast, loves to
ride spirited horses, is fond of Eng
lish bulldogs and is a collector of
antiques of the Southwest.
His home in Dallas Is one of the
town's finest residences, while fiis
apartment In Washington Square
East is one of the most colorful
studios of that habitat of the in
telligentsia.

High School Notes
The High School boys were de
feated in their opening game of bas
ketball Friday night by a strong
Alumni team with a score of 31 to
13 The girls A team defeated the
B team by 34 to 31. Both games
were exceedingly well played for
opening games. M Williams and R.
Griffin led the Alumni team
in
scoring while B. Mitchell and F.
(Justice scored the most of the High
School points.
Appleton High School boys play
Rockport High School Junior Varsity
■Wednesday and the A.H.S. girls play
1Ballard Business College. The games
I will start at 8 o'clock. The High
1School teams play the Union High

i

interested I especially like the pic- hearsal may be held following the
The monthly meeting of the W. F
lu re of Mayor Veazies • Mickle" session.
tvhich appeared in Thursday's issue
This town will be represented in M. s . will be held a t the Church of
pnd here's why: A few years ago the Snow Bowl Carnival Queen c o n -' ‘X Nazarene
at 7.30 The
your esteemed correspondent's neigh- test by K a therine Annis. chosen by Udy U °f the Nazarene Missionaries
bor, Mr. W alter of North Waidoboro. tbe Ballard Business School of which in China and the books used are
presented me with a black coon kit- sbe jj a popular student and by Vera ''The Challenge of China" by L. A
en. b am grown, and so wild he hid Easton, a junior and Blanche Col Reed and H. A. Wiese; and “Nazader a cellar flooring and I had to , ims. a sophomore, chosen by the High renes in the O rient" by Rev. S. N.
(love it to bring him out.
' SSchool. Ballots may be deposited Fitkin and Emma Word. I t is urge
th a t all members be present. ThSix m onths later, "Blackie was a I at the Studio Shop.
public is invited.
|oved petted coal black, shaggy cat;
Mr. and Mrs. Ross P atterson moone of the handsomest and most in_
.
I tored from Portland Sunday for a
ligent I have ever seen (though at . . .
„ , .. . .
Methodist Church Notes
*
,
. ,
brief ca'l a t their home on Ames
time my mother raised coon cats
There was an encouraging atten 
bury Hill.
|tor pleasure and profit).
Mrs. S arah Buzzell spent Sunday at dance Sunday a t all services, but
He easily learned all kinds of tricks,
the
home of her sister, Mrs. Nancy J. especially in the Sunday School. Mrs.
|two of which I'll mention: Would
Holman Robbins, substituting for
and on his hind legs, upright, and |i Tribou.
Doris Robbins, had ten present in the
W alter Carroll and Mr. and Mrs.
with my husband for a long time
beginners' class a number excelled
d seemed never to tire of it; b u t' Albert Carroll were visitors Sunday only by the KT Class and the Brother
st of all his tricks was his bed- at the home of Howard Carroll in Au- hood in the Adult Department.
ae frolic. As I rose to prepare fo r' I?usta.
The Womans Missionary Society
Closing the house, he began running
Miss Eleanor Walmsley, who has meets Thursday at the parsonage
from kitchen straight through to hall, been in Boston for several months, with Mrs. Chapman The lession is
oaxlng me to chase him. and th e n ' has returned to the home of her from the January magazine. The
hiding behind door casings and grandmother. Mrs. S arah Buzzell at president. Mrs. Lila Burrill, is in t
[Jumping out at me. sometimes as Simonton and resumed studies at the charge.
ligh as my chest. He loved it. and Ballard Business School.
All are invited to share in the de- (
as my children were grown and gone, i Mr ancj m fs clarence Beverage of votional and study hour at 7 o'clock ’
did I Augusta were callers Saturday eve- Thursday in the vestry. The special
Always I was the envied possessor ning a (, the home of Mr. and Mrs. topic is "Great Teaching about the
of such beauty. Intelligence and Charles S Gardner.
Christian Life.
Ifriendllness combined in one kitty.,
By special invitation the annual
The Twentieth Century Club will
le was never known to cross the j
meet Friday afternoon a t the home of meeting of the Sunday Schoo! Board
street, but in autumn when the wal
Mrs. M inetta Paul, subject of pro- will be held Friday at the home of
nut trees' fruit needed harvesting. |
Mrs. J. D. Thurston. A fellowship
[ gram "Music."
|the squirrels came for their annual
Rockport High will play Waldoboro supper is planned at 6:15. followed
vinter supply, and "Blackie" watch[ High boys and girls Friday a t the by election of officers and the dis
png, forget discretion and home
cussion of plans and methods for
local gymnasium.
raining and followed one little frisky ,
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Havener and building up the school. All officers,
(fellow who deposited his w inters sup
daughter Gertrude have returneed to teachers, substitute teachers, heads
ply in a neighbor's hollow tree across
Portsmouth. N. H.. after a visit at the of departments, and members of the
Ithe street. In returning, an auto hit
home of his mother, Mrs. G ertrud0 Church Committee of Religious Ed
him. and it was good-bye to my be j Havener.
ucation are urged to be present.
loved “Black?
The captains of the Reds and the
Another member of the Curtis
If you have ever loved such a p e t,,
j String Q uartet is made happy by Blues in the Brotherhood membership
and especially when young, you will j
contest are busily at work enlisting
understand how I felt. The lady i the birth of a daughter Dec. 22, to new members, and promise a surprise
Mr
and
Mrs.
Jascha
Brodsky
at
vhose ca r hit him, offered me
when the full report is made Fet>. 4.
another, but one such hurt does not i Philadelphia The other proud daddy
The sermcp topics for next Sunday
Encourage a repetition immediately. j of the Q uartet was O rlando Cole, the are these: At 10 oclcck, “The Ques
birth
of
whose
son,
Dec.
29
was
anTm pleased with your beautiful
tion of Beginning;" at 7 o'clock. "The
|*Black C at." mid shall enjoy reading nounced in a previous issue.
Star and the Candles."
Capt.
and
Mrs.
Eben
Eaton
of
colum n in the luture. I envy
Belfast
were
callers
Sunday
on
Capt
layor Veazie the original
Our Wanl-Ad Columns sell Horses.
anud Mrs. Ernest M. Torrey.
Mrs. Theresa M. Stahl
Cows,
Pigs, and Chickens. Tel. 770.
Rev.
Burleigh
M.
Sylvester
and
Camden, Jan. 8.
Stanton W. Gavitt who conducted
evangelistic services at the Baptist
GOSH! BAI) AS THAT?
Church three years ago and made
Lewis W. Douglas, former United many friends here during their stay
CUY
3tates budget director, told the are now a t the Methodist Church in
nerican Political Science Associa Belfast where they will hold services
tion th a t th e Roosevelt administration dally excepting Saturdays, until Ja n 
“capricious and intemperate” and uary 30.
Mrs. Maude Whitney and daughter j
|h a t its program was “essentially
PASSENGER—TRUCK
Mary Reed returned Saturday from
monopolistic."
ALL SIZES
PRICES RIGHT
Portland where Mary had been re
N EW T IR E S A N D
ceiving medical attention for a few
days. They visited enroute Mr. and
TUBES
Mrs. Matthew Greenlaw in Y ar
In treating your family’s acolds,
mouth.
don’t experiment
o r take needless
RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Our Advertising Column.1; Are the
ch a n ce s . . . use
V a p o R ub
9&EOT-tf
M
erchant’s
Show
Windows,
PROVED BY 2 generations

HEAP TH E APS

SAVE MONEY!

RETREAD TIRES

M o th e rs !

VICKS
v

MILLER’S G ARAG E

W
-•

D& H A n th racite

aiA

7

5,

•*

•% tjv '* * »

4 V.

G r e a te r C O M F O R T — m o re CO N V ENIE N C E — p e rfe e t S A F E T Y — D E P E N .
D A B I.E a n d E C O N O M IC A L h e m e
h e a tin g —a r e th e th in g s y o u o h ta iu by
b u r n in g D & H A n th ra c ite — " T h e
F IV E P o in t F u e l.”
It k e e p s y o u r h o m e h ea te d ste a d ily —
e v e n ly fro m flo o r to ce ilin g — d ay in
a n d d ay o u t . . . m a k in g it h a p p ie r,
h e a lth ie r , m o r e liv a b le . O rd e r to d a y .

TEL. 4 8 7

M. B. & C. 0 . PERRY
R O C K LA N D , ME.

5 1 9 M A IN S T R E E T ,

THE

FUEL FOR

SM I

COMFORT

......
w

IT IS YOUR.Q u a r a n t e e
JAN UA RY 1 0 - 1 5
NATION-W IDE
OVEN BAKED

DEPENDABLE

B EA N S
Pr A
YELLOW EYE
KIDNEY

2

e f t 's

^FOODS

27<

R ig h t W e e s

NATION-W IDE

TO ILE T PAPER

(S O

6

ROLLS

29c

EXCEPTIONAL

K

VALUES!
SiP SELF SEMICE
R O C K L A N D , ME.

462 M A IN S T R E E T ,

N A T IO N -W ID E

OATS

SAUCER

LA R D .
SU G A R

5 t%
b
c1
l£

;.............................................................

„

CORN FLAKES

.

N A T IO N -W ID E M ILK

.

.

.

.

LGE
PKG

Ac
25c

CANS

25<

IALL
CANS

21<

PKGSZ

17c

L tS

21c

NATION-WIDE

2

M A C A R O N I AND SPAG HETTI
NAIION-WIDE

RED B A G COFFEE

.

.

.

.

TEA

.

FORMOSA

>/j LB
RKG

2V<

(IA

ORANGE
PEKOE

JJC

LB A A
PKG

V2

................ 10 lbs 51c

o Sag

COFFEE S A

lb. 10c

.

N A T IO N -W ID E CODFISH CAKES

NATION-WIDE

............................ lb. 23c
.........p k g .

6c

FLO UR S S T " ........ 24% lb. b ag

69c

r ellog gs

A PPL ES FX \ ! T * APS.............. 6 lb s, 25c
TANGERINES V S

.............. 2 d oz. 29c

PETER P A N S A L M O N

.

TALL
CAN

17c

SPLENDID PEAS

■

NO 2
CAN

17c

DUALITY STEER BEEF

TENDER ■

2 CANS
NO 2

BIRD’S CUT W A X BEANS

CAMPBELL’S

T O M A T O SOUP 3
EXCELSIOR

SLICED PINEAPPLE

cans

23c

LARGE
CAN

OA,
25c

rU K C

BOTTLE

C R EA M O F W H E A T

17<

.

.

^25c

.

■

£

N A T IO N -W ID E GRANULES

.

LUX FLAKES

Lb.

23c

.
1 LB
JAR

.

p
r^

1 0

.

CLOGGEDApiPES

TO P OR BOTTOM R O U N D ,
CUBE,

19c

G O LD FLA K E PEA NU T BUTTER

D R A IN OPENER

PO R TERH O USE, SIRLOIN,

25c

H A T K N-Yt IDE
LEMON or A 11 n r*
VANILLA

BUCKEYE ROLLED O A T S .

fee

a
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c

S

pecial

.

^22c

1 9

c

^21c

COM&INAT/OA/

‘--RIPPLEDW HEAT
\

LUX FLAKES

e
n

, 7 / BOTH5
Pk^lO'i FOR
Sunshine BINGS . . i
^ppetizor Crackers Pkj.!9‘
WOXWhot. Wheat C .r.ot

ncavLAnvALue

LUX TOILET SOAP

H A M BU R G STEA K

C
w

R S H M A L L O W 'O I X I ' L ,l 2 4 c |1
• ji{, aM A
ASSQ^TMtNr or runtr m a w m a u q w (ooxus

GR0UND2 lb s. 25c

SALT P O R K .............................. 2 lb s. 25c
PO RK CHOPS

BARS

IC E

................... lb. 19c
fjrnKi&KSSB

G RO CERS
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The Methodist Missionary Society Midshipman George Kittredge re
meets Thursday at 2.30, hostess to be I
turned Friday to Annapolis.
Mrs. Alice Brooks and program i
Clyde H. Chapman of Belfast, for leader. Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood.
“MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY”
mer attorney general, wa3 a busi
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
ness visitor in the city Saturday.
The W jC.T.U. meeting scheduled
MON.-TL’ES., JAN. 10-11
for Friday at the Methodist vestry, |
No Matinee
Evening a t 8
A meeting of the Womans Societj was canceuecj .because of the storm
KATHERINE
HEPBURN
| of the Universalist Church, will be (jje new ^ate to be announced,
GINGER ROGERS
held Wednesday, directly after the
In
| supper.
Mrs. Maude Jackson returned Sun

CAM DEN

WALDO THEATRE

*938

JA N U A R Y

l938

SUN MON TU ESK TD THU FRI SAT

2 3 i 5
9 1 0 1 1 12
16 17 18 19
^ 2 526

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

I
8
15
22
29

day to Skowhegan after two months'
Baraca Class of the Methodist stay at the home of her daughter,
I Church will hold a business meeting Mrs. Kenneth Sevon. Broadway.
i and social Wednesday night, at the
Tire men are in charge,
The Maine VeterinaryJ AssociaRalph Clark chairman. Members are
1
tlon announces its Quarterly meeting
_____
at the University of Maine, March
A meeting of the food fair co m m it-! 31, in connection with Farm and
tee is being held Thursday at 4 p. m. I Heme Week.

a t Chamber of Commerce rooms. The
committee reports excellent progresss
with the fair, all but one space is
sold, samples are here already, the
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
many special features that are being
«iHs°?kPOrt “ ““ i lined up promise the fair to be big-

TA LK OF TH E TO W N

Jan . 13—Thomaston (7.30 p. m i —T arent-Teacher Association m eeting in High
School assembly hall. Guest speaker,
D J a ^ eT ^B M ketCbaTnS Lincoln Academy
a t Thomaston; Camden High at Rock^ J a n '^ i- O p e n ^ m e e tin g of Shakespeare
Society a t Bok Home for Nurses.
j a n 21 (3 to 9.301—Educational Club
meets at Grand Army hall

Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
will have a joint installation Wednes
day night. The usual supper wdl be
[omitted, refreshments to be served
alter the meeting.

„ er a n -j b e tte r.

-----

|

Merline Lucy, young daughter of
Mrs. Regma Duplisea, is critically ill
I with pneumonia at the home of her
Jgrandparents. iMr. and Mrs. Edward
McIntosh, North Main street,

Mrs. h . K. Wolcott and daughter
Nancy have returned from a visit In
Minneapolis.
'Hie Congregational |3oclety will
meet Wednesday afternoon with Miss
Bessie Bowers, Mountain street.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge as
sembles Wednesday at 7JO o'clock.
Every member of the degree staff is
“ STAGE D O O R ”
urged to be present as there will be
GAIL PATRICK,
a practice meeting at the close of the
ADOLPH MENJOU
lodge.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 12
Albert Wilson of Skowhegan is in
No Matinee
town for a short stay.
Evening Seven and Nine
Meguntlcook Grange meets W ed
BANK NIGHT
nesday night.
JEAN PARKER
LEO CARRILLO
Mr. and Mrs. Aldiverde Norton of
in
Dark Harbor are in New York city
“ T H E B A R R IE R ”
where thev will attend the motor boat
•Paramount's third great west show and before returning heme will
ern classic following “Texas Rang visit friends in Philadelphia.
ers.'' “The Plainsman."
Mrs. D. M. Chandler. UD. Chandler,
THURS.-FRI., JAN. 13-14
and Miss Maude M Thorndik? were
Matinee 2 30 Evening at 8
dinner guests Sunday of Miss Lillian
CAROLE LOMBARD
V Ryan in Belfast.
I RED MacMURRAY
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mills of BelIn
fast were in town over Sunday.
“ T R U E C O N FE SSIO N ”
Orion Wadsworth has returned to
----------------" — l Hartford, after a visit with his par, „ ,
.
! ents, Mr and Mrs. John Wadsworth.
Mrs. J. Grossman of Boston is the
, „
_
Howard Anderson is attending the
guest of her son. A Alan Grossman,
york clty
and is on her first visit to Rockland.
nJght

“ W hen b uyers w o n ’t buy an d sellers c a n ’t sell,
som ething h a s g o t to h a p p en ”
G regory’s en tire stock of F in e A pparel g o e s g a l
lop in g into an

IN T E N S IF IE D S A L E
,

to open Knox C ou n ty’s e y e s , ears and c h ec k b o o k s
Y ou all k now th e reason b u t y o u ’ve no id ea o f the
reductions.

I
1

At a (meeting of the directors ot
'
T he cham ber of Commerce yesterday arrangements were made to occupy the new quarters at Comtnun. * ■’
.
„
I
I ity Building before (Feb. 1. Some new
munny Bundii^an<lle’UBht ** C°m‘ I lurmshmgs will be added and part
Although they are b a n n in g to get
J a n y 21—Meeting of the Methebeseo of the old reconditioned. New rugs
a bit t u t of style the 1937 number
Congregational parish house and Mrs.
C1J a n St 25—Rockport—Installation
of and fireplace furniture will be add- plates are still worn by most motorF. e . Taylor, president of Percy Marian Brad&haw o{ Bangor was the
Hj*an>r » e ® . r’ B inhday Ball .< « > • A dance is planned for Easter ists. It remained for Charles Maxey Hilmer & Son of Philadelphia, re- | guest speaker
Com munity Building.
_
, Monday in Community Building to yesterday to see the highest Maine cently made a visit to Crawford Lake.
Mrs Addle W arren u ln ftockland
Feb 4—Warren—Installation of Ivy j
raise money for these things. Dr. Number—169 060.
C hapter .OE.S.
during the convalescence of her
Feb. 4—Waldoboro—Birthday party for w illia m Ellingwood is heading up the
Mrs. Grace Rollins will be chalr- granddaughter, Mrs. Kenneth Sevon
High School girls’ basketball team.
1
... . .
.
Feb. io—Boy Scout Circus at Commu- j ctlorth and associated with him is
Opportunity Class of the First Bap- man of the circle supper to be served j Voting is ln progress for the Carninity Bunding
Levi Flint of Winslow-Holbrook Post tist Church donated at Christmas Wednesday at
the
Universalist j val Queen to be crowned at the Snow
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb 18—Klppy Karnlval at Rockland which is to co-operate
time
baskets
of
fruit
and
candy
to
the
ch
u
rch
.
Bowl Carnival Feb. 19-22.
High Sehool.
Feb. 19-22—Camden—Snow Bowl Carni
Inmates of the City farm. This item
------Mrs. Howard Blanchard and Mrs.
val
A meeting of all members of teams was overlooked In the course of previMrg 0 Q gomers of PajaumpFlc, Robert Rollins motored Sunday to
Feb. 21-26—Community Fair a t Comn v - i t y Building.
Interested ln entering a bowling j ous acknowledgments.
vt
vlgUing her daughtcr Mrs Belfast.
“ ^ a»
nd l KBnrxhd&ycounty' league. will be held tonight a t 7.16,1
Mrs. John T. Hughes will entertain
Harold Whitehill, Berkeley street, for
Council of Religious Education, annual in the East room at Community
Officers of Fales Circle will be in
the Community Hospital Club T hurs
Iseveral weeks.
m eeting ln the Littlefield Memorial
building. Discussion of rules, and stalled Friday night a t the home of
Church.
day at her home on Washington
appointment of a committee are on m is . Eugene Lamb, by Department
street
the program. Teams which have slg- President Eva Erving. Each membe.
“^ X r T C om m ers “ l X
F r ^ i c k Jagels of Portland was
THE WEATHER
nlfied interest are Armours, Elks. Kt- u requested to take a gift package
‘ * weekend guest of hls mother M„
Nothing specially sassy’ we can say wanis, Lions. High School faculty, for the entertainment committee, and held in Room 49• City Hall, Port.a , _
.
Frederick Jagels.
about it. even if the temperature John Blrd Co A & p American ' -.hose not solicited please take sweets, tomorrow at 2.30 p. m.
Camden
Lodge met last night.
was only 4 above this morning.
and Post
Mlss Rulh
-------------Eighteen miles to the westward, in Andersor.i iVesent holder of th e
Alphonso C irte r of Watren, whose
Golden Rod Chapter. O.ES., will
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Black were
w i n ^ L s h d u r i n / t h ^ ' Z mUf a v S ' W°men'3 reC° rd 81 Community bow1’ name 15 581(1 t0 * qulte famlllar on m w t Prlda* nlght, f°r eleCtl° " £ I ln Belfast Saturday to attend the obwill vanish during the day m favor ing Alleys, will be present tomorrow police and sheriff blotters, was ar- officers. The usual supper will be
f ..
wpddin„
of snow clouds. Rain is promise of njgbt a t ladies night, to Instruct tile rested yesterday by Sheriff C. Earle served; those not solicitedplease
versary
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
David Black,
tomorrow, and slowly rising tempera- neWcomers in the game, from 7 to Ludwick. charged with having com- I lane
take sweets.
____
ture.
J 7 JO.
!mitted assault and battery upon
------The Monday Niters met this week
------Sarah J. Over at South Warren Jan j
A third candidate for the Repub- I with Mrs. A rthur Bowley, Talbot aveMrs. Bert W itham is confined to
Fred S Hinckley, a Thomaston e. The trial before Judge Dwinal lican sheriff nomination appeared in nue. Prizes were awarded to Mrs.
her home by illness.
boy, was this week promoted from was in progress when this paper went I the field yesterday ln the person of [Cecil Murphy, Miss Mary Haskell,
■
1 room clerk to assistant manager of to press.
Harry T. Gushee of Camden. His Mrs. Agnes Hooper, Mrs. Forest
Raymond Moulaison has moved Boston's famous Parker House. A
------primary papers are in circulation, j Hatch, Mrs. Van Russell, and consoKnox Hospital at its annual meet------j jation going to Mrs. Austin Huntley.
into the eastern tenement of the graduate of Thomaston High School
May house on Grove street.
and Shaw's Business School in Port- ing last night re-elected Herbert W. | Lieut. Leon P. Shephard, chief of Mrs. John Mills entertains next,
1land. Hinckley has a wide circle of Keep as president. O ther officers th ? Identification Bureau of the
Dr. J. H. Damon, having returned Maine friends. Starting in the hotel chosen were: Rev. James A. Flynn. S tate Highwav Police will be guest
Axel E. Brunberg. proprietor of the
trom Waldoboro, has taken apart- business a t the Prince George Hotel vice president; Milton M. Griffin, sec- spcaker at the Ljons Ci„b meeting Bald Mountain Calendar Company,
men is at Mrs. Alice 'Robbins' on [n Hew York City, he worked there rotary. Joseph Emery, treasurer; di- ‘tomorrow and wlu
accompanied a"d prominent ln a number of local
Maple street, for the remainder of , or some time before resigning to go rectors,, Mrs. Mary Louise Bok of w thig c(tj, by chief Towle.
I organizations, is confined to his bed
the winter.
I WRh Glenwood J. Sherrard operating Philadelphia and Rockport; Mrs.
‘
_____
I with two fractured ribs and a strained
__
_____
back—the result of a fall on the
-------' the Hamilton Hotel In Bermuda. William O Fuller and LeForest A.
”5." - 9un
ice last Thursday. He did not feel the
Chickawaukie Lake was a busy w hen Sherrard assumed operation Thurston of Rockland; Mrs. Arthur
U1 J * ' 8
.
effects immediately and continued
place Sunday many fishermen catch- Of the Parker House in 1933. Hinckley J. Elliot, Thomaston and Dr. C. Har- l y
Lions Club, is receiving its finishing __ ___ __ ______ '
.........
ing pickerel, while Charlie McIntosh accompanicd him back to his native old Jameson. Camden. The number
on duty at his place of business, until
touches. It is being installed by the
of patients treated last year was 990.
was catching himself a good crop of New England.
his condition became such th a t a phy
Berkshire Sound Systems and is abice.
Stage-Door” by Phyllis Isolutely guaranteed. This splendid sician's s'ervices were necessary.
From
Basketball interest runs high in
Dr. Walter P. Conley attended the the city today because of tonight’s Schuyler Thaxter in Portland Tele gift by the energetic Lions ■will be
sessions of the Maine Optometrists visit from the Morse High School gram: Adelyn Bushnell Is living at given its public debut at the hands
Association in Portland Sunday and boys team of Bath: and the Crosby the Hotel |Algonquin in New York of th a t group.
Monday. Mrs. Conley accompanied High School girls team of Belfast. She has written and sold several sucBoys o f the E astern D ivision
him.
A meeting of Encampment Odd
The evenings entertainment will be cessful radio scripts, and is doing raP roved T oo M uch F or
a triple header as the Morse Junior dio work herself. She has had a Fellows for District 14 will be held
Community bowling alleys were varsity Is coming over to play the play produced on Broadway, and I a t Camden Thursday night. Cars will
D am ariscotta
popular Saturday, each one having | Rockland Junior Varsity team. I f , know of a t least one moving picture leave the Rockland hall a t 6 p. m.
A rifle m atch between Eastern Di
to await hls turn. A new record was there is one sport in the world th a t to her credit. I have never been able The Golden Rule degree will be con
made, Stanley Hersey of Augusta roll- Bath and Belfast are dippy about it to meet up with it anywhere mysell. ferred by Meguntlcook Encampment vision Rifle Club of Rockland and
ing up a 132. Neil Magee ot Camden js basketball, and It is safe to say but I saw a picture of it in a piioto- of CamdenJ Grange Patriarch Myrick Damariscotta Rifle Club was held
is second with 130.
that both cities will have large and play magazine and it was called C. Gerry of Portland and Grand recently ln Rockland, the home team
High Priest C. Ralph Fitch of W a winning by seven points. E. Bickenthusiastic groups of supporters '•Laughing at Trouble.'
Ferdinand L. Day of Thomaston The games will be played at the Com
terville (formerly of Rockland) will more was high point m an with 184
pleaded not guilty when arraigned munity Building, beginning at 6.30.
and V. Batteese a close second with
Dr. E. Russell Bourne, of Sheffield. be present.
183. Scores of five high men on each
before Judge Zelma M. Dwinal Sat- j
Mass., an authority on conservation
urday on a drunken driving charge.
and civic planning, will speak at the
a large percentage of the Kiwanis team.
He was convicted and fined $100 and
Eastern Dlv. It. C.
Thursday afternoon session of the . Club membership was in attendance
costs. He appealed and gave bail.
Prone Stdg. Total
first annual mid-winter conference ot at last night's meeting, which hao
84----- 184
the G arden Club Federation of Maine as guest speaker Frank A. Winslow E Bickmorc .... ... 100
The officers-elect of Picasant Val
W.
Young
........
....
98
84-----182
to be held in the Senate Chamber of T he Courier-Gazette. He dellvley Grange will be installed tonight,
E. Nelson .......... .. 98
80----- 178
Augusta, Jan. 20-21. Dr. Bourne is cred his new lecture, “Six Million
by Deputy Master Lloyd Crockett of
76----- 173
president of the Sheffield Associates. Wild Horses." Two guests were pres- R. Dyer .......... ... 97
(North Haven. Exercises begin a t
71----- 169
a civic group th a t has successfully ent, Harry Johnson of Swan's Islana M. Whalen .... .... 98
8 o'clock and all Grangers and in 
carried out a conservation and plan and Roy Wheeler of Lisbon Falls,
vited guests are welcome. Music will
Total .............
886
ning program. He is also vice chair Robert Russell presented a report of
be furnished by Marsh's orchestra.
Prone Stdg. Ttl.
man of Roads and Planning Com bowling activities. The Kiwanians
98
85
183
SCRUB THIS
mittee of the Garden Club Federa are bending their efforts just now to V. Batteese
Sam Sezak of Fairhaven, Mass . has
79
178
R. Batteese
97
tion
of
America
and
is
a
leader
in
the Valentine’s Night ball which will
The Courier-Gazettes thanks for
Flye
...................
93
81-----174
several similar organizations. The take piace at Community Building,
copies of the New Bedford Standard74174
F Prvor ...
100
purpose of this two-day conference is The proceeds will help make possible
Times telling about the opening of the
M. Day .............. ...
97
75----172
to plan for the coming year, rather meals for under privileged children at
American Roller Polo League. Across
—.
th an to review the past. The sessions th e Salvation Army barracks.
the bridge in New Bedford is a team
Total .............
879
are open to all garden club members,
made up wholly of players who were
and also to others interested in con
BORN
seen often in Rockland in the days
A Magic Word In a Magic Ring—
servation.
roadside
development, W ALTZ-At Keene. X H . Elliot Combefore the curtain was rung down
Advertise.
m
unty
Hospital.
Jan.
6.
to
Mr
and
community betterment, garden and
on th at sport at The Arcade. The
Mrs. Maynard Waltz, formerly of War
ren. a son. Mark Fernald
nature programs and legislation per
quintet comprises Bill Duggan. Art
taining
to
these
subjects.
There
will
St. Aubin, Wilfred Boucher. Oen?
Hundreds ofour customers have
DIED
be no registration fee.
exclaimed: “What clean coal!’’
Arruda and Bill Jette. St. Aubin will
PENDLETON—At Rockland. Jan. 9,
•*
•*
•*
*•
H
There's a reason. Famous Read
hristens Cameron, wife of of Ben
be especially remembered as he cap
Without Laxatives—-and You’ll Eat
» Cjam
in E Pendleton, aged 43 years. 4
ing Anthracite is washed free
The newspaper cannot make » months.
Everything from Soup to Nuts
tained the Rockland team for several
3
days.
Funeral
Wednesday
at
T h e stomach nhould dig est tw o pound* o f food
of dust, dirt and slate in giant
• use of announcements of births, ♦ 2 o'clock from residence, 560 Old daily
W hen you cat heavy, greasy, coarse o r rich
seasons. Other familiar names ap
Coal laundries. Save money this
foods o r when you are nervous, h u rrie d o r chew
’ marriages and deaths unless ♦ County robd
*irly — your stomach pours out too much flu id .
pear on the several teams and they
year with “Laundered" Coal.
our food doesn't digest and you have gas. h e a rt
?
’ accompanied by the name of
burn,
nausea, p ain o r sour atomach. V ou feel sour,
♦
awaken interesting and pleasant
Get dependable heat. Phone us
CARD OF THANKS
• the sender.
sick and upset a ll over.
<
♦
Doctors > tv never lake a la x /itir e fo r stomach
for a trial ton before the coldWe wish to express our deep appre
memories on the part of the writer
pain. I t Is dangerous and foolish. I I takes those
ciation
for
the
many
kindnesses
shown
weather rush.
little black tab lets called B e ll ang fo r In d ig estio n
of this item, who was fortunate
us during our recent bereavement, to
to make the ctccss stomach fluids harm less, relievo
Dr. O R Lawry for hls faithful services,
distress In 5 minutes and p u t you h ark on your
enough to have acted in an official
feet. R e lie f Is so qu irk It Is am azing and one 2'wj
to those who furnished cars and to
package proves It . Ask for B e ll an t fo r In d ig estio n .
capacity with roller polo in Rockland
those who sent the beautiful lloral
I tributes.
over a leng period of years.
Mr. and Mrs. William T Sm ith. Wil

E very legitim ate sale m ust have a reason and here is o u rs . . .
it’s as plain as it is tru th fu l. Y o u all know that h e a lth y retail
b u y in g stopped in O ctober .. . n o t only here in K n o x C ounty
b u t all over the n ation. M en ju st w ouldn’t b u y n e w cloth
ing. They w o re their old suits a n d o coats w ith th e result
th a t we are still carry in g the new ones.
H ere today is a H U G E stock o f fine suits, grand o ’c o a ts and
quality furnishings that is tw ice as large as it sh o u ld be and
w e re not the ty p e o f store to c a rry over 1938 sty le s into
Jan u ary , 1939.
O n ly two item s reserved— M t. R ock and Don M cD onald
overcoats.
W e re out to do a tw o m o n th s’ business in 15 d ay s. W e
k n o w there is o n ly one w ay to accom plish this a n d that is
to give you b a rg a in s that will m ak e you rub y o u r ey es and
reach for y o u r checkbooks.

LAUNDERED
COAL °

27.50 to 30.00 S uits and O v erco ats,
22.50 to 25 .0 0 S uits and O v erco ats,
1 5.00 M ackinaw s,
1 2.00 M ackinaw s,
8.75 M ackinaw s,
20.00 Electrified Sheep L ined C o ats,
13.50 Sheep L ined Coats,
6.50 W ool Z ip p e r Jackets,
5.00 W ool Z ip p e r Jackets,

Liberal red u ctio n s on H ats, C ap s, Shoes, F u rn ish in g s and
B oys’ C lo th in g

SALE O P E N S W E D N ESD A Y , JA N U A R Y 12
A nd every item , regardless o f its sensational p rice, is guar
anteed to b e o f the highest q u a lity that will d e liv e r 100%
satisfaction.
No Goods C h arg ed

K.•*

• r a d i

4 ,

SPECIAL NOTICE!

BURPEE’S

Jr

D R . J. H . D A M O N
D entist

A . P . B L A ISD EL L

las meved back to Rockland for
he winter. Will make appoinlnents for every weekday until
urther notice. Come in or phone
15-W. Office over Newberry's 5c A
0c Store, Rockland
5Ttf

COAL
5 PARK ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 255
l ook fo r Guarantee with every ton

P H O N E YOUR O R D E R

A M B U L A N C E SE R V IC E
•

R u ssell F un eral H om e
TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
98tf

All S ales F o r Cash

GREGORY’S

Tenants Harbor Days

I have just been reading a story of
the sea which took me back to my
seafaring days. The hero of this
story is a S tate of Maine boy who
left school a t 15 with a yen to go
places by water. He did, in schooners,
oil tankers, colliers, passenger liners,
ocean-going tugs, freighters in the
North Atlantic, banana boats and
tramp steamers.
He has seen “life on the ocean
wave" and has had a “home on the
lolling deep." There are pictures in
the book of schooners, sailing ships,
steamers and other boats. One pic
ture is of a four-masted barkentine.
All one can make out on her bow id
"Tewart.”
In the Talk of the Town column of
The Courier-Gazette appeared this
item, “From Halifax, N. 8., comes re 
port th at the barkentine, Reine Marie
Stewart, put into th a t port with fore
mast gone." I never saw her a t
Thomaston where she lay at the
wharf so long.
By and large, the book is quite a
sailor's story, well assorted with sailor
jingo and lingo—a little rough at
times, but fo’castle language is not
always refined. To this young sailor
a North Atlantic crack ocean liner
is a much more beautiful sight th an
a wind jammer.
When the lie de France passed the
liam T Smith. Jr.. Donald O Ludwig
tramp steamer on which Old Charlie,
j the Finn, was sailing, he made faces
RESOLUTIONS
' at her and yelled, “Stinkln’ old tea
Whereas our Heavenly Father tn his
kettle.” He was a sailor. A few
Divine Wisdom has seen fit to remove !
from our midst. Our Beloved Sister,
days later a big sailing ship was
I B ertha Robbins.
sighted ahead, and when the steam er
I Resolved: That her loss to Penobscot
1View Grange Is also a personal loss to
passed her, Charlie was hollering at
M O R T IC IA N S
each of us
! Resolved: T hat though our hearts are
her like a crazy man.
filled with sorrow. We realize th a t our
1 The male was brought up on the
A m b u lan ce S ervice
loss is her gain
Therefore be it Resolved: T hat a copy i
Maine coast ln the days of four and
of these Resolutions be sent to the be- |
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
five-masters and was almost as In
reaved family also one sent to The
Courier-Gazette for publication, and b
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
terested as Old Charlie. Finally the
copy be spread upon out records
mate said to him, “Go aft where you
Elizabeth Gregory, Inez R Packard.
U9-tl
Elizabeth Morton. Committee on Resolu
'can get a better slant at your old
tions.

HELP STOMACH
DIGEST FOOD

2 7 .5 0
2 2 .5 0
18.50
11.95
8.9 5
6 .9 5
15.95
9.95
4 .9 5
3.95

32.50 to 35.00 S u its and O v e rc o ats,

H om e R iflem en W on

Giant
Washers

$ 2 9 .5 0

37.30 to 40.00 S u its and O v erco ats,

wind wagon
Anyone would think turning and finding her waiting for
you never saw a sailing ship before. him; and she wanted him to remain
As Charlie started aft, he said to ' ashore, and wept on his manly bosom.
He finished the story by relating
the mate, "Dot vas mine old home,
th a t when he did h ea r about the
sir, dot ship. I vas in her seven voy girl in Boothbay. she h ad run away
ages to Australia. In ten years I i years before with a drum m er and
haf not seen dot ship, sir."
was never heard frem afterward.
The young m an had never sailed
I have never had any regrets about
in a sailing ship, so knew nothing the shortness of my life a t aea. I
about the love of an old salt for hls can enjoy reading the seafaring ex
ship. Our young friend was on a periences of others.
steamship on the Banks of New
Boze (The Cook on th e Coaster)
foundland among the ice bergs. "Did
Somerville, Mass., Ja n . 8.
you ever see a big berg, close on?
They may be beautiful sights, but I'll
CONVICTION
I who have walked th e ways of earth
take vanilla.”
Have found one certatn thing:
In words of the young dreamer, There Is no other rap tu re like
The
rapture of the spring.
“The best thing about going to sea
is standing the bow lookout; in the I feel immanence divine
I but etray abroad:
night watches.” I t was then he I If
Bee th e gTaee and bough and bloom
Irrad la n t with Ood.
used to dream of the girl he left be
hind, and one dream was about a Oo where you will, say What you will,
T his fact is dear to me—
girl in Boothbay. With arm around
That those who«e eye* hare aean th«
a ventilator, thinking It was the
spring
Rare looked on Dlaty.
girl, he went through the story of #e—Clinton Scollar®

------------------------------------------------------ ------------------ —

HOLLYW OOD
STAR-LITES
$4 &

------------------------------------------------------ --— B

The Dionne quintuplets will sing
for the first time on the screen in
their next film, which will sta rt in
early spring. Bing Crosby and Rudy
Valley please note!
• • • •

H O ST TO EUCHARISTIC
CONGRESS . . . T hou
sa n d s of Roman C atholics
throughout the n atio n will
flock to St. Louis ca th e d ra l
in New Orleans. La., in Oc
to b e r. Built in 1794, stately
ch u rc h is being p reserv ed
b y Gov. Richard W. L eche's
p ro g ram to m ain tain his
to ric French Q uarter.
KISS OF VICTORY . . .
Slammin’ Sam Snead af
fectionately caresses pet
iron a fte r adding Miami,
Fla., open golf champion
ship, won w ith masterful
267 card, to recent vic
tory in N assau open.

MILK WAR DECLARED . . . New York City
departm ent of m arkets trucks sold milk to
citizens at nine cents a quart as Mayor La
G uardia opened drive to force upstate milk
producers to reduce prices.

SOUNDS OPTIMIS
T IC NOTE . . .T e rm 
i n g 1937 best year fo r
A m erican
su lp h u r
in d u stry since 1929,
L angbourne M. W il
liam s, Jr., president
o f Freeport Sulphur
com pany, said rap id
expansion of pigment,
sy n th etic m aterials
a n d chemical process
industries points to
ste ad ily greater d e 
m a n d for sulphuric
ac id , universal raw
m aterial, in 1938. —>

COURIER-GAZETTE C R O SS-W O R D PUZZLE

If y o u a re poisoned b y

Service To:
VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN.
STONINGTON. ISLE AC HALT,
SWAN’S ISLAND AND
FRENCHBORO
WINTER SERVICE
Effective Saturday, Nov. 13
(Subject to change without notice)
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Up
Read Down
P. M.
A. M.
Ar. 6.00
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island,
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 3.30
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. 1.30
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
136-tf

B IG M A L L F O R N E W

Y O R K F A IR

Signs and Sayings

Errol Flynn thinks fencing is the
FASHION FLASH . . . While
perfect method for reducing and
w inter gripped the North,
recommends it to the fair sex. Since i
Florida vacationers set new
taking fencing lessons for "Adven
H ul. World) styles in beach w ear. Seen at
Palm Beach Biltm ore was
tures of Robin Hood" he has lost
WHILE CHINA B U R N S ... Leaving suffering and ruin in their wake, this jigger coat of navy pique
nine pounds.
Marlene D ietrich s
Japanese officers and men p au sed at Wusih to celebrate their m arch on w ith white trim worn over
Nanking. Chinese capital a n d center of an cien t culture, with a bottle matching swim suit.
Param ount contract has been dropped.
of wine O ther troops p u rsu e d fleeing Chinese civilians.
Reason: last group of pictures have
been flops. Six of them. Her latest
picture “French Without Tears" has tow-headed kid for $5 a day. "R ichest
been postponed indefinitely.
Our Girl in the W orld" with Miriam H ep guess—public is tired of sea (mainly kins. his first success. Love life: He
is married to Frances Dee. his le a d 
the Dietrich limbs).
ing lady for th e first time since th e
• • ••
After much preparation “Marie ceremony in th a t super western "W ells
1
I
IO
5 4
b
5
8 9
7
-Antoinette" has been started w ith Fargo. In real life, the McCreas are
1r
parents of two children. Joel Dee and
12
13
Norma S hearer and Tyrone Power . .
David.
Don Ameche will go in "Harmony For
17
14
15
lb
TJiree w ith Bing Crosby . . . "Mer- |
W
rily We Live” is now in production
w
20 1 21
lb
19
w
with Constance Bennett,
Brian
T
h
e
K
in
g
of
F
ru
its
21
2b
25 i
23
Aherne, Alan Mowbray. Billie Burke, ,
Tom Brown and Ann Dvorak . . •
O n S t. V alentine’s D a y
17
2b i 2<)
30
31
Jimmy Stew art and Ginger Rogers
....
are at last playing together in "Vi
53
32.
3m
35 i
3b
vacious Lady.”
w
• • • •
5b
39
40
41
37
w
“Snow W hite and the Sever.
w ;
Dwarfs.” W alt Disney's first feature
41
M4
43
45
length film, told with animated draw - j
L v il
4b
47 I S 48
ings. is a masterpiece of en te rta in 
49 o 50
51 52
m ent for persons of every age. I t ’s
w !
54
57
5b
53
the story of Grimm's famous fairy
i 55
tale. T he color is very fine. Ditto
to
58
59
fel i
fe2
music. A “m ust see."
■• • •
By BETTY BARCLAY
fcrt
B3
f>5
6b
Constance Bennett wears flannel
The rom antic tales which h av e
nightgowns . . . Bob Burns is build been associated with the ap p le |
te>
feZ
fe4
ing a replica of his Arkansas b irth  during its long and popular reig n j
____
17 0
place on his Beverly Hills estate . . . as the king of fruits make it th e j
71
dessert choice for St. Valen- i
European columnists are still asking ideal
tine's Day. The following te ste d
even after he is back in Hollywood: recipes have been especially c re a t
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) i VERTICAL (Cont)
"Who was the Stockholm girl to ed for th e February fourteenth
1-To stupefy
55-Pertaining to sea
15-Consumes
whom he sen t a dozen orchids?” . . . party.
5-Discover
force of a country 117-Condemned
Steamed-Glazed
Apples
6onja Henie is being rivaled in
11-Animate
37-Venturc
!20-Narrow strip of
Wash an d core well-shaped b a k 
12- Empowers
53-Obliterate
leather
Europe these day's by her 12-year-old ing apples — Rome Beauties are
14- Judges
50-A number (pi.)
23-M*«-« bare
cousin. M arit Henie, who is thrilling excellent fo r this recipe. P lace
15- Navigated
52-Born
25-Weird
apples in a saucepan, fill cav ities
audiences by her rink acts.
18-Consumed
33-Evil spirits
23-The lateral parts
with
granulated
sugar,
and
add
hot
• • • •
19- Snares
S5-One who drives a 30-Angular block of
to a depth of one Inch.
21-Combining form.
Joel McCrea—born South Pasadena, water
team
glacier ice
Cover and steam apples until
Niter
67-Appreciate fully
33-Type of auto
Cal. First worked in pictures as a tender. Remove apples carefully to
22Tra
regressions
S9-W barfs
35-Demolished
a shallow pan. Skin apples. P our
24-Aver
70- Nets
37- Elevated
enough maraschino cherry juice
26Combining
form.
71- Remain
38- One who passes
each apple to tint it pink.
Millions Are Fighting over
Part
within
Drizzle w ith granulated sugar and
27Torments
glaze under the broiler. A little
39-Chief of evil spirits
VERTICAL
29-r
athers
That Tired Feeling
of the w ater in which the apples
41-Tenants collectively
31- Butt
were steam ed added to the bottom
44-Descendants of Levi
32- Greek goddess of
Some people are always tired, no m at
of the pan will keep the apples
1- Safeguards
(Bible)
discord
2- Unit
from sticking. Serve apples very
ter how much sleep they get. Often
47-Barrel strips
34-Searcer
they are just suffering from constipa cold with a dash of whipped cream .
3- Saucy
49-Lucid
33-Tellurium (abbr.)
tion. For early fatigue, mental dull
4- Wide-mouthed
51- Corners
Apple
Meringue
Glace
37-Abides
ness, sleeplessness, sour stomach and
pitchers
52- Prophet
Pare
enough
firm
ripe
apples
to
its resultant bad breath, mental de
40-Practiced robbery
5- Utter hopelessness 54-Pertaining to Asia
provide
one
for
each
serving.
Coro
pression, the aggravation of most skin
on the high seas
6- Half an em
56-Jumps
and fill th e core with shredded
Blemishes, can all be caused by it.
42- lndefinite article
7- A flap
59-Girl's name
pineapple.
Bake
in
a
pan
w
ith
So keep regular. And if you need to
43- Foot lever
8- Very black
61-Struck with disaster
pineapple
juice
until
apples
are
assist Nature, use Dr. Edwards’ Olive
45-Comfort
9- Assertion of a right 64-A title
tender.
Cool
and
cover
w
ith
Tablets. This gentle laxative can help
46- Pronoun
10- A skin disease
66-Large body of salt
Stick with slivered
bring relief. Extremely important, too, meringue.
48-Satisfies
11- To bind again
w ater
almonds,
th
en
return
to
oven
at
is the mild stimulation it gives the
50-A
coin
(pi.)
13Notched
like
a saw 68-A compass point
about
225°
F.
and
bake
until
the
flow of bile from the liver, without the
S3-Bristle (Sot.)
14—File away
(abbr.)
discomfort of drastic, irritating drugs. meringue is lightly browned and
crisp.
T hat’s why millions are sold yearly.
(Solution to previous puzzle)
All druggists, 15<*. "Oi*. 60A

ROCKLAND

Clara S. Overlock

j

“The Little Street Singer" has been
slated as the next Deanna Durbin
vehicle to follow her present starring
opus. “Mad About Music.”

V in a lh a v e n & R o ck lan d
S te am b o a t C om pany

THE LOITERER

People and Spots in the Late News

By Ronald Coleman
Hollywood — (Exclusive) — A real
test of a star's popularity is th e an 
nual questionnaire sent out by the
local trade magazine, Hollywood Re
porter. to theatre owners. And he
should know more than anyone else
the most popular screen stars.
In order of their popularity they
ranked the feminine stars: Myrna
Loy. Sonja Henie, Shirley Temple,
Claudette Colbert. Loretta Young.
Jeanette MacDonald. Carole Lom
bard. Irene Dunne, Bette Davis, M ar
tha Raye. Ginger Rogers and Barbara
Stanwyck.
,
The 12 most important male stars
who drew the largest crowds were
classed in order: Clark Gable. W il
liam Powell, Robert Taylor, Gary
Cooper. Tyrone Power. Bing Crosby.
Spencer Tracy. Paul Muni, Ronald
Colman. Fredric March, Warner Bax
ter, and Errol Flynn.
More than two to one was the vote
by the exhibitors who said that color
Kims helped in the sale of tickets.
The 12 biggest money-makers of the
year of 1937 were: "A Star Is B o rn .'
"Waikiki Wedding," “One In a Mil
lion, "Thin Ice," "Lost Horizon." .
“After The Thin Man,” "Saratoga."
"Captains Courageous. "The P lains
man." "The Good Earth." "Dead End."
and "Maytime.”
• • • •

Every-OtKer-Day
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U R IC A C ID
Read O u r Offer— Do T h is
Is Vric Acid in your blood causing
i “Arthritis;” stiiT joints: sore m uscles;
i rheumatic pains; neuritis; n e u ra lg ia ?
Bladder weakness? Kidney irrita tio n ?
I Up many tim es at. night? “Worn ou*?"
“Acid Stom ach? "Cntch cold” easily?
I Skin itchy? No “ pep?" Nervous?

this time, so it must be a wet moon
and a sign that there will be rain or
snow. When it's horns point up so
I th a t it looks as if it would hold
; water, it is said to be a dry moon
Iand sign of dry weather, but do n o t'
i forget this saying. “All signs f a il,
' in a dry time.”
Who has heard It said "The first
112 days after Christmas rule the
1year"—that is. each day rules the
| m onth it represents, as Dec. 26 rules
' January, the 27th. February, and s o ,
' on through to December. May be
right and may be not.
Here is another—Last Friday and
first Tuesday rules the month as last.
Friday in December and first Tuesday
in January rules the weather in Jan - i
uary. Dec. 31 was a clear cold day. |
Jan . 4 was a milder day with sleet and
j land fog. sort of a mixture. We shall
i probably get the mixture before the
i m onth is gone.
My next door neighbor has bought
a yoke of six- foot cattle and it cer
tainly looks like old times to see him
start out mornings for the wood lot
with oxen ar.d sleds. I asked him j
how he knew they were six-foot ;
cattle and he said he "girted" them.
I told him Sheriff C. Earl Ludwick
would not agree with him on that
' word, as I think the sheriff said they
"girded" them. I asked what he
“girted" them for. size or weight, and j
th e answer was “size.”
Many farmers here are already
cutting their supply of ice and say it •
is 10-12 inches clear ice. Last year
it was 16 inches but with two or three
inches of snow ice. Medomak Camp
is having the usual large supply cut
and packed for next season s use.
Speaking of fiddlehead greens re-1
minds me of various other kinds of
NEW YORK_Above is an artist's conception of the middle sector of the S60.000.000 mile-long C e n 
greens which are also, as the old
tral Niall of the New York World's Fair 1939, showing a 2.000-foot tree-lined esplanade with five lagoons
saying goes, “not to be sneezed a'."!
which will contain five w aterfalls and literally hundreds of fountains. Four sculptured figures w ill
symbolize the basic factors in American liberty. Freedom of Press, Religion. Speech and Assembly. T he
I refer to yellow dock, pigweed, kale
Mall will also contain the largest portrait statue of modern times—65 feet ta ll—portraying G eorge
an d horseradish leaves. They all
Washington at his inauguration, a group of four sculptures representing the moods of time, the la rg e st
contain plenty of vitamins and may
sundial in the world, the Perisphere, largest ball ever constructed by mankind and the Trylon, 50-story
be my great-grandmother's may have
triangular shaft. About 25 of the most imposing exhibit buildings will lace upon the tree-lined are a.
cooked burdock for greens. Who
knows? At any rate they made poul
COSTLY PHONE CHAT
dation from Boo'.libay to Belfast.
(of The Tokio Nichi Nichi, now va
tices of them and bound them on
The interesting thing about this
cationing at the Miami Biltmore.
{set and wrists to reduce fever in
A man sat in a hotel room In Miamf, Cost of the conversation was $260
' particular rock is that there is only
colds, after first soaking the feet in
1one place in the United States where Fla., the other night and talked for
h ot mustard water. What a charge
E. K Gould has removed his law
! it is to be found except in Maine— 25 minutes with his family and busifrom the modern methods of treating
:
ness
associates
in
Japan
The
cont'
Office
from 375 Main street to 400
that is in one of the western states.
colds!
This rock is said to be high in versation. spanning 9096 miles, was Main street (over Woolworth’s)
I received today a copy of The
131-tf
content of potash, magnesia, lime held by Shingoro Takaishi. publisher)
Journal of Geology printed a( Uni
and iron. Next time I shall tell the
versity of Missouri containing an a r
places nearby where it is common
ticle "The Lincoln Sill,” written by
I surface rock.
Joseph M Trefethen a former Bel
N C. C. 3.
fast boy who has made a study of
geology and traced this rock foun
Washington. Jan. 10
1—
•----------------- By EARLE FER RIS----------------------------

G L E N CO V E
Robins have been seen recently at
the post office by Mrs. Winnie Barrows.
Miss Louise Sherer of Camden was
a visitor Sunday at the home of her
sister, Mrs. H erbert Waldron.

Penobscot
View Grange
held
W A N T A 75c B O T T L E ? Thursday n ig h t its first meeting with
(Regular Presrrlption Q u a n tity )
For more th a n 45 years Thn W illiam s the newly-elected officers in the
Treatment has been helping o th e rs to chairs. Refreshm ents were served
comfortable days and nights.
I Wc will give uric acid sufferers who at the conclusion of the lecturer’s
send this advertisement, home address program. A light repast will also be
i and ten c en ts (stamps or coin) one f u l l .
I size 75-cent bottle (32 doses) of The enjoyed a t th e next session.
i Williams T reatm ent and booklet w i t h ,
i DIET and other helpful suggestions.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Whitney and
No obligation. No CO D Only one bottle
given same person, family or address. Irwin Wass of Saco passed the week
Sold since 1892.
end with Mrs. George Woodard.
: This advt. and 10c must be sent
j DR. I). A. WILLIAMS COMPANY I George Knowlton, the high priest of
Oiler MR 189, East Hampton, Conn. the Latter D ay Saints Church of

Ti£ Pl

rL

B ANl H A T Rjl P j_ 1 jN7
r E T I RED
S j t j N j s n g T j W N rlD

a Ir , I E lTlT a |

s ia IgIs

An article on signs has brought to
tnind some which I have heard and
which proved true. I recently saw
the growing moon standing almost on
edge Surely it will not hold water

s Ip Is

J
Stonington, was also guest Sunday a t
the Woodard home.
Mr. and Mrs. F ran k Chisholm of
Camden recently visited Mr. and Mrs.
C. E. Gregory.

! R IG H T O U T O F T H E A IR i
-I

a friend who stopped and asked him
why he was hiking so far from home.
“I’m walking for my health,” said
Jack. “W hat's the matter," retorted
the friend, "is Fred Allen looking for
you?”
•
•
•
It's “Captain” Raymond Paige now.
The noted maestro has just been
elected fleet captain of the Cali
fornia Yacht Club for 1938 in honor
of his sailing activities. Paige is one
of the most ardent yachtsmen on
the Pacific Coast.

SNAPSHOT GU1L
L E A R N Y O U R L IG H T IN G

Observers say that a large part of
the credit for Don Ameche’s sensa
tional climb in the box office ratings
of the picture business goes to his
Sunday night radio program. As a
master of ceremonies, his style was
new to the air last spring. Now in
most of the radio polls he is either '
at the top or very near i t
Only important addition
time dramatic serials this
"Those We Love,” heard
NBC - Blue network on
nights. *

Careful lighting, low and to one side, gives this “character portrait” Its
unusual firelight effect.
T TAVE you ever tried shooting
•I 1 away a whole roll of film on one
subject, not changing its position in
the least but merely altering the way
the light strikes It?
It may seem foolish and extrava
gant but it can be one of the most
Important photographic lessons you
ever took.
Try it on this theory: that the ob
jects in a picture have no real in
terest In themselves but that all the
interest is in the way they are
lighted—how the light strikes, how
shadows are cast. Or, in the words
of a great French photographer, that
the subject is nothing, the lighting
Is everything.
Take a photoflood lamp in a re
flector and arrange a number of
small objects—say some fruit spill
ing from a howl—on a white table
top. Have enough general room light
to give detail in the shadows.
Now set up your camera firmly
with the light right beside It, for
you’- first picture. Take another with
the light far to the left and high up.
Take one with the light directly over
the subject Take one with it behind
the subject, shading the bulb so that

no direct light shines Into the cam
era lens.
Try as many positions as the
length of the film roll allows. When
the pictures are developed and print
ed, the differences will astound you.
Study them and you will learn what
can be done with light when It is
properly used.
If you don’t like still life, try a
series of portraits, using the same
person and the same pose but dif
ferent angles of lighting. From pic
ture to picture, facial expression
will vary astonishingly—dead with
flat front light, sinister with the light
low and directly in front, startled
or even terrified with the light low
and to one side, and so on.
The same is true of landscapes.
With each hour of the day they
change, the deep morning shadows
dwindling into noon and growing
again into the grandeur of evening.
Light is the photographer's work
ing material, the plastic clay from
which he models his pictures. Study
it. Learn what lighting can do and
apply your knowledge and you will
produce pictures of which you will
be proud.
John van Guilder

to night
season is
over the
Tuesday

l

So real a person does Eunice Howard
make “Linda” in "Pepper Young's
Family," th a t countless young girls
write to her confiding their pioblems
and ambitions, much as if "Linda"
were a school chum. Even many
mothers have written to Miss
Howard, pictured here, thanking her
for the “good example" she is setting
for their 'teen-age daughters.
Since The Mystery Chef of NBC said
in a broadcast that he could provide
four persons with good meals for a
week for $4 he has been deluged
with requests for menus—which ha
is supplying.

Ethel Owen, shown here, Is heard
regularly on Edgar A. Guest's “It
Can Be Done" programs. She is the
only proprietress of a cat and dog
hospital in the country. I t’s in Mil
waukee. Left a widow with three
children, she bought the hospital,
later Dought the building. Now she
runs the hospital and appears on
radio as an actress.
Several actors were tested for the
title role of “Dick Tracy" on NBC.
but Ned Wever was selected because
his voice conveys force, vigor and
square-jawed determination which
characterizes the familiar comic
strip hero.
•
•
•
While Jack Benny was taking nti
usual morning walk recently, he met

Gabriel Heatter, the man a t the
helm of the “We, The People"
Thursday night air series, is prepar
ing a volume of true short stories
inspired by his radio guest stars.

P age F iv e
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Maple Grange Night

DO COW-PUNCHERS APPRECIATE
CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS ?

Dr. and Mrs. J. E. Odiorne of

In sta lla tio n O f O fficers a Cooper's (Mills were recent callers at
M ark ed Success— Delega the home of Judge and Mrs. Harold
R. Sm ith.
tio n From U nion
The Baptist Workers' Conference
met a t the parsonage recently with
E d ito r of The Courier-Gazette:
Notwithstanding my promise not to Rev. and Mrs. Vaughn Overman as
crowd your columns for some time to hosts.
Harold Sprague. John Kennedy and
come, pent up thoughts of one of 'he
m ost pleasant events of my life—one Stewart Pollard visited Boy Scout
th a t was not even visualized at the ITroop 205 Wednesday night in Rock
tim e the promise was made—must land.
have vent in some way; so I thought
W arren M. Vannah who is emthe editor might be lenient enough to pioy in New Jersey, is spending two
let th is obtain, as he has numerous weeks' vacation with his mother, Mrs
o th ers of my pen offerings.
ILillian Vannah.
T h e event referred to was the in - ; R1Chard Hemingway has returned I
stallatio n of the officers of Maple
the Hotchkiss
ln ConnectiG range, P. of H.. which was the best cut
conducted the writer has ever wit-;
. . .,
i
-v. 1 Mrs. -Maude C ark Gay went Mcnnessed in his nearly 40 years of ex.
•’
„
... .. .
.
day to Washington, D. C., to atten:
perjence in Grange activities, and in
* '
.
T a board meeting of the General Fed
personal service in years past I
,
. .
,
.
_eration of Women s Clubs.
have heard others also who can claim
long time membership and service in
A
installation of Meenahga
th e order, make like remarks. To O range and Progressive O range offi
begin with there were 81 member* <*rs will be held Friday night at th<
p resen t besides outsiders enough to O range hall ln Winslow's Mills,
co u n t 100 in all. Forty of the at-J The Homemakers will hold a table
te n d an ts were from Union, where social Ja n . 20 in the Methodist vestry
probably The Courier-Gazette Is The program at the Woman's Club
read as much as in any other rural this afternoon will be in charge ol
tow n in Maine. They came ln r e - 1Mrs g^a 6heaff and Mrs. Elsie Olrsponse to an invitation, and if their rioer.
looks are representative of the re
Winslow
m ainder of Union's inhabitants, there M)Hs
a paUent
Mrs
L ittles
Ls no need to weep over th e future of Nurs)ng Home
th a t town's welfare.
,
„
_.
„ . . ,, ,
i Mrs. Florence Shuman and Arthur
T h e first half of the ceremony was i
, Deputy
n
conducted, by
Master Her- , Chute were Portland visitors Sunday.
■
b e rt A. Clark of Jefferson Grange.! Mr. and Mrs. Fred Boggs and
Mr. Clark is always a welcome visitor daughters Helen and Jeanette spent
to Maple Grange with his wholesome Sunday with relatives in Rockland,
advice and entertaining songs eml- , Mr. and Mrs Roy Mack go today
n atin g from a rare melodious voice, j to Boston to attend the New EngIn his remarks on this occasion he | land Bottlers' Convention at the Hocounseled all Grange members to a t-,te l Bradlord.
ten d church, and, by the way, that Is George Buchan leaves today for a
w h at all the officers cf the 3 ta te ]vislt in Boston.
G ran g e advise members to do, but
Ralph Flanders of Portland was a
m ast of them seem to pay little heed
visitor Sundry lr. this town.
to th e advice. Wny not’ The
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Girrioer and
C h u rch is the alma m ater of the
Mrs. B G. Miller were ln Newcastle
G range and all other benevolent In
stitutions, and none can, or ever Sunday on a visit.
T he Baptist Ladles' Circle will meet
will, take the place of the church.
Mrs. Lydia Morse of Maple Grange, Thursday afternoon with Miss Edna
a past deputy master cf the State j Young
G range, conducted the las half of ; Mr. and Mrs. Hamlin Schofield enih e ins'.-’latlou exerciats In her usual tertalned Monday night at luncheonIree and easy manner. The tableaux bridge, Mr. and Mrs. Wendall Blanchvrvant could not have been more ard. Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchenstrik in g with facilities a t hand to baugh. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mitchel!
work with than were arranged by and Mrs. Gladys Grant.
M rs. Maude Mank. giving zest to the
• • • •

?as
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* T ',E D Y O C H U M w as b o r n an d raised in th e c a ttle c o u n try .
X S p e a k in g from p e rso n a l o b se rv a tio n , T e d says: "C o w p u n c h e rs are g re a t C am el sm okers. Seems lik e i f a m an sm okes
C am els o n ce — h e sticks to ’em . Com e ro u n d -u p tim e — I ’m
in th e sad d le fo r h o u rs, an d n o t sp a rin ’ m yself. A C am el
su re h its th e sp o t th e n . I g e t a m ighty p le a s a n t ’lift.’**

ft

Yes, and to America at large, Camel’s costlier
tobaccos have such a special appeal that they are
the largest-selling cigarette in this country!
CHIEF SIGNALMAN John Geraghty: "You don’t have to be a rail
road man to know that speed and
safety —our watchwords —call for
healthy nerves. I smoke plenty.
Camels don’t jangle my nerves.”

AUTO MECHANIC A1 Patterson
says: “In the garage business you
have to catch your meals on the run.
I find that Camels seem to smooth
the way for good digestion. The Mrs.
smokes Camels too.”
SALESGIRL Elsie Schumacher
works in a department store. She
says: "When the rush gets me to feel
ing worn out—it's me for a Camel,
and I get a quick ‘lift.’ Practically all
of us girls in the store prefer Camels.”

Camel spends
M IL L IO N S M O R E FOR
COSTLIER TOBACCOS!

PERSONAL SHOPPER Irene Sher
wood says: "I guess every woman
knows how hectic shopping is. I’m up
against that six days a week. When
I'm fatigued, I light up a Camel. It
helps m e to snap back.”
PHA RM ACIST J. E.
Bayus says: “I get in a lot
of Camel smoking. And
when I say I never tire of
Camel’s taste—it’s experi
ence talking.”

W ag

Camels are a matchless
blend of f in e r —MORE
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
—Turkish and Domestic

K z

CHAMPION T Y P IS T
Remo Poulsen: “I enjoy
Camels from one end of
the day to the c' her. And
Camels are so mild, they
don't irritate my throat.”

CuprrtrM IMS. K J luyoolda TebarrofiaapMj, WImUmiSaUm. North (.

are the LARGEST-SELLING
Mr Spear announced t,iat lhe Lloni I G E O R G E S R IV E R R O A D

C haplain s induction into orace
Maiple Grange installed as officers Club would give a dinner later in the |
_____
th e most appropriate and reverential
Thursday night: Worthy master. Isa- year t0 * * *°T and «lrl wh0 stands , A church fair will
he]d a t the
of any ever witness.-*! in Maple
h igh«t in schoiarshtD
Finnish Church Thursday at 7
G range. The bright rights were shut
Sprague; overseer, Elsie Lawson: '
The girls and boys will play Erskine o’clock. Men wril take gift articles for
off and dim colored lights substituted. j chaplain. Margaret Newbert; lecturer.
F o u r girls of equal height, each bear- Chester Duncan; secretary. Alice Academy tonight at Erskine and Fri- sale, and Women will serve refresh
ments. Everyone is welcome.
will play in Rockport,
ing a lighted candle and all dressed Duncan steward, Wilson Adams;
in white, representing angles, con gate-keeper, George Benner; assistLuther Lee of South Waldoboro has
ducted the chaplain, Mrs. Levander an t steward. Wendell G enthner; lady become a new pupil in th e eighth
OUR WANT ADS WORK WONDERS
Newbert, to her station, 'mid the assistant steward, Phyllis Newbert; grade.
singing of beautiful hymns
Ceres. Nellie Winchenbach; Flora, j
T h e supper after lhe installation Oraville Shuman, member of execu
w as much relished ar.d the program tive board. Evander Newbert.
w ith an open session was enjoyed by
T he installing officers were Mrs.
all.
Lydia Morse of North Waldoboro and
Mrs. Morse is scheduled to install Deputy Herbert Clark of Jefferson;
th e officers of W hite Oak Grange aides Mrs. Ella WinfiJow and Mrs
a t North Warren, Friday night.
Florence Mank. Supper was servtt |
W R. Walter.
after the installation by the laaj
North Waldoboro. Jan . 16.
officers and Chester D uncan nad
charge of the program. Bunker Hill
G range of Jefferson and Seven Tree j
C R IE H A V E N
G range of Union were guests ol 1
T he recent strong southeast wind Maple Grange.
m ean t cancellation of mall boat trips.
Andrew Anderson is visiting in
Plans for Scout Week
Rockland.
T he iBoy Scout Troop met Thurs
Lobsters are selling a t only 12 cents day at the old High School buildin'
a pound from fisherman; this price
and plans were formulated for the
combined with blowly weather is
m ost unfortunate for the men en observance of iBoy Scout week Peb.
gaged in gathering the crustaceans. 6 to 12. A committee to plan for a
P eter Mitchell underw ent an eye open meeting was named as: Patroi
operation Thursday.
leaders, Joseph Brooks. W ilnam Fitz
Mr. and Mrs. Rexford Anderson gerald, .Malcolm Little and Senior paond daughter, Diane, have returned trol leader. Stewart Pollard,
from Loudville where they visited j T h e cooking committee has as chief
Mr. and Mrs. Prior. Their resumed chef William Fitzgerald and assistresidence here means one more light ants, Joseph Brooks. Neil Mills and
on Cottage Row.
j Charles Ashworth with Mrs. Ralph
Victor White passed the holiday Pollard and Mrs. Elmer Jameson Jr |
w ith his sister, Mrs. Alton Raynes I n ! as supervisors.
Owls Head.
A fter the business meeting new
Elizabeth Anderson has returned ■games were played and cheers pracfio m a vacation visit with Mr. and ticed. Edwin Black leading. An impressive new closing ceremony was
Mrs. John Anderson in Port Clyde.
Florence McClure was guest Mon used.
• • • ■
d ay of Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Rankin in
High School Notes
Rockland.
Ero Blom who has been confined
T he girls’ and boys' basketball
to the house with sore throat, is re teams held an assembly last Tuesday
covering.
in th e gymnasium with Eleanor Mil
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Anderson are ler as chairman The object was tc
spending the winter with Fred Spear show the most important fouls and
to interest and instruct more of the j
in East Union.
Bertrand MoClure has resumed students ln the science of basketball
Miss Carol Stevens awarded certi
studies at Coburn Classical Institute
ficates
to the three winners of thi
a fte r passing a recess here.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Simpson are speaking contest. Barbara Standish
making a few weeks' visit with Mr. Priscilla Storer and Howard Gee'f
an d Mrs. John C lark and Mr. and
Mrs. Byron Clark in Appleton and agem ent of Miss Barbara Blom. Mrs.
Union.
. *•
iwra Anderson having been called to Loud
Norma Blom and Barbara Blom Island by the Illness of her father.
have returned to T urner where they Guy Simpson acted as S an ta Claus
are attending school. They were and the tree was well laden with gifts
accompanied by Mrs. Becky Whit for the youngsters from the Sea Coast
Mission.
m an.
Fred Simpson Is confined to the
While the news is rather “stale,”
It may yet be of Interest to neighbors house by illness.
MoClure and crew launched a new
on shore that the community Christ
m as tree held in the school house lobster car recently.
Dr. C. S. Bowsfield who was a
was a delight to all. The children
who had been coached by their worker in China for 40 years, gave
teacher. Mrs. Lois Anderson, gave a an informative talk on th a t country
lin e entertainment under the man- recently.

W E ST R O C K P O R T

SO U TH HO PE

Neelo Lofman is again working at
nis garage after being employed at
Hopkins' Garage iin Rockland.
Mrs. Geneva Collamore is confined
to her bed since suffering an ill-turn
i recently.
Miss Dorothy Counce of Washing
ton has been visiting relatives here
the past week.

Kenneth Dean and family have
moved to the Fogler place which.
until lately, was operated by H. D
Crle of Thomaston. Mr. Dean has
|
i six choppers at work and has begun
to transpoit wood to market. The

MT. PL E A S A N T V A LLEY nesday night these officers were elect

ed: W. M.. Lilia Pierpont: A. M.
j George Wooster of Rockland has a Marguerite Lincoln; W P . F. L. Lud
' crew of six woodchoppers employed wig; A P : Harvey Moore; secretaiy.
on the Quizzle lot on Meadow Moun Nina Johnston; treasurer, Ralph
tain owned by Timothy E McNamara Calkin;
conductress,
Margaret
of Rockland A. J. Clark is measur Calkin; associate ccnductresa. Pansy
ing for Mr. McNamara.
Kaler.
Parker Erickson, son of Mr and
Mrs May Hibbert Ls spending this
Mrs. Frank U. Erickson Ls recovering week with friends In Cooper’s MllLs
i arrival of the Deans makes an addi
Mrs. Ora Ripley Ls caring for the
1tion of seven to the population of thi Irom a weeks illness duo to a heavy
i
cold and regaining his usual lively house of Helen Bowes who is con
Mt Pleasant Grange held Its in-,village,
and mischievous spirits. Parker is a valescing.
stallation Jan. 3 with Pioneer Grange
real boy" although not quite three
Mrs. Floyd Iudwig is visiting rela
I
Grange Officers Installed
years old.
tives in Greenville for a lew weeks.
Gould of Camden was installing offi
T. J . Carroll is delivering wood from
Mrs. Mary Doucette has returned to
A happy night for members of tin
cer. Members of this Grange visited
local Grange was Wednesday when sis lot on Meadow Mountain, using New York after two weeks' stay at
Pioneer Grange last Tuesday night
her home here.
Mt. Pleasant Grange attended in t ooth team and truck.
and installed officers. Robert Oxton
Several moose, including a large
Mr and Mrs. Osborn Weaver a t
body, also visitors from Hope Grange
acting as installing officer assisted by
Pitneer of East Union and Rosier ol lull, are making headquarters on the tended Kncx Pomona Orange in
Miss Emily Counce. Tauno Hurme.
Cape Rosier. Nearly 60 enjoyed the ?*rank U. Erickson farm. These ani- Union recently.
Mrs. Margaret Andrews and Miss
exercises, fine supper and program nals. or others, have also been seen
Blanche Collins with Mrs. HenryRobert Oxton. past master of Mt i mile north on land of Lyman Jones
SOUTH W A LD O B O RO
Keller at the piano. This team in
Pleasant Grange, ably Installed the H East Union; and tracks have been
stalled officers Wednesday night in
ctlicers-elect assisted by Tauno noticed on the wood lot of T. E Mc
Mr. and Mrs. Alwyn French ol
South Hope.
Hurme, master of th a t Grange as Namara which Ls located one-half Rockland were recent guests of Mr
The Tuesday Club held a dinner marshal Margaret Oxton alld EmilJ. way between the lands of Mr. Erick and Mrs. Harry Rogers.
last Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Counce as emblem and regalia bear son and Mr. Jones.
Mrs. Carl Winchenbach was hastes
Margaret Andrews. Twelve sat down ers and Gladys Kellar as pianist.
Thursday to 18 members of the Unioi
to an attractive table with a simple
A revLscd list of officers is here
Aid Rev. and Mrs. Vaughan Over
W A S H IN G T O N
but effective centerpiece consisting of given:
man being special guests. The nex
a (potted plant and trailing vine I Worthy master, Robert Crabtree;
Fred Ludwig was a Rockland visitor meeting at which officers will b<
llanked by candles in attractive worthy overseer. Thomas R. Winstor Wednesday.
elected, will be held Thursday wltl
candle-sticks carrying out the color Jr.; worthy lecturer, Irene Pushaw;
Mrs. Irene Tillson of Belgrade and Mrs. Bessie Wallace.
scheme of green and peach. The steward, Olef Merrill; assistant stew- Mr. and Mrs. Arthur leig h er of
Miss Barbara Standish and Alfret
menu consisted of roast pork, gravy. lard. Arnold Childs; chaplain. Annie Appleton were among the out of town Standish. Jr., who hate been confinei
1dressing mashed potato, tu rn ip .; Esancy; treasurer, Albert L. Esancy relatives who attended services tor to the house four weeks by illness, an
salad, hot rolls, coffee and melon j secretary, Arthur J. Clark; gate the late Mrs. Alberta Leigher at her able to be out.
mold steamed
pudding. The
----------------— rpudding
—
keeper. Richard Crabtree; Ceres. home in Razorville.
Mrs. Ida Stahl passed Wedncsda;
| was furnished and sent from Chicago J Djrolhy Ch;lds; pom„na Lnura
At the Eastern S tar meeting Wed- at the home of Mrs Harry Rogers.
j by a member who is spending the ings; Flora, Kate Taylor; lady assist
winter there. T he rest of the after- I ant steward, Hope Bowley; member
Inoon passed quickly with P ly in g | executive eommlttM three years c
games and chatting as diversions,
Childs.
i Mrs. Myles Lamson was a special
During the program conducted by
guest. Place cards bore words re
Mrs. Andrews, lecturer of Mt. Pleas
vealing a well-known characteristic
ant Grange, jokes and happy allu
of the owner.
sions were interchanged by members
Many children become infested with Round
ol these neighboring associations
Worms (A scaris lum bricoides), th e most
A 1
common human parasites, but are sometimes
M A T IN IC U S
among them being a song by Mrs
treated for other illnesses. . . For 86 years
Andrews and Mrs. Counce express.ng
mothers have given children Dr. T rue’s Elixir
School has reopened for the winter I a wish that this town could be moved
^as a laxative, and to expel Round Worms
term.
j to a half-way point between the two
. . . Agreeable to taste . . . At d ru g g ists. . .
Those home for Christmas vacation i villages "down by Mirror Lakiwere Clayton Young. Harland Young.
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE AND ROUND WORM EXPELLER
Hattie Ames, Isabelle Ames. Hilda
A P P L E T O N M ILLS
Ihompson, Virginia Thompson and
Julia Young, all of whom have re
Will Brown remains critically ill.
turned to their schools.
Alaverde Robbins returns from the
Warren Williams of Norridgewock hospital today, where he has been
has been guest of Marion Young.
receiving care for a broken arm.
HATESl
Frank Brown of New Sharon spent
Carleton Wetherell. grandson of
to Your hotel in BOSTON
a recent vacation with friends here. Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Wentworth unf c u b i . * & » - « ■ • 4 ar
Mrs. Emerline Young and daughter deiwent an emergency operation for
A U A 0 0 M 4 WITH » A T »
Loretta recently visited Mr. and Mis. appendicitLs. Friday at the Dr PettaR oomA
t o t ' A l w rtU y r«t«B
Leon Young.
piece hospital in Camden.
Miss Grace Wilber R. N. who Ls
RADIO
Mrs Lucy Marsh, who was recent
employed by the Matinicus Nursing guest of Mrs. Adella Gushee. has re
5ERVID0R
Association has arrived and will re turned to the home of her son Albert
TUB -.SHOWER
main until April. Her work here Ls Marsh in Rockland.
greatly appreciated by all residents.
Rehearsals for the Minstrel Show
1°T^
Vernon Phllbrook of Portland re- ' to be held under the auspices of the
•’ NORTH S T A T IO N
cently visited his mother. Mrs. Flora Community Club have begun. The
•* STEP- / < • . « TRAINROOM'
Phllbrook.
j club sponsored a beano party MonEmery Philbrook and Mr. and M rs., day night.
Lavon Ames made a business trip t o ! There will be initiation Wednesday
Rockland this week.
' night at Golden Rod Rebekah Lodge.

I

Mr. Moody and Hi* Famous Sunday School Pony
HICAGO—The middle years of
the last century found ln Chi
cago a youth destined to become
one of the world’s outstanding char
acters In Christian achievement—
Dwight L. Moody While forging to
the front In the shoe business, he
was giving more and more tim e and
effort to Y.M.C.A.. mission, and
Sunday-school work. The year 1937
has marked the one hundredth an
niversary of his birth.
It Is an appalling revelation that
ln America thirty-six million youth
and adolescents are outside the
church and Sunday-school, with no
Christian Influences or Instruction
shaping their lives. In his day D. L.
Moody took seriously the condition
of children about him. Hence the
building up of what became the
largest Sunday school ln Chicago,
with John V. Farwell as a co-worker
ai d President Lincoln a visitor
The Moody' Bible Institute of
Chicago, founded by Mr. Moody la

C

1886, has promoted Centenary Cele
brations during the year in many
American and British cities, and
has also sponsored a Moody Day
on the Sunday nearest to the great
evangelist's birth date (Feb. 5) for
the past two years. On February 6.
1938. another .Moody Day will be
observed by hundreds of churcbes.
and a Decision Day program will
be a part of this observance ln
many places, looking toward the
ingathering of children and youth
forming the great army outside the
churcbes and Sunday schools of the
land.
In promoting the combined Moody
Day and Decision Day programs,
the Moody Bible Institute, through
Mr. A. F. Gaylord, director of the
D L. Moody Centenary Celebra
tions, 153 Institute Place, will ren
der every assistance possible, and
invites correspondence and Inquiry
b y pastors a n d Sunday school
superintendents.
<

NO TRAFFIC OR T A X I/
500

P ag e Six
TH OM ASTON
Miss Charlena Emery and Albert
Sinclair of Portland were weekend
guests of Miss Emery’s sister, Mrs.
E. F. Woodcock.
The January meeting of the P ar
ent-Teacher Association next T hurs
day night in the High School assem
bly hall promises to be interesting,
with Dr. George H. Coombs of the
S tate Department of Health, the
speaker. Miss Bertha Luce, violinist
and Mrs. Ruth Sanborn, accompany
ing. The hour is 7.30.
Mrs. Forest Stcne will entertain
the Federated Ladies Circle Wednes
day afternccn. Members will please
note the change in the day set. Wed
nesday instead of Tuesday.
The chemical was called Monday
evening to the Cobb home on Georges
street to put cut ?. Are between the
kitchen ceiling and the second-store
floor causeo ?v an overh-.ate-i smoke
pipe. The r.an rge was compuulively
slight.
Edwin A Anderson goes to G ardi
ner today with Van Russell of Rock
land to attend the quarterly meeting
of the Maine Fire Chiefs' Association.
Lloyd Crockett and h’s sister
Blanche of North Haven were week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. F S
Morse, on their way to Massachu
setts.
The League games Friday in And
rews gymnasium between the Lincoln
and Thomaston boys' and girls’ teams
will attract basketball fans. Lin
coln Iras an outstanding girls' team
th a t has not lost a game this season
Mr. and Mrs. Alum Richards, who
have been living in^Rockland. have
moved back to their home
at
Morse's Corner, where Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Athearn will make their
home with them. Mrs. Athearn is
Mrs. Richards' niece.
Samuel Cochran nas returned from
a visit with his sister. Mrs. Tucker,
in New Jersey.
Mrs. Florence 'S ta rr) Ronimus. an
au nt of Mrs. M aynard Spear (Lucy
S tarr) died Jan. 8. at her son's home
in Brookline. Mass . at the age of 88
years, having recently suffered a
shock. Mrs. Ronimus. who for many
years spent the summers here a t the
S tarr homestead, is remembered as
a pianist of distinction and a bril
liant conversationalist with a fine
memory and keen wit.
• • • •
Minnie A. Ludwig
Minnie A. 'Kenniston) Ludwig
who died at her home in this town.
Jan. 3. was born in Washington,
April 23. 1867. daughter of the late
Capt. E. L. K enniston and Eurana M.
(Pitcher) Kenniston. May 8. 1883.
a t Waldoboro she was united in m ar
riage to George W. Ludwig, also of
Washington, by Rev. Reuben Orff.
They made their home in Washing
ton till June. 1909. going to M assa
chusetts where they resided till S ep
tember. 1924. Since that time they
made their home here where Mr.
Ludwig died Aug. 29. 1929.
Of their three children, all born in
Washington, the youngest, George
W.. died while the family lived in
Massachusetts, and the elder son,
Edwin O.. died two years ago. Mrs.
Ludwig is survived by their only
daughter, Mrs. William T. S m ith of
this town, and by two sisters and
three brothers. Mrs. Emma Peers.
Mrs. Ada Burlingame and Charles L.
Kenniston of Attleboro. Mass . Fred
S. Kenniston of Union, and young
est brother who was an infant a t
th eir mother's death and was adopted.
C. H. Clifford of Rockland; she leaves
also two grandsons, William T.
Smith. Jr., of Thomaston and D on
ald G. Ludwig of Attleboro, and sev
eral nieces and nephews.
Mrs. Ludwig was affiliated with the
Thomaston B aptist Church in m any
activities. She was a member of
Miriam Rebekah Lodge of Rockland,
having had her membership tra n s 
ferred from Milford. Mass., she and
M r Ludwig joined Goodwill G range
in South W arren when they came
here and she had always remained
a member; she also belonged to the
Thomaston G arden Club and the
Women's Educational Club of Rock
land. Her chief interest centering in
her home, a devoted wife and mother,
she yet quietly and generously did
many, many kindly acts wherever and
whenever there was need.
A sufferer from a heart malady f tr
nearly three years, she was to the
end sunny and cheerful, her patience
and courage an inspiration to those
about her.
Funeral services were held a t lie:
late home. 54 Beechwoods street.
Thursday. Rev. H. 8. Kilborn of ’he
Baptist Church the officiating clergy
man. The beautiful flowers showed
the affection of a host of friends.
H°r favorite hymn "The Old f ig g e d
Cross" was sung by a quartet, A 'fred Strout, Harold Green, Raymond
Green and Jo h n Robinson. The
bearers were family friends. Capt.
A. W. Demuth of South W arren.
Chester Vose, Charles Sm ith and
Bowdoin L. G rafton of this town.
Burial was in the family lot in the
Thomaston cemetery.
Relatives from out of town who a t
tended the funeral included Donald
G. Ludwig. Mrs. Eurana E. Peers,
Charles L. K enniston and Ernest
Kenniston of Attleboro, Mass.; Mrs.
H. M Dean Mrs. John Putnam, Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence F. Squire and
Mrs. O M Ludwig of Boston M a ss;

COFFEE AGAIN IS
MAKING HEADLINES

R ockland C ourier-G azette, T u esd ay , Ja n u ary 1 1, 1938
—
E M P L O Y S BOX C A R S
FO R HOBO CH APELS
‘S k y P ilo t o f R a ils ” T e lls o f
S e v e n Y e a rs ’ W o r k .

B ra z il’s C h a n g e d Policy
M ystifies P ro d u c e rs.

Pueblo, Colo.—Robert I. Bell, itin
Washington. D. C.—Coffee, fa
erant preacher, has more churches
mous bean that contributes to mil
in this country than the combined
lions of American breakfasts, is
buildings of any single faith.
making world headlines again. Bra
For seven years Bell. W’ho calls
zil. world’s largest producer of cof
himself the “sky pilot of the rails,”
fee, has reduced her export tax on
has been conducting services among
the commodity and world coffee pro
the nation's professional transients.
ducers are wondering how this may
Any box car is his chapel—his con
affect their fortunes.
gregation the thousands of hoboes
“More than 3,000,000,000 coffee
and "drifters" who frequent "jun
trees, three-fifths of all there are in
gles” over the country.
the world, are busily producing cof
He has lived in vacant lots and
fee in Brazil's cool uplands, and 38
groves near railroad yards where
or more other countries and colo
hoboes make their temporary
nies are adding to the world crop,
homes. He has brewed coffee and
which reached 2,500,000 tons in the
"mulligan" in tin cans around their
last crop-year, enough to make two
open fires. Knowing the language,
and a hfilf pounds for every human
habits, and problems of the hobo,
being on earth,” says the National j
Bell is respected and has influence
Geographic society.
among them.
"Coffee is an immigrant from an
His mission, however, is not so
cient Ethiopia that made good in
much concerned with those hard
the New world. On the highlands
ened men who have been on the
of the old African kingdom recently
road for years. He is interested
conquered by Italy, coffee trees
more in the young boys who wander
ave grown wild since early times.
aimlessly over the country and who,
“Legend says the stimulating
he says, invariably get into trouble.
properties of coffee were discovered
He tries to rehabilitate them and
by a priest who noticed that goats
send them home.
refused to take their ordinary rest
Being a “box car bishop" is not
after eating coffee berries. From
an easy job. Bell pointed o u t He
Jean
Woodbury
and
Lee
Tracy,
here
seen,
are
newly
teamed
as
the
opEthiopia coffee crossed the Red sea
came to Pueblo because a dis
to Arabia, then traveled to Java, pe ite ends of a studio romance in RKO Radio's “Crashing Hollywood," in traught mother in Kansas City
and finally came as a ‘vegetable im which Tracy is starred and the comely Joan is playing her first leading-lady
asked him to help find her son.
migrant' to the Americas.
rtlc. The picture presents Tracy as a tudio rernarirt whose stories re-create
The system he uses is simple
Coffee’s Success Story.
actual crimes with -ueh fidelity that a deadly gunman crashes the gates with effective. He has little trouble mak
"There began coffee's real suc the intention of putting an end to his too-revraling activities, and highly ing friends with the men. One of
his first questions to the hobo is: "If
cess story. Like many human im dramatic results.—adv.
you had a ten-year-old son and you
migrants, coffee made good in the
knew he was down in these jungles,
New world to an extent far beyond
what would you do?"
anything ever dreamed of in the
Invariably the answer, phrased in
‘old country.’ SouthAmerica became
strong language, is: "I’d come down
its greatest producer, and North
here after him in a hurry.”
America its greatest consumer. In
Bell carries a portable typewriter,
the 1936-37 crop-year, Brazil alone
a Boy Scout first-aid kit and small
grew approximately 68 per cent of
leaflets of the books of the Bible.
the world's coffee production, and
Although wandering about the
the United States used half of all the
hobo jungles has resulted many
coffee consumed in the world.
times in dangerous situations, Bell
“But the world in recent yeaTs
said the men usually are co-opera
has consumed far less coffee than
tive and sympathetic.
it has produced, and coffee’s suc
cess story has changed lately to a
tale of woe. With Brazil’s own pro
B ritish M otor M a g n a te
duction increasing, and other coun
G iv e s A w ay 50 M illions
tries planting coffee trees to com
pete with her, coffee prices have
London.—Lord Nuffield, multi-mil
lionaire motor magnate, passed the
dropped.
“Hoping to improve the situation,
$50,000,000 mark in his philanthropic
activities when he donated nearly a
Brazil began destroying part of her
million dollars to the Oxford and
crop. Long before the United States
District Joint Hospitals board re
began ‘plowing under’ cotton and
cently.
killing off pigs to boost prices. Bra
Lord Nuffield frequently is re
zil was burning surplus coffee by the
ferred to as the Rockefeller of Eng
ton. Since 1931 nearly 52,000.000
land because of his charitable gifts.
bags, or 3,432,000 tons have been
Last year he disposed of more
destroyed. Some of the ash was
than $30,000,000 in less than a
used as fertilizer on Brazilian
month. In November he gave $10,farms.
000,000 to the distressed areas, fol
Leading Producers in New World.
lowing a few days later by placing
“In the crop-year of 1936-37, Bra
another $10,000,000 of his motor
zil alone produced a million bags
company stock in trust for his em
more of coffee than the world con
ployees. Three weeks later he do
sumed in the same period. (The
nated another $10,000,000 to Oxford
standard bag of coffee weighs 132
She's a missing witness—Jean Dale, screen newcomer, and Dick Purcell university for medical research.
pounds.) World coffee production
In addition to his known donations
in that crop-year was 13,000.000 bags have the leading romantic roles in the thrilling melodrama of crime-expos- ,
in excess of the amount consumed.
ing, “Missing Witnesses."—adv.
I of $50,000,000 it is believed many
other millions have been given away
Leading coffee producers next to
Brazil are Colombia, Netherlands
turer, Leola Smith; steward. Donald during recent years. Amounts un
V IN A L H A V E N
der $50,000 are handed out so fre
East Indies^Venezuela, Guatemala
Shields; assistant steward. Curtis
quently that they are not mentioned.
and Salvador.
Lord Nuffield's career has closely
The steamboat failed to make the Webster; chaplain. Alice W hitting
Once Called Intoxicant.
ton; treasurer, Edward Kittredge;
paralleled that of Henry Ford. Like
"Coffee trees thrive best on land reurn trip from Rockland Friday,
secretary. C. Meservey Ames; gate Ford, he got his start in a bicycle
from 1.000 to 4.000 feet above sea owing to rough water and fog in the
keeper. Stanley Conway; Ceres. Lizzie shop. Today cars bearing his name
level in the tropics. They are ever- ! bay.
are found in all parts of the empire.
green, and blossom two or three i Mrs. Walter Ingerson returned Kay; Pomona, Norma McDonald;
Flora. Sylvia Anthony; lady assistant,
times a year. Coffee blossoms are
pure white and fragrant, and the Thursday from Augusta where she steward, Doris Smith.
Aids were H is to ria n Says E ra Is
berries are dark red. very much like passed the holidays with her daugh Lois Webster and Avis Calderwood.
F a v o ra b le to G re a t M en
cherries. The coffee 'bean' is the ter. Mrs. Walter Black.
The ceremonies were followed by the
New London, Conn.—The present
seed of this berry. After the ber
Parker William's came Thursday serving of refreshments and dancing.
ries are harvested the pulp and o'h- from Portland called by illness of
age may produce some great men,
according to Dr. Dumas Malone,
er extraneous m atter is removed,
Dr.
Conley
will
be
at
his
Vinal
H
a
his
sister
Mrs.
William
Shephard.
director of the Harvard University
leaving the coffee beans of com
Miss Nellie Murch returned Satur ven office from the arrival of the press and for five years editor-inmerce.
boat Wednesday afternoon. Jan. 12 chief of the Dictionary of American
“Strangely enough the leaves of day from Portland.
Biography, who has made some in
the coffee tree contain more caf
Mrs. Dennis McKenney and son of until its departure Friday morning.
teresting generalizations based on
feine. the stimulating alkaloid found Springfield, are in town called
4-5
statistics from his work on the dic
in coffee, than coffee beans. In some ' by illness of Mrs. McKenney's father
tionary.
regions, for this reason, a sort of A. G. Johnson.
‘tea’ as been made from coffee |
He said engineers, inventors and
Mr?
Florence
Calderwood
was
S q u irre ls T u rn “ N u tty ,”
businessmen are making places for
leaves, but is not an especially
themselves beside the soldiers, writ
pleasant drink as the leaves lack hostess Friday night to the Depres
So C ouncilm en D eclare
ers and politicians of old.
the aroma that makes regular cof sion Club.
Carmel, Calif.—Carmel has anoth
“Achievements in public life cer
fee so popular.
Forest Maker, builder, launched
er
complaint,
and
this
time
it
is
not
tainly will not decline," Dr. Malone
"Because of the stimulating prop Thursday a 35-foot motor boat which
said, “but it seems likely that we
erties of coffee, it was once con- j he has completed for Ivan Philbrook. against the literary, artistic and
will produce a greater proportion of
sidered an intoxicant among ortho The boat is named for his sons. Le musical colony that is established
there. It is against squirrels. City
artistic and literary works than for
dox Mohammedans and therefore
councilmen say they have gone
merly.
was a forbidden drink. But coffee roy and David.
Installation of officers of the La “nutty.” Instead of eating nuts,
"The present age is one of intense
nevertheless increased in popularity
vitality. It is in dynamic times such
among the Arabian Moslems, and | dies of the G A R . was held Friday they are chewing off the bark of pine
as these that great things are done.
became as closely identified with night. Mrs. Ola C. Ames, past presi tree branches until the latter drop
to the ground.
Those who will become famous are
Arabia as is tea with China.
dent was installing officer, assisted
One school of thought here insists
most probably those who are align
"Until the close of the Seven by Mrs. Beulah Drew as conductor.
the squirrels are entailing an un
ing themselves with important mod
teenth century, practically all of the 1
ern trends, and losing themselves in
w’orld's supply of coffee came from The officers: President, Leola Smith; necessary expense on the city for
them . . . The combination of a dy
Yemen, in scOthern Arabia, and the past president. Clyde Macintosh; cleaning up the broken branches,
namic period such as ours and a
name of Mocha, a Yemenite sea senior vice president. Eleanor Con while the second school of the squir
rels is a money saver as it keeps
man of great talent and vitality
port, became a sort of synonym for way; junior vice president. Nina
might bring remarkable results."
coffee. Later coffee culture spread Chri lie; treasurer. Cora Peterson; the city from having to prune the
to Java, and for a time this East secretary. Hester Ames; patriotic in .trees.
Indies island led in production, so structor. Pauline Smith, conductor,
F u rn itu re M aking H a s No
that its name also became a syno
Lizzie Kay; assistant conductor. A lle rg ic C h ild re n F o u n d
nym for coffee.”
A g e B ar for Its W o rk e rs
Lucie Skoog; pianist, Ola Ames;
to Be M ost In te llig en t
Grand Rapids.—There's one in
guard. Olive Amerio; assistant guard,
Siamese Twins Were Married
St. Louis.—Children with hay fe
dustry that doesn't throw a man on
The original Siamese twins m ar Florence Erickson: registra. Evelyn ver and other allergies are more in
the scrap heap because of age. It's
ried and lived to the age of 63.
Johnson. Supper preceded the cere telligent than children not so af
furniture manufacturing.
"An artisan doesn't really begin
monies served by Eda Bradstreet, flicted, according to Dr. J. Harvey
to get good until he turns the halfCleo Shield? Olive Amiro. Villa Cal Black, professor of preventive med
icine at Baylor university, Dallas,
century mark.” That's the consen
derwood and Evie Hennigar.
Texas.
Mrs. H. E. Negus of Gardner. Mass.;
sus of manufacturers here.
The first of a series of dances was
Black, a speaker at the Inter
In a plant with 164 workers, 27
Mr. and Mrs. Fred S. Kenniston and
held at Red Men's hall Saturday state Postgraduate Medical associa
per cent are between sixty and sev
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Lucas of
night. 45 couples attending. The tion here, said that allergic chil
enty-six, 45 per cent between fifty
Unicn; Mrs. Edwin G. Ludwig. Mrs.
second of the series will b? held next dren, despite frequent absences
and fifty-nine. In another, hiring
Lizzie Maguire. Mrs. Flora Kaler. L.
189, 17 per cent are between sixtySaturday with round and square from school, usually rank very high
W. Benner and Hugh Benner of
one and sixty-five. Those are fairly
dances. A five piece orchestra con in class work. He also said that
Rockland; Mrs. Martha Kalloch,
those with hay fever and asthma
typical percentages.
sists of Fred Swanson, violin; L. C.
usually avoid other childhood ail
Clarence Spear. Fred M. Kenniston
Most of the older employees are
Smith, clarinet; George
Swears, ments.
wood carvers and turning lathe
Raymond Kenniston and Mrs. Harold
trcmbonc: Jack Phillips, piano; W.
men. Many have stood at the same
Drewett of W arren; Mrs. Charles
H. Ingerson. drums.
bench 50 years or more. And most
Rivers and Mrs. Ernestine Rivers of
Moses Webster Lodge. F.A.M.. will
of them own their tools, an invest
C
o
ed
s
G
o
to
D
ogs—
Washington and Reuben Sargent of
ment of from $250 to $590 in itself.
meet tonight.
Stickney Corner.
fo r W e a rin g A p p a re l
Mrs. L. R. Sm ith and Mrs. H. W.
Columbus, Mo.—Coeds at the
Fifield went Monday to Portland.
University of Missouri are going
MODERN
W OMEN
Seventy were present at the instal
WE BUY
to the dogs—at least, as far as
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
lation of officers of Pleasant River
to CGlda, nervous strai n. exposure or similar causes.
their clothes are concerned.
Chi-ches-tcrs Diamond Brand Pills are erfective. Grange held Wednesday night. Curtis
Three girls the other day ap
AND SILVER
reliable and give QUICK RELIEF Sold
Webst ' was installing officer assisted
all druggists for over 45 years. Ask for—.
peared on the campus wearing
C
L
A
R
E
N C E E. D A N IE L S
by Beulah GUchrest as marshal. The
dog collars corpplete with brass
JEWELER
CHICHESTERS PILLS
studs, name plates and locks.
new officers are: Master, Winnie
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
"JHt PIAMONP
BRAHP
Ames; overseer, George Wright; lec

T H U R SD A Y

OLD

GOLD

E very-O ther-D ay

M ade The F ur Fly
A n d B ucky’s B earcats F e a st
ed O n G an d er M eat—
T h re e In a R ow
The floor of the Cascade Alleys
was covered with clown and feathers
and Bucky's Bearcats were full to
overflowing with choice Gander meat
after they got through lapping up the
doughty team of bird captained by
the old Goose. This makes the third
successive team that the Bearcats
have torn to pieces and immediately
alter the match Captain Skip Arey
had a phone call from Captain W ar
ren asking him to arrange a match
tor next Friday night, with Skip's
Skippers.
W hat at first looked as though it
might be a rout turned into a pretty
close match, for although the Bear
cats a t the end of the first string
were 58 pins ahead the Ganders
turned on the heat and were able to
win both of the next two strings, but
not by margin enough to win the
match.
"Wym" Guilford was high man for
the evening with the Goose flapping
along in second place. Scottie Lit
tlefield without the reverse pacing of
Gene Hall, upped his score quite a
bit even if he was the custodian of
the cellar for the evening.
One of the queer spots in the en 
counter was the sliding scale score
exhibited by Chandler, wffio in the
last m atch carried off all the honors,
but in this one only succeeded in win
ning the doubtful honor of the lowest
string.
Captain Warren, in case he is not
turned back by the Skippers is out
to take on some of the big shots, and
he intends to fight It out on this
line if it takes all the juice in the
power house Another bowling event
th a t is expected to make the head
lines next week is the projected
match between two teams from the
Lions Club, in which some gentlemen
who have not sent a ball spinning
down the alley for more years than
they care to tell will endeavor to show
some of the younger generation how
it was done 30 years ago. while some
other gentlemen, who never spun a
oall in all their life will try and find
out w hat it's all about, and what
makes 'em go round and round.
The score:
:
Ganders
............. 80 99 96—275
Gcose Arey ...
Sanborn ... .............. 90 94 78—262
Grimes .... ............. 81 94 89—264
Shields .... .............. 82 91 88—261
Littlefield
........... 80 87 85—252
413
Bearcats
........... 104
jSm ith ....
Swanson ....... ........ 80
W arren
............... 95
Guilford . ............... 91
Chandler ............... 101

465 436 1314
81
79
90
103
93

83—268
95—254
86—271
91—285
69—263
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Advertisements In this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
••• •«•••••••••«
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
MAN WANTED TO ACT AS direct
tional lines five cents each for one time
10 cents for three times. Six small words representative for reliable Nursery firm.
All f r u it trees, roses, etc., completely
to a line.
guaranteed
Investment or experience
unnecessary. Pay weekly. CONNECTI
.
CUT VALLEY NURSERIES, Manchester,
Conn._____________________________
EXPERIENCED, efficient wom an wants
position in stenographic work; highly
,1
It skilled In shorthand and typing. 40
CAT lost, tiger striped. Finder notify MECHANICST , Tel. 1059-W ._______3’5
'EI,DERI.Y_gentl('man w anted to board
TED LAWRENCE. Tel. 38-W.
5-7
In city. Write “BOARD" care The Cou
rier-Gazette.
____ ______ ___ 3*5
Legal N otice
—PATIENTS~ med for a t R est Haven
Convalescent
Home.
105 Llmerock St .
DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED City. Tel. 1293. EVA AMES
4’C
STATES
PRACTICAL NURSE w ants position
SOUTHERN DIVISION
Write to 44 "A" PEARL STREET, Cam
DISTRICT OF MAINE
den. Maine.
3*5
IN THE MATTER OF
RECEIVERSHIP OF
ROCKLAND—Room or sm all apart
THE ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK.
m ent preferably with b a th wanted in
ROCKLAND. MAINE
private home by young gentlem an of
good habits. Communicate R .C D.. Care
ORDER OF NOTICE
5’7
I t appearing from the Petition of Ed The Courier-Gazette.
POULTRYMEN. sell your poultry, more
ward C Payson. Receiver of The Rock
land National Bank. Rockland. Maine, money I. POUST, 91 N orth Main St..
verified the thirty-first day of December. Tel 41-J
3*14
A D., 1937. that a Petition was filed on
WATCHMAKER—Repairing
matches,
the eighth day of January, A. D., 1938. clocks,
all kinds. Call and de
praying that the said Edward C. Pay- liver. S.antiques
MACOMBER. 23 Ames
son as Receiver be authorized to convey bury St..ARTHUR
Rockland,
Tel 958-J.
144-tf
certain real estate owned by said trust
under Asset No. 510 for a consideration
of not less than Fifteen Hundred Dol
lars ($1.500 001 cash, representing the
present reasonable value of the property.
In accordance with letter of the Comp I
troller of the Currency dated December 1»
27. 1937
'« ♦ » » * • * * • NOW. on Motion of the Petitioner, It Is
FIRST quality hay lor sale. $8 ton at
hereby
bam . FRED KILLERAN Cushing. Tel.
ORDERED:
1
Thom
aston 198-21.
3-5
T hat all creditors and other persons In
terested attend the Hearing on said
SINGER portable sewing m achine for
Petition before the U nited States District sale Used very little Sacrifice lor $?0.
Judge in the United States Court House, 97 UNION 6T.. Tel. 1067-J.
5’7
In the Cltv of Portland. County of Cum
ONE PAIR heavy one-horse sleds for
berland and State of Maine, on the
twelfth day of January. A D . 1938. at sale. In A-l condition. Price $15. J. L.
3’5
eleven o'clock A M , and then and there GRIFFIN. Union.
show cause. If any they have, why the
SEWING Thread—Ideal fo r Home Use
prayer of said Petitioner should not be 20 tubes of assorted colors. 30 cents pre
granted.
paid NELSON & MARKHAM. DEPT C..
And it ts further
East Hampton, Conn.
4’9
ORDERED:
DUO-THERM pot type circulating
T hat this Order be published In the
Portland Press Herald once on Ja n  heater for sale, new condition. AIR
uary ,0. 1938. and In The Rockland Cou WAYS, INC., Public Landing. City.
153-tf
rier-Gazette. Rockland. Maine, once on
January 11. 1938, and th a t there be one
HARD COAL for sale, Pocahontas soft
day at least elapse between the last coal, drv hard fitted and Junk wood. J.
publication of this Order and the date B PAULSEN, Tel. T hom aston 62.
of said Hearing
155-tf
Dated. January 8. 1938.
E FLAT alto S&xaphone for sale. TEL.
By Order of Court.
101-M.
135-tf
JOHN F KNOWLTON.
PAPER PRESS, for sale, for baling old
Clerk of the United States District Court.
paper, etc. Capacity 150 lb. bales. Apply
D istrict of Maine
at this OFFICE.
113-ef
By MARION RICHARDS.
Chief Deputy Clerk
25 SECOND HAND parlor stoves from
(Legal 6eal)
5-lt
$5 to $20; 1 new 20-ln. Sunbeam one-pipe
furnace, $98; 1 adding m achine. $35; 1
cash register. $20. 1 power oil burner.
Nu-way with 275 gal. tank. $35; 4 second
hand W alnut circulating heaters; roll
P rofessor G ives F ig u res
top desk, good condition. $18. Largest
of used goods we ever had. V. F.
on F ru it of F am ily T ree line
STUDLEY. 283 Main St., Tel. 1154.

; LOST A N D F O U N D ;

r-

FOR SALE

Lincoln, Neb.—Pride in noble an
cestry is quite the thing, but Dr.
J. O. Hertzler, of the sociology de
partment at Nebraska university,
has pointed out:
f
Anyone now forty years old would
have a possible 18 adult ancestors
at the time of the American Revolu
tion; 512 at the time of the May
flower voyage and 524,288 at the time
of King John and the Magna Charta.
Those who find an ancestor among
the followers of William the Con
queror, 25 generations ago, must
distinguish their relative from a pos
sible 8,388,608 predecessors in that
generation.

Rite-Best
Printed Stationery

143-tf

!

TO LET

!

HOUSE at 28 Green St.. Thomaston

to let. 5 rooms and bath. Sunny, easily

heated. Furnished or unfu rn ish ed as de
sired.
156-5
STORAGE room to let. C. M. BLAKE
W allpaper Store.
3-tf
LARGE room to let, $4 week. FOSS
HOUSE. Tel. 330.
143-tf
THREE furnished room s for light
housekeeping to let. p rivate bath. 65
NORTH MAIN ST
2-tf
FOUR-ROOM apartm ent to let, furntshed or unfurnished, first floor; lights,
hot water, bath, cellar; price reasonable.
MRS IDA MURCH. C am den St.. City.
Tel 857-W
4-6
FURNISHED apartment to let. MRS.
I.EOLA ROSE, 100 Union St.
I42-tf
UPSTAIRS APT., to let. four newly
decorated rooms, bath, heater. 12 KNOX
ST- Tel. 156-W__________________ 133-tf
FIVE-ROOM furnished
house at
Spruce Head, to let. very reasonable; fire
wood for the cutting. TEL. 793-W aftei
4 p. m
136-;,

! M ISCELLANEOUS !

471 446 424 1341

NORTH H A V EN
A shower and reception to Mr. and
Mrs. Alton Calderwood under the
auspices of the Sunday School and
church, will be given Thursday night
in Library hall. For ten years Mr.
' Calderwood was superintendent of
the Sunday School and rarely missed
] a session. The reception will be
a t 7.30.
Hubert O G rant and family leave
I this week for Sarasota, Fla., where
they will spend the raminder of the
I winter. Mr. and Mrs. Franz Mills will
occupy Mr. Grant's house while they
are away.
Blanche Crockett returned S atu r
day to Salem where she resumes her
training for a nurse. Her brother
Lloyd accompanied her to Boston.
Mrs Katherine Duncan and daugh
ter Phyllis returned Saturday from
Leominster. Mass., where the former
visited for two weeks with her brother
W alter Parsons. Miss Duncan joined
her mother upon the completion of
her training in the Jersey City Medi
cal Hospital and together they re
turned to this town.
Foy W. Brown returned Saturday
from a business trip to Rockland.
Mabelle Crockett was a Rockland
visitor Friday.
During the remainder of the winter
the library will be open Saturday
night from 7 to 9 o'clock. This ex 
tended service in addition to the
Saturday afternoon opening is to ac
commodate those who cannot with
convenience get to the library during
the afternoon hours. Many new
books have been recently added. Miss
Fostie Duncan subst lute librarian,
will have charge Saturday nights.
Friends of Mrs. G v rn G rant sym
pathize with her in the recent death
of her mother Mrs. George Beattie in
Aberdeen. Scotland. Mrs. Beattie
was 70 years of age and had been a p 
parently in the best of health, having
walked Sunday before her death
three miles to church. She is sur
vived by her husband, and two sons
in Scotland, a daughter in New York,
a daughter in Camden and Mrs.
G rant. Mrs. Beattie had never visited
this country.
Waterproof truck covers and spray
hoods made to order. Old covers
waterproofed. Awning service. Rock
land Awning Co,, 16 Willow Si,
’

Your name and address printed
on envelopes and paper or mono
gram on sheets, address on enve
lopes. Black, Blue, Green or
Brown ink.
WATER STRIPED VELLUM
White Deckle Edge
36 folded sheets 4%x7%
36 envelopes 4x5% square flap
$1.15 postpaid

OR
60 flat sheets 7 %Xl0 54
50 envelopes 4x7% square flap
$1.40 postpaid

RELIABLE
SPIRITUAL
READING.
Dally Indications. 16 questions answered.
25c and stamp GEORGE JONES, Dlx___________________5*7
m ont, Maine
NOTICE—I will not be responsible for
any bills other than co n tracted by my
self after this date. J a n . 11. CARL A
NEWBERT
$-7
Union
SKATES sharpened—p ro m p t service.
CRIE HARDWARE CO., 408 Main St
.________________________________,148-tf
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
Samples and knitting directions free.
H A BATLETT. Harmony, Maine.
156-11
LADIES—Reliable h a ir goods at &.:kiand Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall oicrrt
solicited. H. C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J.
144-tf

( ia

•••

•••

••• •••

♦ ♦ ♦ $q

; EGGS A N D CHICKS J
♦
♦

AUTOCRAT DECKLE EDGE
White Vellum
Square flap envelopes and folded
sheets
50 envelopes 4x551
60 sheets 4%x7%
$1.35 postpaid

CLEMENTS REDS -B W D Clean
Maine Accredited. Heavy layers.
Producing 70't right cow. Baby
Pullets. Crosses. 4-farm savings
Chicks only 11 cts. each in 1000
lots. Other prices, discounts write
CLEMENTS FARMS.
Winterport,
Maine.
155T&S52

Your name and address printed
on sheets and envelopes only
TATRICIAN
White Laid
Black, Blue, Brown. Green Ink
60 folded sheets 4%x7%
40 envelopes 4x554

S C. R I. REDS, baby chicks
hatching eggs, Maine Pullorum
bred from good laying stra in and
Parm enter's Cockerels. W rite of
for prices. MAYNARD M KINNE
George Rd.. Thomaston. Tel. Tt
Harbor 56-14.

OR
60 flat sheets 654x1054
40 envelopes 4x6%
$1.15 postpaid
GRAYTONE TWEED
Vellum
60 folded sheets 4%x7%
40 envelopes 4x554

OR
60 flat sheets 6%xl054
40 envelopes 4xG%
$1.15 postpaid

THE
COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, ME.

To Ui Printing ia more then
Just putting w ords into type.
It is the creation of a work of art,
ba it a simple tittle announcement
or an elaborate booklet. Hence
we take all the pride of an artist
in hie craft, in each job; and that
is the secret of th e superlative
quality of The Courier-Gazette
Printing.

The Courier - Gazette
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Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Lamb quietly
observed their 61st wedding anniver
sary Sunday. January is an anniver
sary month for Mr. Lamb, as his 86th j
birthday falls on the 23d. Although
he retired from active work some time
ago, Mr. Lamb drops into the store
(Burpee & Lamb's) occasionally just
to keep in touch with the clothing
game, and to tell some of those local
anecdotes for which he has long
been famous.
I Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper Jr. and Mrs.
A rthur K Orne entertained at a des
sert-bridge Friday night, at the
Sleeper home on Talbot avenue, hon
oring Mrs. Earle Oowell. Those a t
tending were Mrs. Jerome Burrows,
Mrs. John McLoon. Mrs. Albert E l
liot of Thomaston, Mrs. John Black.
Mrs. Thomas Stone, Mrs. Donald
a Leach, Mrs. Edwin Scarlott
Mrs.
Wilbur Senter, Mrs. Edward Moffitt,
I Mrs. Rupert Stratton, and Mrs SeyI mour Cameron. Card honors were
awarded Mrs. Moffitt, Mrs. Cameron.
►
*and Mrs. Black.
Mrs. Agnes Fish has returned to
her apartment at The Lauriette, after
several weeks' stay at Rest Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Philbrick, who
recently went to St. Petersburg. Fla.
are very comfortably located at 2638
1st avenue. North. Letters received
at the home of their son, Rhama E
Philbrick. tell of interesting meetings
with several people from this state,
and that they have Joined the Maine
Society Club.
Mrs. Earle McWilliams, was hostess
at 3 sewing party and luncheon, F ri
day night, when she entertained
members of the T Club at her home
on Chestnut street.
*
Mrs. Bertram Brann of Lewiston,
was a guest of Mrs. A. J. Falcs over
the weekend.
Mrs. Emily W. Greene is suffering
a serious illness at her home on James
street, where her sons and their wives
are giving her all possible care. Es
pecially unfortunate m this crisis, is
the sudden death of Mrs. Harold
Gieene's father, which demands her
presence in Portland for a few days.
Miss Leola C. Bertrand. R N , of
the private nursing staff of Boston
City Hospital, with her fiance John
Downing of Lynn, M ass. motored to
this city yesterday for a brief visit
with Miss Bertrand's aunt, Mrs.
Lilian S. Copping.
Mrs. John B. Crockett of North H a
ven entered Knox Hospital yesterday.
She was accompanied by her husband
and Dr. Woodcock.

■JLSV W A S H *
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Mr. and Mrs James T. Murphy of
Bangor recently visited Mr. Murphy’s
mother. Mrs Katie Murphy, Old
County road.

w

\

Mrs. Helen M. Clark of Broadway
has gone to Sarasota, Fla.
Mrs. E. J . Hellier was hostess to
Shakespeare Society last night, 23
members attending. Mrs. George
Blaney was leader, bringing to a close
the study of modem drama. The plays
"Fanny's First Play'' and "Candida''
were reviewed and an interesting
preface read from the play. "St.
Jo a n ;' by Bernard Shaw. Mrs. Ruth
Ellingwood had as her subject “I'll
Put Myself in Poor Attire, and With
a Kind iof Timbre Smirch My Face,"
presenting a splendid paper on stage
costume, makeup and stage design
ing, A charming illustration of the
art of makeup was given by Albert
McCarty. The open meeting will be
held Jan. 21 at the Bok Memorial
Home for Nurses, each member being
privileged to invite one guest. The
speaker will be Prof. Bricker, head
of public speaking and dramatics at
the TJ. of M. An invitation has been
extended to the Community Theatre
Guild. An important change has
been made for Feb. 7 when Mrs. El
lingwood will entertain the Society
HARD-ARCHER
Frances R Archer and Donald J.
Ward were married Wednesday night,
at the Congregational vestry by Rev.
Corwin H. Olds, who used the single
ring ceremony. They were attended
by Carl L. Ward, brother of the
groom. Miss Kathleen Bond and Mr
and Mrs. Walter Kimball.
The bride was attired in a rose
knit suit, made by the groom .; mother.
Mrs W. R. Foster, as a gift to the
bride, she is the daughter oi Mrs.
Joanna Dodge, and was for several
years a popular clerk at Senter-Crane
Co, Mr. Ward is employed by the
American Express Company.
The young couple have the best
wishes for happiness of a host of
friends. They will reside for the
present at 15 Myrtle street.

3
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'ES, ladies of the airways have their hobbies. Portland Hoffa (1) of

Hall Tonight,” has one in Boots, whom she hopes to teach to
ysay“Town
“Tally-ho”. Mary Margaret McBride, the aireporter, (2) likes to talk
to unusual people. Gracie Allen (3) makes a hobby of clothes, while Kate
Smith (4) likes best to cook in hours away from the mike. Mary Living
stone's (5) number one hobby is her daughter, Joan Naomi Benny, Rosa
lind Russell (6), the "Silver Theatre” actress, is never happier than when
horseback riding, while Jane Rhodes (7), the Lanny Ross songstress, finds
her hobby in badminton.

W ARREN
Officers elected Friday at Ivy Chap- ;
ter. O.ES.. were: Worthy m atro n .,
Miss Evelyn Sawyer: worthy patron.
William H. Rcbinson: associate. M at
ron. Miss Hilda Aspey; asscciate pat- ■
ron, J. O Jameson; secretary. Mrs [
Laura Starrett; treasurer. Miss Tena
McCallum; ccndtictress. Mrs. Lina
Smith; associate conductress. Mrs. |

F lint D a r t Believed
100,000 Y ears O ld
Roundup, Mont.—A flint dart
and a dart-making tool, believed
to be from 100,000 to 200,000
years old, have been discovered
near here by Earl McConnell, a
rancher.
The prehistoric tools, which
scientists said apparently dated
from the fourth glacial period,
were perfectly shaped. Both
were of gray flint. The dart is
similar to an Indian arrowhead
except th at it is heavier in the
center.
Curved to a point on one cut
ting side, the dart-making tool
was about four inches long by
two inches wide.

By L. L, STEVENSON
Ramblings and ruminations; A
quarter of beef being dragged
across a Fifty-second street side
walk , . . Into the basement of a
night-club . . . Much of it probably
will be turned into $5 steaks . . .
A big black cat scurrying up the
steps of the John D. Rockefeller, Jr.,
residence . . . Which despite an
nouncements, will not be razed right
away . . , The residence I mean . . .
A watchman has chased the c a t . . .
The chauffeur of an imported limou
sine nodding in front of a Fifth ave
nue store . . . My lady is evidently
taking her time about shopping . . .
What do chauffeurs think about any
way during the many hours they
spend waiting? . . . Or taxi drivers
while they are bucking . . . But most
of the latter read newspapers . . .
or dope sheets . . . A window filled
with silver fox coats . . . If I had
the value of that display . . . Well,
what’s the use of dreaming?
• • •
Newsboys playing cards for pen
nies in a Forty-fourth street hallway
, . . That little restaurant where
real E ast Indian food is served . . .
and where is sold perfume the m er
est trace of which lasts for 24
hours . . . A crowd assembling in
front of a radio playhouse . . . Where
admission is free . . . Provided a
ticket is presented, of course , . .
Gertrude Lawrence entering the
stage door of the Plymouth . . .
Ready for another portrayal of "Su
san and God" . . . Thought Gilbert
M il^r was in Europe again . . . But
maybe I’m mistaken . . . Or pos
sibly he has a double . . . Charles
C. Miller who is just about ready for
1 another expedition to New Guinea
. . . That middle initial is often
changed to "Cannibal” . . . Because
he’s eaten human flesh. Had to . . .
Or be eaten himself . . . Why do
leather goods stores always seem
to be putting on going-out-of-busi
ness sales?
• • •

Edna White. Mrs. Carrie R. Smith,
j
past district deputy worthy grand
matron will install the officers Feb ;
1. Each member is entitled to invite ;
one guest.
Mrs. Albert W. White was weekend
guest of her aunt. Mis. Lettie Alexan
der in Roslindale. Mass.
Mrs. Edwin Emerson is ill.
A son, Mark Fernald. was born ’
Thursday, at Elliot Community Hos
pital, Keene, N. H. to Mr. and Mrs. j D. Starrett and Benjamin Starrett
Maynafd Waltz formerly of this town. [ visited Sunday with Charles Starrett.
Crescent Temple. P. S. meets Friday j a patient a t th e State Street Hospital.
T h a t night. The committee to serve the i Portland.

M ethebesec Club

Miss Lucinda Young has returned
from a short vacation passed at the
B ook Review Show s
Montreal home of Miss Ethel Turner.
th e Past Y ear H as B een supper preceding the meeting in- I Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Davis were |
The latter has resumed her duties at
eludes. Mrs. Shirley Bcwley, Mrs in Waterville, Sunday, as guests of
the Lowell General Hospital.
a “ W in d y ” O ne
Gerlrude Weaver, and Mrs. Mary j Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin H. Crie ob
Owing to the inclement weather of Reynolds.
The history of light, lessons in [
served their 45th wedding anniver Friday, the meeting of Methebesec
Installation cf White Oak Grange, charts, from the General Electric j
sary last week. They were married Club in afternoon at Community North Warren, which was to have
Co. is in use a t the Malcolm Corner
by the late Rev. J. Howard Parsiiley. Building had a small attendance. taken place last Friday will be held school, and is proving a valuable j
I t was voted to purchase a Maine next Friday night.
asset. There are also geography, and
Mrs. L. A. Crockett of Ocean street
Harvey Buber, who has been ill, is health lessons. Beet sugar charts
Public Health Bond. $5 Mrs. K athis a patient at Knox Hospital
eryn St. Clair, chairman for this dis improving.
have been applied for, by the teacher
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Starrett. Mrs. Mrs. Florence Davis.
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper entertained trict. reported that tuberculosis clinics
the Breakfast Bridge Club yesterday were to be conducted In Rcckland and Charles S tarrett. Ernest Starrett. P
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Robinson, and
at the home of her son on Talbot ave Rockport during the coming summer
_ Jdaughter, Miss Winona Robinson, were
months, as a result of the splendid
nue.
in Lewiston, Sunday, to visit Mr. and
cc-operation of local people in buying
I Mrs. Robert Blake.
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood sustained a Christmas Health Seals and Bonds
Mrs. Clifford Carroll is ill.
bad fall on an icy sidewalk Saturday j to carry on the work of diagnosing
Miss Blanche Washburn of Auburn
night, necessitating several stitches' and treating tuberculosis. The resigL
guest cf Mr. and Mrs. Oliver B. j
but happily escaping broken bones.
nation of Mrs. Mabel P. Crie was ac
■Libby.
cepted. Mrs. Crie, formerly of Thom
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hanley have
Miss Evelyn Stmson of C am den!
aston is now residing at 27 North Elm
returned from a visit with Mrs. Han
|
was
a recent visitor at the home of
.street, Platsvillc, Wisconsin.
ley's mother, Mrs. Pauline M. Good
Miss Jan et Wade
T he current book review was pre
man. in Concord, N. C. They were
sented by Mrs. Elizabeth Davis, who
Mr. and Mrs Albion Holt have
accompanied on their return by their
stressed the point that the year 1937
' moved from the Clements place to
daughter Corallie, who has been the
| the W. F. Rcbinson property at the j
in the literary world had been a
guest of her grandmother since early,
“windy' one. It is said that Queen
monument.
tall.
Elizabeth cancelled all engagements
Mrs. E. R. Moody has returned i
Y
Mrs. Maud Stover delightfully en-. for four days in order to finish “Gone
I from Rockland, where she visited Mr.
tertained the Kents Hill Mite Club W ith the Wind," and titles of some
' and Mrs .George Moody.
Monday a t the heme of Mrs. Ernest 1937 novels chosen at random disMrs. Annie Davis is boarding with
Davis. Honors went to Mrs. A. D. cloos; "When the Wind Blows,"
| Mrs. Wilbur Spear for the winter.
Morey. Mrs. Arthur P. Haines and "Candles in the Wind." ‘Wind from
The annual meeting, supper and
Mrs. Adelle Morton. Others present the Mountains," "Every the Winds
election of officers in the Congregawere Mrs. N. F. Cobb. Mrs. Ernest Blow.” “The Wind Changes." “The
j tional Ladies Circle will be held
Buswell. Mrs. Retta Simmons. Mrs. Wind Blows West," 'T h e East Wind
Thursdy nigaht at the chapel. The
Lillian McRae and Mrs. Charles of Love" and "The South Wind of
|
supper committee includes Mrs.
Emery. The tables were attractively Love.” Mrs. Davis said for years
Evelyn Robinson, Mrs. Laura S tar
set in antique red glass.
there was only "Wind in the Willows.
Your guarantee of maximum rett, Mrs. Flora Peabody, and Mrs
Mrs. Davis also gave a list of recent
Mrs. D. U. Dorgan has returned
Carrie Wyllie. Uncompleted business
books being transcribed into Braille heating comfort at low cost!
from Hartford Conn., where she
will be taken up following the supper.
• Because of its Safety, economy and
for the blind.
visited her daughter, Miss Mabel
Mr. and Mrs .George Hahn of j
Mrs. Angelica Glover presented a dependability, anthracite is still
Dorgan.
Waldoboro were guests Friday ever- i
review of Malvina Hoffmans “Heads America's favorite home fuel, lo u r
furnace was designed for anthracite. ! ing of Mr. and Mrs. Newell W. Eugley
Several playmates were Invited to and Tales." and an equally entertain No other fuel can give the 6amo
Margaret Starrett, daughter of i
the home of Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Slone. ing review of "Arctic Adventure by steady, even heat. So burn anthracite.
j
Ernest
L. Starrett, who has been ill
Peter
Freuchen
was
given
by
Mrs.
Saturday afternoon, to celebrate the
And to get the finest Pennsylvania an
thracite-carefully prepared, labora I at the heme of Mrs. Virgil Hills, is ,
fourth birthday of their daughter Mary Avery.
The next meeting will be Friday, tory tested and colored Blue for your I recovering.
Janet. The inspection of many lovely
proteelion-always ask for ‘blue coal'.
Officers recently elected at Georges
Jan.
21, the hostesses to be Mrs
gifts and toys furnished amusement
I River Lodge. K.P., were: Chancellor
for the young folks. A decorated Therese Millett, Castera Cushman.
ROCKLAND FU EL
i commander, Edwin Gammon; vice
cake, bearing four blue candles, was Miss Mabel Holbrook, Mrs. Minnie
j chancellor, Herbert L. Kenniston;
aamired at luncheon, the table be Rogers. Miss Madlene Rogers and
CO M PA N Y
i prelate, John Anderson, master at
ing very attractive with a vari-colored Mrs. Mary Perry Rich. Miss Ellen
arms, David Anderson; keeper of the
I balloon cover, gum drop doll favors Daly will present the current book
P h o n e 72
records and seal. Herbert K. Thomas;
» and candy baskets, with a gay paper review, and books to be reviewed will
master of finance, Jesse Mills ; master
hat for each guest. The mothers include "Excuse It. Please" by Cor
of exchequer, (George Gray; inner
were guests of Mrs. Stone for the a ft nelia Otis Skinner, “Orchids on Your
guard, Eino Leino; outer guard, For
ernoon. Those present were Judith Budget” by Marjorie Hillis, "M athe
rest Spear: trustee elected for three
A m erica '* F in est A n th r a c ite
Orne, Nancy Leach, Sandra Perry, matics for the Million" by Launcelot
TRC SOLID FUEL FOW SOLID COMFOSY
years, A. P Gray Installation will
Hally Cameron, Jerry Page Jewell Hogben, and "This England" by Mary
TUNE IN ON "THE SUAMW”
be held jointly with Crescent Temple.
Jean Carol Stratton, and Caroline Ellen Chase. The place of meeting
Every Sunday At 1 P M. Station WCSH P S , the date to be announced,
will be announced in a later issue.
Senter,

ROCKLAND People
— for you r p rotection
th is co a l is colored

M

g

‘b lu e co al’

A broadway beauty queen who
transforms old mugs into new . . .
But on Madison avenue, it's the old
mugs that are valuable . . . In the
antique shops of course . . . A med
icine show operating in Times
square • . . and attracting a lot of
spectators at least . . . That vacant
lot on Eighth avenue, near Fortysecond street, where the medicine
men used to hold forth, is now a
parking l o t. . . Possibly I’m wrong,
but it seems as if there are more
red neon signs on mid-town Eighth
avenue than anywhere else in town
. . . and most of them advertise bars
and grills . . . That sea food res
taurant reminds me that I haven't
looked up my favorite oyster stew
m aker yet . . . Will have to attend
to that immediately . . . The walk
across town ought to be an appe
tite producer.
• • •
Andy Freeman, who has just com
pleted his book on the life of Dr.
Cook . . . Worked on it more than a
year . . . And Earl Chapin May,
whose book, “The Canning Clan,”
interested me very much . . . Just
think, 120 years ago, there were no
American canners . . . Wonder what
housewives did then? . . . But there
w asn't any contract bridge in those
days either . . . Ed Bodin, my fa
vorite literary agent . . . Leonard
Lyons, who is one of the town’s
proudest fathers . . . and whose new
boy furnished some column m ate
rial at least . . . Lucius Beebe and
a gang of fellow newspaper work
ers entering the Artists and Writers
club . . . Perley Boone, who is han
dling the publicity for the World's
fair . . . An unsteady gentleman
with two very black eyes trying
vainly to insert a letter in the box at
Forty-second and Broadway.
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PUSH But
F eatu res m ak e w ash er valu es. A n d w hen
you g et SUPER-FEATURES a t a NEW LOW
PRICE—th a t's truly a SUPER-VALUE! Comp a ie these EASY featu res w ith a n y w asher
on the m ark et—reg a rd le ss of price. Buy
EASY only w h en y o u 're co n v in ced it offers
MOST FOR YOUR MONEY!

[CA5Y1

EA SY )

+ GLEAMING WHITE FINISH m atches
your other m odern ap p lian c es. A ttractive
g r a y trim . M o d e rn s tr e a m lin e d e sig n .
A pplied leg bead in g .
T h a t 's .............................. SUPER-STYLE!
* SAFETY WRINGER w ith G u a rd ia n Bar
R elease all th e w ay acro ss b o th sides of
rolls—throw s rolls w ide a p a rt on contact.
Safety Zone Construction of w rin g er en 
tran ce p la ce s b a r re le a se in front of hands.
Roll Stop m ech an ism stops BOTH rolls
revolving w hen re le a se functions, prevents
accid en tal restarting.
T h a t 's .......................... SUPER-SAFETY!
* 3-ZONE WASHING with th e EASY Turbolator action th a t w ash es ALL th e clothes
ALL the time. S av es time, s a v e s clothes.

1

; n d , t c ostS
Of i,

T h a t 's ....................... SUPER-SAVINGS!
* R U ST-PRO O F-CH IP-PR O O F with new
Bonderite rust-proofing of a ll sh eet m etal
p arts — w ith new Baked E n am el finish
th a t's tough a n d color-fast.
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T h a t 's ........................ SUPER-SERVICE!
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whe are way out in Honolulu. In a learned that “birds" on china, or anyrecently received letter from the thing, for th a t m atter, were considisland far away. IMiss Buffum got ered unlucky; "Firearm s." when little
word of the greeting which she sent, boy was scared to death of father's
• • • »
nickel plated revolver—never dared
The June 1937 number of "Hobbles" to even touch it; "N atural History."
No. 13
"Once in a While" was at the top the Magazine for Collectors," is a t would like to ba w ith B ert Thorndike
of the list of popular music last week. I the public library. It's the fourth searching the sands for shells, and
I according to the radio program which number of the 42d year. Intriguing -B ack Number Magazines," recalls
starts with a line of unintelligible titles therein are “Doll-ology;" "Old how happy I was when Rf'v. Fred
lingo at 10 o'clock Saturday nights. Prints;" "C ircusiana- "Lincolniana;” m . Preble, who preached in Camden
I "Rosalie," often heard, morning, noon " it Seems To Me; ' "Antiques;" many years, p u t ills O. K. on "Tip
"Glass and China; '"F irearm s;" "In- Top Weekly,” w ritten by Burt L.
and night, was a close second, and
than Relics;” "Natural History;" Standish, (to us G ilbert Patten of
"You're a Sweetheart" was at posli tlon three. Three Lucky Strikes ! ! "Gems and Minerals" Back Number New York and Cam den) Read and
Magazines— "Shipmodeler;" “Old wish that I had kept the first one• *♦•
Shcet Music" and "History of the hundred forty-six numbers. A bunch
The E. R. likes the “fan mail" and
American Stereoscope."
of Camden boys had a club called the
will stack it up in a pile chronologic
• • • •
—Tip Top Club." Who were they
ally, “Bookkeeper,” started some- , thoughts as I read these t i t l e s - other than Robie Wentworth, Andrew
thing. Now comes Mike the debon- , "Doll-ology,' when a young feller. 1JSides, Orrin Andrews Gus Eells and
air waiter and prints the word liked my “Dinah,” she with the kinky 1Don Tiffany?
“Committee,”—sure enough, that has pair, best of all; "Antiques,”—the
three pairs of like letters, "MM. little chair my paternal grandfather
Furniture for sale? Use our want"TT" and "E E ",
used to sit in while smoking his
• • • •
strong pipe,—and did I get sick try- ad column. Tel 770.

The clock in the tower of old Trin
ity chiming the hour . . . A shawled
woman pawing in a trash basket on
a Wall street corner . . . A bus driv
er stealing a quick smoke at the end
of the line . . . Wonder what became
of the proprietors of those little
downtown shops put out of business
by the building of the Eighth avenue
subway . . . Seems like I’m doing a
lot of wondering today . . . But may
be that’s because 1937 is drawing so
rapidly to a close.
• • •
Usually, I don’t care for drunk
stories. But this one gave me a
chuckle: A souse threw his arm s
about a lamp post. Round and
round he went, all the while feeling
the iron. Finally he gave up and
muttered—'No use. Walled in.”

Cl Bell Syndicate. WNU Service.

Deserter Hides 21 Years
Paris.—A deserter who remained
hidden in a room for 21 years has
just given himself up to the gen
darmerie at Beaumont. He found
that he had been pardoned by an
amnesty law passed several years
ago.
Biggest Jig-Saw
New York.—The largest jig-saw
puzzle in the world—a faithful min
iature of the city of New York, con
sisting of over 20,000 pieces—is dis
played in the American Museum of
Natural History here.

The Early Riser

Echo of the “hobby show." Miss
Charlotte Butfum told me yesterday
that a short-wave radiogram sent
trom William Gray's temporary station at the Community building, was
(received by former Rockland girls,
the Misses Mary and Martha Hall,

, ing to (secretly smoke th at pipe?
j "{Stereoscope, ' wonderful cntertainI ment in boyhood days, maternal
grandparents kept it on marbletopped table in not oiten opened
"tront parlor” at Union "Common;"
("Glass and China.' ' .only recently

W ednesday-T hursday

" I LOVE HIM, DAD...
more than my own family I"

First love . . . first thrills . . . first
triumphs . . . first heart-breaks
—in a grand and glowing drama!

W E D N E SD A Y N IG H T IS “ BA NK N IT E ” — $200

<
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IKETRACY
CR U SH IH C
HOLLYWOOD
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THURSDAY
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MISSING WITNESSES

NCW
FLAYING I
“DAMSEL IN
DISTRESS"
with
IRED
ASTAIRE
BURNS A k
ALLEN

ONCE
wi/A

LEWIS STONE
Cecilia PARKER
Mickey ROONEY
Directed by ,
GEORGE 8. SEITZ

4 M etto-Goldw^n

‘

M ayer Picture

JO H N LITEL • DICK PURCELL • JEAN DALE
i “ .f/D ont scratch! Apply this \
v ' ^ J \ soothinqointment freely and
q p > q e t quick relief-as Ido!<■

Resmol

PAJK 9

TODAY
JOHN WAYNE
in
“ADVENTURE’S END”
Also “LEGION ON PARADE"

Phone 892
Matinee S. Evening 6.30 and 8.30
Continuous Saturday 2,00 to 10.30
I-
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THOM ASTON
Miss Charlena Emery and Alberc
Sinclair of Portland were weekend
guests of Miss Emery's sister, Mrs.
E. F. Woodcock.
The January meeting of the P ar
ent-Teacher Association next Thurs
day night in the High School assem
bly hall promises to be interesting,
with Dr. George H. Coombs of the
State Department of Health, the
speaker. Miss Bertha Luce, violinist
and Mrs. Ruth Sanborn, accompany
ing. The hour is 7.30.
Mrs. Forest Stcne will entertain
the Federated Ladies Circle Wednes
day afternoon. Members will please
note the change in the day set, Wed
nesday instead of Tuesday.
The chemical was called Monday
evening to the Cobb home on Georges
street to put cut ?. fire between the
kitchen ceding and the second-store
floor caused ov an overh.ate t smoke
pipe. The f«ar> tge was compuulively
slight.
Edwin A Anderson goes to G ardi
ner today with Van Russell of Rock
land to attend the quarterly meeting
of the Maine Fire Chiefs' Association.
Lloyd Crockett and h ’s sister
Blanche of North Haven were week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. F S
Morse, on their way to Massachu
setts.
The League games Friday in And
rews gymnasium between the Lincoln
and Thomaston boys' and girls' teams
will attra c t basketball fans. Lin
coln Iras an outstanding girls' team,
th a t has not lost a game this season
Mr. and Mrs. Alvw Richards, who
have been living in*Rockland. have
moved back to their home
at
Morse's Corner, where Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Athearn will make their
home with them. Mrs. Athearn is
Mrs. Richards' niece.
Samuel Cochran nas returned from
a visit with his sister, Mrs. Tucker,
in New Jersey.
Mrs. Florence (Starr) Ronimus. an
aunt of Mrs. Maynard Spear (Lucy
S tarr) died Jan. 8. at her son's home
in Brookline. Mass., at the age of 88
years, having recently suffered a
shock. Mrs. Ronimus. who for many
years spent the summers here a t the
S tarr homestead, is remembered as
a pianist of distinction and a bril
liant conversationalist with a fine
memory and keen wit.

COFFEE AGAIN IS
MAKING HEADLINES

I
A T P A R K THEATRE W ED N ESD AY

“ S k y P ilo t of R a ils” T e l l s of
S e v e n Years* W o r k .

B razil’s C h a n g e d Policy
M ystifies P ro d u cers.
Washington, D. C.—Coffee, fa
mous bean that contributes to mil
lions of American breakfasts, is
making world headlines again. Bra
zil, world’s largest producer of cof
fee, has reduced her export tax on
the commodity and world coffee pro
ducers are wondering how this may
affect their fortunes.
"More than 3.000,000,000 coffee
trees, three-fifths of all there are in
the world, are busily producing cof
fee in Brazil's cool uplands, and 38
or more other countries and colo
nies are adding to the world crop,
which reached 2,500,000 tons in the
last crop-year, enough to make two
and a hplf pounds for every human
being on earth,” says the National
Geographic society.
"Coffee is an immigrant from an
cient Ethiopia that made good in
the New world. On the highlands
of the old African kingdom recently
conquered by Italy, coffee trees
ave grown wild since early times.
"Legend says the stimulating
properties of coffee were discovered
by a priest who noticed that goats
refused to take their ordinary rest
after eating coffee berries. From
Ethiopia coffee crossed the Red sea
to Arabia, then traveled to Java,
and finally came as a ‘vegetable im
migrant’ to the Americas.
Coffee's Success Story.
“There began coffee's real suc
cess story. Like many human im
migrants, coffee made good in the
New world to an extent far beyond
anything ever dreamed of in the
‘old country.’ South America became
its greatest producer, and North
America its greatest consumer. In
the 1936-37 crop-year, Brazil alone
grew approximately 68 per cent of
the world's coffee production, and
the United States used half of all the
coffee consumed in the world.
"But the world in recent yeafs
has consumed far less coffee than
it has produced, and coffee's suc
cess story has changed lately to a
tale of woe. With Brazil's own pro
duction increasing, and other coun
tries planting coffee trees to com
pete with her, coffee prices have
dropped.
"Hoping to improve the situation,
Brazil began destroying part of her
crop. Long before the United States
began ‘plowing under’ cotton and
killing off pigs to boost prices, Bra
zil was burning surplus coffee by the
ton. Since 1931 nearly 52.000.000
bags, or 3,432,000 tons have been
destroyed. Some of the ash was
used as fertilizer on Brazilian
farms.
Leading Producers in New World.
"In the crop-year of 1936-37, Bra
zil alone produced a million bags
more of coffee than the world con
sumed in the same period. (The
standard bag of coffee weighs 132
pounds.) World coffee production
in that crop-year was 13.000.000 bags
in excess of the amount consumed.
Leading coffee producers next to
Brazil are Colombia, Netherlands
East Indies* Venezuela, Guatemala
and Salvador.
Once Called Intoxicant.
“Coffee trees thrive best on land
from 1.000 to 4.000 feet above sea
level in the tropics. They are ever
green. and blossom two or three
times a year. Coffee blossoms are
pure white and fragrant, and the
berries are dark red, very much like
cherries. The coffee 'bean' is the
seed of this berry. After the ber
ries are harvested the pulp and oth
er extraneous matter is removed,
leaving the coffee beans of com
merce.
"Strangely enough the leaves of
the coffee tree contain more caf
feine. the stimulating alkaloid found
in coffee, than coffee beans. In some
regions, for this reason, a sort of
‘tea’ as been made from coffee
leaves, but is not an especially
pleasant drink as the leaves lack
the aroma that makes regular cof
fee so popular.
"Because of the stimulating prop
erties of coffee, it was once con
sidered an intoxicant among ortho
dox Mohammedans and therefore
was a forbidden drink. But coffee
nevertheless increased in popularity
among the Arabian Moslems, and
became as closely identified with
Arabia as is tea with China.
"Until the close of the Seven
teenth century, practically all of the
world's supply of coffee came from
Yemen, in soOthern Arabia, and the
name of Mocha, a Yemenite sea
port. became a sort of synonym for
coffee. Later coffee culture spread
to Java, and for a time this East
Indies island led in production, so
that its name also became a syno
nym for coffee.”

E M P L O Y S BOX C A R S
F O R HO BO C H A P E L S

Jean Woodbury and Lee Tracy, here seen, are newly teamed as the opp t :te ends of a studio romance in I!KO Radio's "Crashing Hollywood." in
which Tracy is s.a n e d and the eomclv Joan is playing her first leading-lady
rt lc. The pit tore presents Tracy as a tudlo rccnarirt whose stories re-create
actual crimes with such fid- litv that a deadly gunman crashes the gates with
the intention of putting an end to his too-revealing activities, and highly
diair.atic results.—adv.

TH U R SD A Y

Pueblo. Colo.—Robert I. Belt, itin
erant preacher, has more churches
in this country than the combined
buildings of any single faith.
For seven years Bell, who calls
himself the “sky pilot of th e rails."
has been conducting services among
the nation’s professional transients.
Any box car is his chapel—his con
gregation the thousands of hoboes
and "drifters” who frequent "jun
gles” over the country.
He has lived in vacant lots and
groves near railroad y ard s where
hoboes make their tem porary
homes. He has brewed coffee and
"m ulligan” in tin cans around their
open fires. Knowing the language,
habits, and problems of the hobo,
Bell is respected and has influence
among them.
His mission, however, is not so
much concerned with those hard
ened men who have been on the
road for years. He is interested
more in the young boys who wander
aimlessly over the country and who,
he says, invariably get into trouble.
He tries to rehabilitate them and
send them home.
Being a "box car bishop" is not
an easy job, Bell pointed out. He
came to Pueblo because a dis
traught mother in K ansas City
asked him to help find h e r son.
The system he uses is sim slq
effective. He has little trouble mak
ing friends with the m en. One of
his first questions to the hobo is: "If
you had a ten-year-old son and you
knew he was down in th ese jungles,
what would you do?”
Invariably the answer, phrased in
strong language, is: "Pd com e down
here after him in a h u rry .”
Bell carries a portable typewriter,
a Boy Scout first-aid kit and small
leaflets of the books of th e Bible.
Although wandering about the
hobo jungles has resulted many
times in dangerous situations, Beil
said the men usually a re co-opera
tive and sympathetic.

B ritish M otor M a g n a te
G iv e s Away 50 M illions

M a d e The F u r Fly

GOLD

W A N TED

Advertisements In this column not to I
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 H
W
cents, three times for 50 cents Addi
MAN WANTED TO ACT AS direct
tional lines five cents each for one tim e
10 cents tor three tim es. Six small words representative for reliable Nursery firm.
All fru it trees, roses, etc . completely
to a line.
guaranteed. Investment or experience
unnecessary
Pay weekly. CONNECTI
1 -“
| Mi ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• «•»»•••••••• B?, CUT
VALLEY NURSERIES. Manchester.
The floor of the Cascade Alleys | I ■
» * j i\
* C o n n . _________________________ 5>lt
EXPERIENCED, efficient woman wants
was covered with down and feathers
position In stenographic work; highly
and B ucky’s Bearcats were full to '
* skilled In shorthand and typing. 40
MECHANIC ST , Tel. 1059-W._______ 3*5
overflowing with choice Gander meat
™ 1PM-WFlnd" " j S ~EI.DERLY gentlcman wanted to board
In city. Write “BOARD'' care The Cou
after they got through lapping up the
rier-Gazette._______________________ 3*5
Legal N otice
. PATIENTS cared lor at Rest Haven
doughty team of bird captained by
Convalescent Home. 105 Llmerock St..
OF Tin; UNITED City. Tel. 1293. EVA AMES
the old Goose. This makes the third DISTRICT COURT
4*6
STATES
PRACTICAL NURSE wants position
SOUTHERN DIVISION
successive team th at th e Bearcats
Write to 44 "A" PEARL STREET, Cam
DISTRICT OF MAINE
_______ 3*5
den. Maine.
I have torn to pieces and immediately IN THE MATTER OF
ROCKLAND—Room or small apart
RECEIVERSHIP o f
alter the match Captain Skip Arey I THE rockland national bank
m ent preferably with bath wanted In
private home by young gentleman of
had a phone cal! from Captain War- ; rockland^ niainei
good habits. Communicate R C D . Care
ORDER OF NOTICE
ren asion g him to arrange a match
5*7
It appearing from the Petition of Ed The Courier-Gazette.
POULTRYMEN. sell your poultry, more
1tor n ex t Friday night, with Skip's ward C. Payson. Receiver of The Rock
land National Bank. Rockland. Maine, money I. POUST, 91 North Mam St..
■Skippers.
3*14
verified the thirty-first day of December. Tel. 41-J.
D. 1937. th at a Petition was filed on
W hat at first looked as though it A
WATCHMAKER-Repairing
.catches,
the eighth day of January. A. D . 1938.
antiques all kinds. Call and de
; might be a rout turned into a pretty praying that the said Edward C Pay- clocks,
S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Ames
I son as Receiver be authorized to convey liver.
Iclose match, for although the Bear- certain real estate owned by said tru st bury St.. Rockland. Tel 958-J. 144-tf
cats a t the end Of th e first String under Asset No 510 for a consideration
of not less th an Fifteen Hundred Dolwere 58 pins ahead th e Ganders lars ($1,500,001 cash, representing the
reasonable value of the property.
turned on the heat and were able to present
In accordance w ith letter of the Comp
win both of the next two strings, but troller of the Currency dated December
27. 1937
not by margin enough to win the
NOW. on Motion of the Petitioner, It Is
FIRST quality hay for sale. $8 ton at
hereby
match.
bam . FRED KILLERAN Cushing. Tel.
ORDERED:
3-5
That all creditors and other persons in  Thomaston 198-21.
"Wym" Guilford was high man for
terested attend the Hearing on said
SINGER portable sewing machine for
the evening with the Goose flapping Petition before th e United States District sale.
Used very little. Sacrifice for $30.
5*7
along in second place. Scottie Lit Judge In the United States Court House. 97 UNION S T . Tel. 1067-J.
In the Cltv of Portland. County of Cum
ONE PAIR heavy one-horse sleds for
tlefield without the reverse pacing of berland and S ta te of Maine, on the
twelfth day of January. A. D . 1938. a t sale. In A-l condition. Price $15. J. L.
Gene Hall, upped his score quite a eleven
3*5
o'clock A M . and then and there GRIFFIN, Union.
bit even if he was the custodian of show cause. If any they have, why the
SEWING Thread—Ideal for Home Use
prayer of said Petitioner should not be 20 tubes of assorted colors. 30 cents pre
the cellar for the evening.
granted
paid NELSON & MARKHAM. DEPT C.,
And It Is fu rth e r
East Hampton. Conn.
4*9
O ne of the queer spots in the en
ORDERED:
DUO-THERM pot type circulating
That this Order be published In the
counter was the sliding scale score
Portland Press Herald once on Jan - beater for sale, new condition. AIR
exhibited by Chandler, who in the , uary 10 1938 and ln The Rockland Cou- WAYS. INC., Public Landing, City
153-if
last m atch carried off all the honors, j ner-Oasette. Rockland. Maine. once on
January 11. 1938. and th a t there be one
HARD COAL for sale. Pocahontas soft
but in this one only succeeded in Win- ' day at least elapse between the last, coal, dry hard fitted and Junk wood. J.
ntng th e doubtful honor of the lowest S,ub, K “ rftgthte ° rder ‘"d “ “ daU B. PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 62.
155-tf
String.
i Dated. January 8. 1938.
E FLAT alto Saxaphone for sale. TEL.
C ap tain Warren, in case he is not
By ^ o H N ^ m S o w iT O N .
101-M
135-tf
PAPER PRESS, for sale, for baling old
turned back by the Skippers is out Clerk of the United States District Court.
paper, etc. Capacity 150 lb. bales. Apply
District of Maine
to tak e on some of th e big shots, and
at this OFFICE.
113-*$
By MARION RICHARDS.
Chief Deputy Clerk.
25 SECOND HAND parlor stoves from
he intends to fight It out on this
(Legal 6eal)
5-lt
$5 to $20; 1 new 20-ln Sunbeam one-pipe
line if it takes all th e juice in the
furnace. $98; 1 adding machine. $35; 1
cash register. $20. 1 power oil burner.
power house Another bowling event
Nu-way with 275 gal. tank. $35; 4 second
th at is expected to make the head Professor G ives F igures
hand W alnut circulating heaters; roll
top desk, good condition. $18. Largest
lines next week is the projected
of used goods we ever had V. F.
on F ru it o f F am ily T re e line
STUDLEY. 283 Main S t . Tel. 1154.
m atch between two team s from the
Lincoln, Neb.—Pride in noble an
145-tf

«

A n d B ucky’s B earcats F east
e d O n G an d er M eat—
T h r e e In a R ow

* LOS 1 ANL) rUUNL)

FO R SALE

Lions Club, in which some gentlemen
who have not sent a ball spinning
down th e alley for more years than
they care to tell will endeavor to show
.some of the younger generation how
it was done 30 years ago. while some
other gentlemen, who never spun a
oall in all their life will try and find
out w hat it's all about, and what
makes em go round and round.
T h e score:
:
Ganders
Goose Arey
80 99 96—275
Sanborn .... ............ 90 94 78—262
Grimes
. 81 94 89—264
Shields ...... ............ 82 91 88—261
Littlefield
............ 80 87 85—252

London.—Lord Nuffield, multi-mil
lionaire motor magnate, passed the
$50,000,000 mark in his philanthropic
activities when he donated nearly a
million dollars to the Oxford and
District Joint Hospitals board re
cently.
Lord Nuffield frequently is re
ferred to as the Rockefeller of Eng
land because of his charitable gifts.
Minnie A. Ludwig
L ast year he disposed of more
Minnie A (Kenniston) Ludwig
than $30,000,000 in less than a
month. In November he gave $10,who died at her home in this town,
000,000 to the distressed areas, fol
Jan. 3. was born in Washington.
lowing a few days later by placing
April 23. 1867. daughter of the late
another $10,000,000 of his motor
Capt. E. L. Kenniston and Eurana M.
company stock in trust fo r his cm(Pitcher) Kenniston. May 8. 1883,
I ployees. Three weeks la te r he doa t Waldoboro she was united in m ar
i nated another $10,000,000 to Oxford
413 465 436 1314
She's a mirring witness—Jean Dale, screen newcomer, and Dick Purcell university for medical research.
riage to George W. Ludwig, also of
Bearcats
have the leading rom antic roles in the thrilling melodrama of crime-expos
In addition to his known donations
W ashington, by Rev. Reuben Orff.
of $50,000,000 it is believed many Sm ith ........ ............ 104 81 83—268
They made their home in Washing
ing. “Missing Witnesses."—adv.
. 80 79 95—254
other millions have been given away Swanson
ton till June. 1909. going to Massa
during recent years. Amounts un jW arren ......
95 90 86—271
turer,
Leola
Smith;
steward.
Donald
chusetts where they resided till Sep
Y IN A L H A V E N
............
91
103 91—285
|
G
uilford
....
_____
Shields; assistant stew ard. Curtis
tember. 1924. Since that time they
............
101
[Chandler
....
93 69—263
made their home here where Mr.
mboat failed to make the W ebster; chaplain. Alice WhittingLord Nuffleld's career has closely
The
Ludwig died Aug 29. 1929.
paralleled that of Henry Ford. Like
reurn trip from Rockland Friday, I™ : treasurer. Edward Kittredge:
471 446 424 1341
Of their three children, all born in
i , w ater and fog in the secretary, C. Meservey Ames; gate Ford, he got his start in a bicycle
ow ing t
keeper. Stanley Conway; Ceres, Lizzie j shop. Todaycars bearing his name
W ashington, the youngest, George
bay.
, K ay; Pomona. Norma McDonald;
are found in all parts of th e empire.
W.. died while the family lived in
NORTH H A V EN
Mrs. Waller Ingerson returned p jora Sylvia Anthony; lady assistant J
----------------------Massachusetts, and the elder son,
A shower and reception to Mr. and
T hursd
a i-u a >v. r s e s,ew ard Doris Smith.
Aids were H is to ria n Says E r a Is
Edwin G. died two years ago. Mrs.
passed the holidays with her daugh
Mrs. Alton Calderwood under the
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Siamese Twins Were Married
dustry that doesn't throw a man on
The original Siamese twins m ar Florence Erickson; registra. Evelyn i ver and other allergies are more in
and courage an inspiration to those
the scrap heap because of age. It's tended service in addition to the
Saturday afternoon opening is to ac
ried and lived to the age of 63.
Johnson. Supper preceded the cere- ■ telligent than children not so af
about her.
furniture manufacturing.
“ An artisan doesn't really begin commodate those who cannot with
monies served by Eda Bradstreet. flicted, according to Dr. J. Harvey
Funeral services were held a ’. lie:
to get good until he tu rn s the half- convenience get to the library during
Cleo Shields. Olive Amiro. Villa Cal- ] Black, professor of preventive med
late home. 54 Beechwoods street.
icine at Baylor university, Dallas,
century mark.” T hat's the consen th e afternoon hours.
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derwood and Evie Hennigar.
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Lizzie Maguire, Mrs. Flora Kaler, L.
189, 17 per cent are between sixty- pathize with her in the recent death
i Saturday with round and square from school, usually rank very high
Cross” was sung by a quartet, A’W. Benner and Hugh Benner of ] dances. A five piece orchestra con in class work. He also said that
one and sixty-five. Those are fairly of her mother Mrs. George Beattie in
fred Strout. Harold Green. Raymond
Rockland; Mrs. Martha Kalloch,
those with hay fever and asthma
typical percentages.
Aberdeen, Scotland. Mrs. Beattie
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G reen and John Robinson. The
usually avoid other childhood ail
Clarence Spear. Fred M Kenniston
Most of the older employees are was 70 years of age and had been ap
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men. Many have stood a t the same parently in the best of health, having
Chester Vose. Charles Smith and
; H. Ingerson. drums.
bench 50 years or more. And most walked Sunday before her death
Rivers and Mrs. Ernestine Rivers of
Moses Webster Lodge. F.A.M.. will
Bowdoin L. G rafton of this town.
of them own their tools, an invest th ree miles to church. She is sur
C o e d s Go to D o g s —
i Washington and Reuben Sargent of
m ent of from $250 to $300 in itself. vived by her husband, and two sons
Burial was in the family lot in the
, m eet tonight.
I Stickney Corner.
fo r W earin g A p p a re l
in Scotland, a daughter in New York,
Thomaston cemetery.
Mrs. L. R. S m ith and Mrs. H. W.
| --------------------------------------------------I
Columbus, Mo.—Coeds at the
a daughter in Camden and Mrs.
Relatives from out of town who a t
Fifield went Monday to Portland.
G ran t. Mrs. Beattie had never visited
W OMEN
tended the funeral included Donald M O D E R N
Seventy were present at the instal-1 ; University of Missouri are going
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th is country.
G. Ludwig. Mrs. Eurana E. Peers, NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due lation of officers of Pleasant River j
to colds, nervous strain, exposure nr similar causes.
th eir clothes are concerned.
Charles L. Kenniston and Ernest Chi-eh»»-tera Diam ond Brand Pills are erfective. G range held Wednesday night. Curtis
Three girls the other day ap
AND SILVER
and give QUICK RELIEF Sold b. ~
Waterproof truck covers and spray
Webs; was installing officer assisted
Kenniston of Attleboro, Mass.; Mrs. reliable
all druggists for over 45 years A ik for—j
peared on the campus wearing
C L A R E N C E E . D A N IE L S hoods made to order. Old covers
by Beulah G llchrest as marshal. Tile
H. M Dean. Mrs. John Putnam, Mr.
dog co llar cqqiplete with brass
JEWELER
CHICHESTERS PILLS
studs, name plates and locks.
new officers are: Master, Winnie
and Mrs. Lawrence F Squire and
370 MATS ST.
ROCKLAND waterproofed. Awning service. Rock
*JHt 9IAMONP
land Awning Co., 16 Willow St.
’
Ames; overseer. George Wright; lec- ,
Mrs. O M Ludwig of Boston M ass;
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In E veryb ody’s C olum n

cestry is quite the thing, but Dr.
J. O. Hertzler, of the sociology de
partment at Nebraska university,
has pointed out:
•
Anyone now forty years old would
have a possible 18 adult ancestors
at the time of the American Revolu
tion; 512 at the time of the May
flower voyage and 524,288 at the time
of King John and the Magna Charta.
Those who find an ancestor among
the followers of William the Con
queror, 25 generations ago, must
distinguish their relative from a pos
sible 8,388,608 predecessors in that
generation.

Rite-Best
Printed Stationery

♦
♦

TO LET

HOUSE at 28 Green St.. Thomaston
to let. 5 rooms and bath. Sunny, easily
heated. Furnished or unfurnished as de
sired.
156-5
STORAGE room to let. C M BLAKE
Wallpaper Store. ______ _________ 3-t£
LARGE room to let, $4 week. l’OSS
143-tf
HOUSE. Tel. 330
THREE furnished rooms lor light
housekeeping to let. private bath. 65
NORTH MAIN ST
2-tf
FOUR-ROOM apartm ent to let. fu r
nished or unfurnished, first floor; lights,
hot water, bath, cellar; price reasonable.
MRS IDA MURCH, Camden St.. City.
Tel 857-W
4-6
FURNISHED apartm ent to let. MRS.
IEOLA ROSE. 100 Union St.
142-tf
UPSTAIRS APT., to let. four newly
decorated rooms, bath, heater. 12 KNOX
ST.. Tel. 156-W__________________ 138-tf
FIVE-ROOM
furnished
house
at
Spruce Head, to let. very reasonable; fire
wood for the cutting. TEL. 793-W aftei
4 p. m
136-fa

|K * * * « .* « * * * * » * * * a (
! M ISCELLANEOUS !

Your name and address printed
on envelopes and paper or mono
gram on sheets, address on enve
lopes. Black, Blue, Green or
Brown ink.
WATER STRIPED VELLUM
White Deckle Edge
36 folded sheets 4%x7%
36 envelopes 4x5% square flap
$1.15 postpaid

OR
60 flat sheets 7%xl0%
50 envelopes 4x7% square flap
$1.40 postpaid
AUTOCRAT DECKLE EDGE
W hite Vellum
Square flap envelopes and folded
sheets
50 envelopes 4x5%
60 sheets 4%x7%
$1.35 postpaid

RELIABLE
SPIRITUAL
READING.
Dally Indications 16 questions answered.
25c and stam p GEORGE JONES. Dtx__________________ 5*7
mont. Maine
NOTICE—I will not be responsible for
any bills other than contracted by m y
self after this date. Ja n . 11. CARL A
NEWBERT
$-7
U nion______________ _______________
SKATES sharpened—prom pt service.
CRIE HARDWARE CO., 408 Main St.
._______________________________ ,148-tf
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
Samples and knitting directions free.
H A BATLETT. Harmony, Maine
________________________________ 156-11
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at R .:k land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall oicera
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
144-tf

$e

•••

•••

••• ••• •••

♦ $a

; EGGS A N D CHICKS ♦
♦ >•> •«.
♦
••• •••
•••
Jr
CLEMENTS CHICKS

CLEMENTS REDS—BWD Clean
Maine Accredited- Heavy layers.
Producing 70% right now Baby
Pullets. Crosses. 4-farm savings.
Chicks only 11 cts. each ln 1000
lots. Other prices, discounts write
C.EMENTS FARMS, Winterport,
Maine.
155T&S52

Your name and address printed
on sheets and envelopes only
TATRICIAN
W hite Laid
Black, Blue, Brown. Green Ink
60 folded sheets 4%x7%
40 envelopes 4x5’4

S C. R I. REDS, baby chicks and
hatching eggs. Maine Pullorum clean,
bred from good laying strain and E B.
Parm enter's Cockerels Write ol phone
for prices. MAYNARD M. KINNEY. St.
George Rd . Thomaston. Tel. Tenants
Harbor 56-14.
4*15

OR
60 flat sheets 64x10%
40 envelopes 4x6%
$1.15 postpaid
GRAYTONE TWEED
Vellum
60 folded sheets 4%x7%
40 envelopes 4x5%

OR
60 flat sheets 6%xl0%
40 envelopes 4x6%
$1.15 postpaid

THE
COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, ME.

^ T o Ua Printing ia mort than
just putting words into typa.
It ia tha creation of a work of art,
ba it a simple little announcement
or an alaborata booklet. Hence
we taka all the pride of an artiet
in his craft, in each job; and that
ia tha aacret of tha euperlatlve
quality of Tha Courier-Gazatta
Printing.

The Courier - Gazette

Lvery-O ther-D ay
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HOBBYISTS A L L
tO W EST

Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Lamb qviieily
observed their Gist wedding anniver
sary Sunday. January is an anniver
sary month for Mr. Lamb, as his 86th
birthday falls on the 23d. Although |
he retired from active work some time
ago, Mr. Lamb drops into the store
i Burpee & Lamb's) occasionally just
to keep in touch with the clothing
Rame. and to tell some of those local
anecdotes for which he has long
been famous.

£

f tf Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper Jr. and Mrs.
‘Arthur K. O rne entertained at a des
sert-bridge Friday night, a t the
Sleeper home on Talbot avenue, hon
oring Mrs. Earle Oowell. Those a t
tending were Mrs. Jerome Burrows,
Mrs. John McLoon. Mrs. Albert El■liot of Thomaston, Mrs. John Black.
Mrs. Thomas Stone, Mrs. Donald
‘ Leach, Mrs. Edwin Scarlott
Mrs.
Wilbur Senter. Mrs. Edward Moffitt,
Mrs. Rupert S tratton, and Mrs Sey
mour Cameron. Card honors were
awarded Mrs. Moffitt, Mrs. Cameron,
'and Mrs. Black.

P age Seven
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/
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Murphy of |
Bangor recently visited Mr. Murphy's I
mother. Mrs K atie Murphy, Old
County road.

1

M

Mrs. Helen M. Clark of Broadway
has gone to Sarasota, Fla.

Mrs. E. J. Hellier was hostess to
Shakespeare Society last night, 23
members intending. Mrs. George
Blaney was leader, bringing to a close
the study of m odem drama. Tire plays
"Fanny's First Play" and “Candida"
were reviewed and an Interesting
Mrs. Agnes Fish has returned to Preface read from the play, "St.
her apartment at The Lauriette. after f oan
Bernard Shaw, Mrs. Ruth
Ellingwood had as her subject “I'll
several weeks' stay at Rest Haven.
Put Myself in Poor Attire, and With
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Philbrick, who a Kind |of Timbre Sm irch My Face,"
recently went to St. Petersburg. Fla. Presenting a splendid paper on stage
are very comfortably located a t 2638 j costume, makeup and stage designlst avenue. North. Letters received ln6- A charming illustration of the
at the home of their son. Rham a E , art of makeup was given by Albert
Philbrick. tell of interesting meetings McCarty. The open meeting will be
with several people from this s ta te ,: he'd Ja n - 21 at th e Bok Memorial
and that they have joined the Maine Home for Nurses, each member being
Society Club.
privileged to invite one guest. The
-------I speaker will be Prof. Bricker, head
Mrs. Earle McWilliams, was hostess t of public speaking and dramatics at
at a sewing party and luncheon. F ri- ■the TI. of M. An invitation has been
flay night, when she entertained ' extended to the Community Theatre
Inembers of the T Club at her home Guild. An im portant change has
On Chestnut street.
x
been made for Feb. 7 when (Mrs. Eli lmgwood will entertain the Society
Mrs. Bertram Branu of Lewiston,
was a guest of Mrs. A. J. Falcs over
WARD-ARCHER
the weekend.
____
Frances R Archer and Donald J.
Mrs. Emily W. Greene is suffering j Ward were married Wednesday night,
a serious illness at her home on James ’ at
Congregational vestry by Rev
street, where her sons and their wives
H. Olds, who used the single
are giving her all possible care. Es ring ceremony. They were attended
pecially unfortunate in this crisis, is by Carl L. Ward, brother of the
the sudden death of Mrs. Harold groom, Miss K athleen Bond and Mr
Uieenc's father, which demands lier and Mrs. Walter Kimball.
The bride was attired in a rose
presence in Portland for a few days.
j knit suit, made by the groom : mother.
Miss Leola C. Bertrand. R N„ of Mrs W. R. Foster, as a gift to the
the private nursing staff of Boston bride, she is the daughter ol Mrs
City Hospital, with her fiance John i Joanna Dodge, and was for several
Downing of Lynn, Mass . motored to I years a popular clerk at Senter-Cranc
this city yesterday for a brief visit ICo, Mr. Ward is employed by the
with Miss B ertrand’s aunt, Mrs. \ American Express Company.
Lilian S. Copping.
The young couple have the best
wishes for happiness of a host of
Mrs. John B. Crockett of North Ha friends. They will reside for the
ven entered Knox Hospital yesterday. present at 15 M yrtle street.
She was accompanied by her husband
and Dr. Woodcock.

i
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Y E S , ladies of the airways have their hobbies. Portland Hoffa (1) of
’ “Town Hall Tonight,” has one in Boots, whom she hopes to teach to
say "Tally-ho”. Mary Margaret McBride, the aireporter, (2) likes to talk
to unusual people. Gracie Allen (3) makes a hobby of clothes, while Kate
Smith (4) likes best to cook in hours away from the mike. Mary Living
stone's (5) number one hobby is her daughter, Joan Naomi Benny, Rosa
lind Russell (6), the “Silver Theatre” actress, is never happier than when
horseback riding, while Jane Rhodes (7), the Lanny Ross songstress, find?
her hobby in badminton.

W ARREN

Officers elected Friday at Ivy Chap
ter. O.ES.. were: Worthy matron.
Miss Evelyn Sawyer: worthy patron.
William H. Rcbinson: associate. Mat
ron. Miss Hilda Aspey; asscciate pat
ron. J. O Jameson; secretary. Mrs.
Laura Starrett; treasurer. Miss Tena
McCallum: conductress. Mrs. Lina
Smith: associate conductress. Mrs.
Edna White. Mrs. Carrie R. Smith,
past district deputy worthy grand
m atron will install the officers Feb
4. Each member is entitled to invite
one guest.
Mrs. Albert W. W hite was weekend
guest of her aunt. Mis. Lettie Alexan
der in Roslindale. Mass,
Mrs. Edwin Emerson is ill.
A son. Mark Fernald. was born
Thursday, at Elliot Community Hospital, Keene, N. H. to Mr and Mrs.
Maynafd Waltz formerly of this town,
Crescent Temple. P. S. meets Friday
T hat night. Tlie committee to serve the

M eth eb esec Club

Mtss Lucinda Young has returned
from a short vacation passed at the
Montreal home of Miss Ethel Turner Book R eview Show s
The latter h as resumed her duties at j
the P ast Y e a r Has Been
' the Lowell General Hospital.

a “ W in d y ” O n e

F lin t D a rt Believed
100,000 Y ears O ld
Roundup, Mont.—A flint dart
and a dart-making tool, believed
to be from 100,000 to 200,000
years old, have been discovered
near here by Earl McConnell, a
rancher.
The prehistoric tools, which
scientists said apparently dated
from the fourth glacial period,
were perfectly shaped.
Both
were of gray flint. The dart is
similar to an Indian arrowhead
except that it is heavier in the
center.
Curved to a point on one cut
ting side, the dart-making tool
was about four inches long by
two inches wide.

By L. L. STEVENSON
Ramblings and ruminations: A
quarter of beef being dragged
across a Fifty-second street side
walk . . . Into the basement of a
night-club . . . Much of it probably
will be turned into $5 steaks . . .
A big black cat scurrying up the
steps of the John D. Rockefeller, Jr.,
residence . . . Which despite an
nouncements, will not be razed right
away . . . The residence I mean . . .
A watchman has chased the cat . . .
The chauffeur of an imported limou
sine nodding in front of a Fifth ave
nue store . . . My lady is evidently
taking her time about shopping . . .
What do chauffeurs think about any
way during the many hours they
spend waiting? . . . Or taxi drivers
while they are bucking . . . But most
of the latter read newspapers . . .
or dope sheets . . . A window filled
with silver fox coats . . . If I had
the value of that display . . . Well,
what's the use of dreaming?
• • •
Newsboys playing cards for pen
nies in a Forty-fourth street hallway
. . . That little restaurant where
real E ast Indian food is served . . .
and where is sold perfume the m er
est trace of which lasts for 24
hours . . . A crowd assembling in
front of a radio playhouse . . . Where
admission is free . . . Provided a
ticket is presented, of course . . .
Gertrude Lawrence entering the
stage door of the Plymouth . . .
Ready for another portrayal of "Su
san and God” . . . Thought Gilbert
M il^r was in Europe again . . . But
maybe I'm mistaken . . . Or pos
sibly he has a double . . . Charles
C. Miller who is just about ready for
another expedition to New Guinea
. . . That middle initial is often
changed to “Cannibal” . . . Because
he’s eaten human flesh. Had to . . .
Or be eaten himself . . . Why do
leather goods stores always seem
to be putting on going-out-of-busi
ness sales?
• • •

EASY
these 4 n ew
o ffers
these

P l. 1 Til fUU A h*

F eatures m ak e w a sh e r values. A nd w hen
you get SUPER-FEATURES a t a NEW LOW
PRICE —th a t's tru ly a SUPER-VALUE! Comp a ie these EASY fe a tu re s with a n y w ash er
on the m ark et— re g a rd le ss of price. Buy
EASY only w h en y o u 're convinced it offers
MOST FOR YOUR MONEY!

T h a t 's ...............................SU PER -STYLE!
* SAFETY WRINGER with G u a rd ia n Bar
R elease all th e w a y acro ss both sid es of
rolls—throw s ro lls w ide ap a rt on contact.
Safety Zone C onstruction of w rin g er en 
trance p laces b a r re le a se in front of hands.
Roll Stop m e c h a n ism stops BOTH rolls
revolving w hen r e le a s e functions, prevents
accidental restartin g .
!

j
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‘b lu e coal’

Usually, I don’t care for drunk
stories. But this one gave me a
chuckle: A souse threw his arms
about a lamp post. Round and
round he went, all the while feeling
the iron. Finally he gave up and
muttered, “No use. Walled in.”
© Bell Syndicate. WNU Service.

Deserter Hides 21 Years
Paris.—A deserter who remained
hidden in a room for 21 years has
just given himself up to the gen
darmerie at Beaumont. He found
that he had been pardoned by an
amnesty law passed several years
ago.
Biggest Jig-Saw
New York.—The largest jig-saw
puzzle in the world—a faithful min
iature of the city of New York, con
sisting of over 20.000 pieces—is dis
played in the American Museum of
Natural History here.

“ ' ......................pTvlhis

I

T h a t 's ...........................S U P ER -S A FE TY!

I
’

— for your protection
th is coal is colored

,r7 j Skin Itchy?

V.
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* GLEAMING WHITE FINISH m atches
your other m o d e rn ap p lian ces. A ttractive
g ra y trim . M o d e rn s tr e a m lin e d e s ig n .
A pplied leg b ea d in g .

A broadway beauty queen who
transforms old mugs into new . . .
But on Madison avenue, it's the old
mugs that are valuable . . . In the
antique shops of course . . . A med
icine show operating in Times
square , . . and attracting a lot of
spectators at least . . . That vacant
lot on Eighth avenue, near Fortysecond street, where the medicine
men used to hold forth, is now a
parking l o t . . . Possibly I’m wrong,
but it seems as if there are more
red neon signs on mid-town Eighth
avenue than anywhere else in town
. . . and most of them advertise bars
and grills . . . That sea food res
taurant reminds me that I haven’t
looked up my favorite oyster stew
maker yet . . . Will have to attend
■---- ! D. S tarrett and Benjamin Starrett
to that immediately . . . The walk
) visited Sunday with Charles Starrett. I across town ought to be an appe
j a Patient a t the sta te street HosPital‘ ’ tite producer. • • •
j PortlandAndy Freeman, who has just com
supper preceding the meeting in- i Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Davis were
pleted his book on the life of Dr.
eludes. Mrs. Shirley Bcwley, Mrs j jn Waterville, Sunday, as guests of
Cook . . . Worked on it more than a
year . . . And Earl Chapin May,
Gertrude Weaver, and Mrs. Mary Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Davis.
whose book, “The Canning Clan.”
Reynolds.
The history of light, lessons in j interested me very much . . . Just
Installation cf W hite Oak Grange. charts, from the General Electric
think, 120 years ago, there were no
North Warren, which was to have Co. is in use a t the Malcolm Corner i American canners . . . Wonder what
taken place last Friday will be held school, and is proving a valuable i housewives did then? . . . But there
wasn’t any contract bridge in those
next Friday night.
asset. There are also geography, and
days either . . . Ed Bodin, my fa
Harvey Buber, who has been ill, is health lessons. Beet sugar charts
vorite literary agent . . . Leonard
improving.
have been applied for, by the teacher.
Lyons, who is one of the town’s
Mr. and Mrs. W alter Starrett. Mrs. Mrs. Florence Davis.
proudest fathers . . . and whose new
Charles Starrett. Ernest Starrett, P.
boy furnished some column m ate
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Robinson, and
rial at least . . . Lucius Beebe and
daughter, Miss Winona Robinson, were
a gang of fellow newspaper work
! in Lewiston. Sunday, to visit Mr. and
ers entering the Artists and Writers
Mrs. Robert Blake.
club . . . Perley Boone, who is han
dling the publicity for the World's
Mrs. Clifford Carroll is ill.
Miss Blanche Washburn of Auburn ' fair . . . An unsteady gentleman
with two very black eyes trying
j is guest cf Mr. and Mrs Oliver B
vainly to insert a letter in the box at
I Libby.
Forty-second and Broadway.
~ • • •
Miss Evelyn Stinson of Camden
The
clock
in the tower of old Trin
i was a recent visitor at the home of
ity chiming the hour . . . A shawled
Miss Janet Wade
woman pawing in a trash basket on
Mr. and Mrs Alb.on Holt have
a Wall street corner . . . A bus driv
' moved from the Clements place to
er stealing a quick smoke at the end
I the W. F. Rcbinson property at the
of the line . . . Wonder what became
of the proprietors of those little
monument.
Mrs. E. R. Moody has returned , downtown shops put out of business
from Rockland, where she visited Mr. | by the building of the Eighth avenue
subway . . . Seems like I'm doing a
and Mrs .George Moody.
I
1 lot of wondering today . . . But may
Mrs. Annie Davis is boarding with be that's because 1937 is drawing so
rapidly to a close.
I Mrs. Wijbur Spear for the winter,

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin H. Crie ob
Owing to the inclement weather of
served their 45th wedding anniver Friday, the meeting of Methebesec
sary last week. They were married Club in afternoon a t Community
by the late Rev. J. Howard Parshlcy. Building had a small attendance
It was voted to purchase a Maine
Mrs. L. A. Crockett of Ocean street
Public Health Bond. $5 Mrs. Kathis a patient a t Knox Hospital
eryn St. Clair, chairm an for this dis
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper entertained trict. reported th a t tuberculosis clinics
the Breakfast Bridge Club yesterday were to be conducted in Rockland and
at the home of h er son on Talbot ave Rockport during the coming summer
months, as a result of the splendid
nue.
cc-operation of local people in buying
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood sustained a Christmas Health Seals and Bonds
bad fall on an icy sidewalk S atu rd ay . to carry on the work of diagnosing
night, necessitating several stitches and treating tuberculosis. The resigbut happily escaping broken bones.
nation of Mrs. Mabel P. Crie was ac
cepted. Mrs. Crie. formerly of Thom
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hanley have
aston is now residing at 27 North Elm
returned from a visit with Mrs. H an
street, Platsville, Wisconsin.
ley's mother, Mrs. Pauline M. Good
The current book review was pre
man. in Concord. N. C. They were
sented by Mrs. Elizabeth Davis, who
accompanied on their return by their
stressed the point th a t the year 1937
daughter Corallie, who has been the
in the literary world had been a
guest of her grandmother since early,
“windy’ one. I t is said that Queen
tall.
Elizabeth cancelled all engagements
Mrs. Maud Stover delightfully en for four days in order to finish “Gone
tertained th e Kents Hill Mite Club With the Wind," and titles of some
Monday a t the heme of Mrs. Ernest 1937 novels chosen at random disDavis. Honors went to Mrs. A. D. closs: "When th e Wind Blows,"
Morey. Mrs. Arthur P. Haines and "Candles in the Wind." 'Wind from
j The annual meeting, supper and
Mrs. Adelle Morton. Others present the Mountains," "Every the Winds
| election cf officers in the Congregawere Mrs. N. F. Cobb. Mrs. Ernest Blow.” “The Wind Changes," “The
. tional Ladies Circle will be held
Buswell. Mrs. Retta Simmons, Mrs. Wind Blows West," “The East Wind
Thursdy nigaht at the chapel. The
Lillian McRae and Mrs. Charles ot Love" and "The South Wind of
i supper committee includes Mrs.
Emery’. The tables were attractively Love." Mrs. Davis said for years
Evelyn Robinson, Mrs. Laura Starset in antique red glass
there was only “Wind in the Willows
Your guarantee of maximum ! rett, Mrs. Flora Peabody, and Mrs
Mrs. Davis also gave a list of recent
Mrs. D. IJ. Dorgan has returned
heating comfort at low cost! Carrie Wyllie. Uncompleted business
books being transcribed into Braille
from Hartford Conn., where she
1will be taken up following the supper.
• Because of its Safety, economy and
visited her daughter, Miss Mabel for the blind.
Mr. and Mrs .George Hahn of
dependability, anthracite is still
Mrs. Angelica Glover presented a
Dorgan.
America’s favorite home fuel, Your
Waldoboro were guests Friday even
review of Malvina Hoffman's "Heads
furnace was designed for anthracite.
ing of Mr. and Mrs. Newell W. Eugley
Several playmates were Invited to and Tales." and an equally entertain
No other fuel can give the same
Margaret Starrett, daughter of
the home of Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Stone. ing review of "Arctic Adventure by
steady, even heat. So bum anthracite.
Ernest L. Starrett. who has been ill
Saturday afternoon, to celebrate the Peter Freuchen was given by Mr.And to get the linest Pennsylvania anfourth birthday of their daughter Mary Avery.
thraeite-carefully prepared, labora at the heme of Mrs. Virgil Hills, is
recovering.
tory tested and colored Blue for your
The next meeting will be Friday,
Janet. The inspection of many lovely
protection-always ask for ‘blue coal’.
Officers recently elected at Georges
gifts and toys furnished amusement Jan. 21. the hostesses to be Mrs
River Lodge. K.P., were: Chancellor
for the young folks. A decorated Therese Millett, Castera Cushman
commander. Edwin Gammon; vice
R O C K L A N D FU EL
cake, bearing four blue candles, was Miss Mabel Holbrook. Mrs. Minnie
chancellor. Herbert L. Kenniston;
admired a t luncheon, the table be Rogers. Miss Madlene Rogers and
CO M PA N Y
prelate. John Anderson, master at
ing very attractive with a vari-colored Mrs. Mary Perry Rich. Miss Ellen
arms, David Anderson; keeper of the
balloon cover, gum drop doll favors Daly will present the current bcok
P h o n e 72
records and seal. Herbert K. Thomas;
I
and candy baskets, with a gay paper review, and books to be reviewed will
master of finance. Jesse Mills ; master
hat for each guest. The mothers include "Excuse It. Please" by Cor
of exchequer, (George Gray; inner I
were guests of Mrs. Stone for the aft nelia Otis Skinner, “Orchids on Your
guard, Eino Leino; outer guard. For
ernoon. Those present were Judith Budget" by Marjorie Hillis, "Mathe
rest Spear; trustee elected for three
Orne, Nancy Leach, S andra Perry. matics for th e Million" toy Launcelot
A m erica ’* H n e s t A n th ra c ite
me solid r u n son solid comfosy
years, A. P Gray Installation will
Sally Cameron. Jerry Page Jewell, Hogben. and "This England" toy Mary
TUNE IN ON "THE S8A90W"
be held jointly with Crescent Temple
Jean Carol Stratton, and Caroline Ellen Chase. T he place of meeting
Every Sunday At 4 P M Station WTSII P S., the date to »e announced.
will be announced in a later Issue.
Senter,
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* 3-ZONE W ASH IN G with the EASY Turbolator action th a t w ash es ALL th e clothes
ALL the time. S a v e s time, sav es clothes.
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th at's tough a n d color-fast.
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C EN TR A M M A I N E
POWERxCOMPAMY

The E arly R iser
No. 13
"Once in a While" was at the top
of the list of popular music last week.
I according to the radio program which
starts with a line of unintelligible
lingo at 10 o'clock Saturday nights.
I "Rosalie," often heard, morning, noon
and night, was a close second, and
"You're a Sweetheart" was at posi
tion three. Three Lucky Strikes ! !
• • • •
The E. R. likes the “fan mail" and
will stack it up in a pile chronologic
ally. "Bookkeeper,” started some
thing. Now comes Mike the debon
air waiter and prints the word,
“Committee,"—sure enough, that has
three pairs of like letters, "MM."
"TT" and "EE".
Echo of the "hobby show." Miss
Charlotte Butlum told me yesterday
that a short-wave radiogram sent
from William Gray's temporary sta
tion at the Community building, was
received by former Rockland girls,
the Misses Mary and Martha Hail.

whe are way out in Honolulu, ln a
recently received letter from the
island far away, (Miss Buffum got
word of the greeting which she sent.
• • • •
The June 1937 number of "Hobbies"
the Magazine for Collectors," is at
the public library. It's the fourth
number of the 42d year. Intriguing
titles therein arc "Doll-ology;" "Old
P rints;" "Clrcusiana;" "Ltncolniana;"
"It Seems To Me;” “Antiques;"
"Glass and China;" "Firearm.-;'' "In
dian Relics;" "N atural History;'
"Gems and Minerals" ‘Back Number
Magazines;" "Shipmodeler;" “Old
Sheet Music" and "History of the
American Stereoscope.”
• • • •
Thoughts as I read these titles:
"Doll-ology,' when a young feller,
liked my "Dinah." she with the kinky
natr, best of all; "Antiques."—the
little chair my paternal grandfather
used to sit In while smoking his
strong pipe,—and did I get sick try
ing to (secretly smoke th at pipe?
"Stereoscope," wonderful entertain
ment in boyhood days, maternal
grandparents kept it on marbletopped table in not often opened
“front parlor" at Union "Common;"
"Glass and China,' ' .only recently

learned that “birds" on china, or any
thing. for that m atter, were consid
ered unlucky; "Firearms." when little
boy was scared to death of father’s
nickel plated revolver—never dared
to even touch it; "N atural History."
would like to bo with Bert Thorndike
searching the sands for shells, and
"Back Number Magazines." recalls
’ how happy I was when Rev. Fred
M. Preble, who preached in Camden
many years, put his O. K. on "Tip
Top Weekly," w ritten by Burt L.
Standish, (to us G ilbert Patten of
New York and iCamdem Read and
wish th a t I had kept the first one' hundred forty-six numbers. A bunch
[ of Camden boys had a club called the
I-Tip Top Club." Who were they
other than Robie Wentworth. Andrew
Hides, Orrin Andrews, Gus Eells and
Don Tiffany?
Furniture for sale? Use our wantad column. Tel 770.

W ednesday-T hursday

” 1 LOVE HIM. DAD...
m art than my own family I"

First love . . . first thrills. . . first
triumphs . . . first heart-breaks
—in a grand and glowing drama!

W E D N E SD A Y N IG H T IS “ BANK N IT E ” — $200

1EETRACY

L
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HOLLYWOOD
THURSDAY

NCW
FLAYING I
“DAMSEL IN
DISTRESS"

MISSING WITNESSES

FRED
ASTAIRE
BURNS A
ALLEN

ONCE
LEWIS STONE
Cecilia PARKER
Mickey ROONEY
Oirected by ,
GEORGE B SEITZ

k 4 Mtf/o-Go/dwyr.
M ayer Picture

JO H N LITEL • DICK PURCELL • JE A N DALE

N il9

TODAY
JOHN WAYNE
in
“ADVENTURE'S END"
Also “LEGION ON PARADE"

Phone 892
Matinee S. Evening 6.30 and 8.30
Continuous Saturday 2.00 to 10.30

P ag e Eight

The R un-A round
M aine M otorists F eel That
Is W hat C ongress Is Giv
ing Them

Every-Other-BaJ

R ockland C ourier-G azette, T u e sd a y , Ja n u a ry 11, 1938
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“Y O U ’R E O N L Y Y O U N G O N C E ’

Toll Of T h e A uto

His Last Run

W IN N E R S IN F I R S T P L A N N E D F L IG H T

P . A. B radford, M aine C en
tral E ngineer, R etires A f
ter 48 Y ears’ Service

Seven C o u n tie s H ad In 
creased F atalities Last Y ear
— M cC abe’s Sum m ary

P. A Bradford, locomotive engineer
Motorists of this state, most of
With the closing of the year 1937.
whom earn less than $30 a week and 1
for the Maine Central Railroad, who
the grim reaper of death also closes
who are forced to work two or three
its season on automobile fatalities.
went on the retired list recently, was
days a year to pay federal gasoline
As the final bell tolls the ringing
only 17 when he entered the railroad
and other federal automotive taxes,
cut of the old year, it also rings out
service as a section hand at T horn
may again be given the run around. ■
with it the lives of 189 people who
dike. Later the same year he entered
Arlyn E. Barnard, m anager of the
lost their lives in highway accidents
the motive department as a wiper. In
Maine Automobile Association, said
throughout the year in this State.
a short time he was promoted to firein a statement commenting on the
Such tremendous toll of lives must
recommendations made to eliminate
nan. being employed on various runs
bring to the mind of every good citi
till March 21. 1900 when he was set
excise taxes on certain luxuries and
zen of our S tate a certain anxiety to
p as an engineer on a local freight.
to retain tha taxes on gasoline, lubrt- ,
curb this terrible destruction.
In 1£C'5 he went to Belfast, where
eating oil, automobiles and acces
Locking into the new year with the
sories.
he has since made his home, being
leud thundering of 189 lives sacri
assigned to the mixed train between
“Instead of repealing the gasoline
ficed last year sounding in our ears
Burnham Junction and Belfast, stay
and automotive taxes, which dcpli- ;
we must be even more mindful of
ing till the line was turned back to
cate the heavy automotive levies of
the danger th a t lurks on our high
the city cf Belfast in 192G
the states. Congress Is now consider
ways to snap out either our life or
During the last 12 years lie has run
ing the removal of certain luxury
rom» other person's life, if strict ob
between Rockland and Lewiston.
taxes.
servance of the laws of good driving
H a t J*
Lower station. In h s 43 years' service
“Two out of every three families
and safe walking are not definitely
he has had a clear record, never hav
tn the United States own automobiles
, adhered to. Automobiles accidents
ing been "called on the carpet." He
and they are rapidly becoming irked
M ick ey Rooney a n d E lean o r L y n n in "Y o u 're O n ly Y oung O n c e ’’
j increased during December. 1937. and
ERNARR MACFADDEN (extreme left) presents came nearest to completing his flight as planned,
iias .:ccn the types of engines change
' it is hoped th a t this upward trend
at the burden of taxation being piled
handsome trophies to the winners of the Mac- and won first prize. I-arry Cook (next to Mr. Macfadden Planned Flight Contest held recently be fadden) won second prize, and Clare W. Bunch of
from the wood burners which were
unjustly upon them by the state and
---- -[ of accidents will take a decided drop
—“ —
——— —
tween Tampa and Miami, as tbe opening event in Robertson, Mo , third prize On the right Is Grover
still in use when he began, to the
the federal governments. They know
D tam atic interludes in the life of small-town experience. Judge Hardy, instead of steadily increasing as we
the All-American Air Maneuvers at Miami. Con Webster. Chairman of Flight Contest. Mr. Macmodern monsters.
th a t when Congress enacted the fed- a typical American family are high- Played by Stone, is forced to postpone ' have witnessed during the last weeks
testants. from many states throughout the United fadden, oldest licensed pilot In the U. 8., made a
On all his runs Engineer Bradford
non-stop
flight
from
Newark,
N.
J.,
to
Miami
to
States,
Hew
their
planes
in
accordance
with
a
eial taxes on gasol.ne. lubricating cil.
lighted in "You're Only Young Once. ' his expressed ambition to catch a ot the past year. Conditions in the
present the trophies.
previously announced plan. Peter J. Sones, (center)
had
the happy faculty of making
motor vehicles and accessories these
past
six
weeks
have
been
truly
alarm

.
swordfish to straighten out internal
T h e new comedy offers Hollywood's
„„
friends, and he will be greatly missed
levies were adopted with the under
entanglements. When the vacation ing and if they continue we may pos- —-----------------------------------------------time of his death he controlled the all along the line.
standing that they would be tem- conetption of an ideal family group, jg suddenly interrupted by trouble at slbly kill more th an we did during the erating motorcycles. 2 riding bicycleNew York-Philadelphia and the K en
; and 1 killed while driving a horsepotary and that they would be lifted Lew..-Stone is the father, understand- home it is Judge Hardy who again year of 1937
nebec-Penobscot routes from Coston.
FROM IHE SHOULDER
drawn vehicle.
when the federal tax revenue im ing and tolerant. C eclia Parker is proves his right to be head of the
Management of Sanford Indepen
A. B. Crocker
The Highway Safety Division is an
proved.
Turning
the
pages
of
our
accident
the daughter, just out of college and Iamlly- dy saving the family funds.
--»< dent Line was succeeded to by his An Official of the Administration
“During the calendar of 193” tax
reports we And. in spite of an approx- organization that speaks a language
engaged to a mining engineer. Mickey
An a' era&e American town con
sons and nephews. Charles B S a n 
Writes Roosevelt About Psychology
imate 10G increase in gasoline con- understandable by all. In this matter
revenue of the federal government
Down East Steamboats
taining average American homes was
ford became the moving spirit, con
of E'ear
hit an all-time record high of ap Rooney is the son. playing his first constructed for the picture with other sumption. Maine has reduced her of suffering and death caused by
The Tom Thumb stands in the rec trol of Boston-Bangor line pasted to
proximately $5,500.0-0.000
Income grownup role.
scenes taking place at Catalina highway fatalities. This in itself is traffic accidents, its main objective
ord
as the first steam vessel to visit Richardson & Hill Co. cf Co ten in
Thomas R. Lill. technical advisor
tax collections alone in 1937 stood at
T h e story concerns the first vaca- Island, famed California bathing re- | a remarkable achievement and the is to reduce accidents and death on
Maine. In 1818 an open side-wheel 1875 and was incorporated as Sanford in governmental administration and
the
highways
of
Maine
and
at
this
record
speaks
for
itself
as
we
glance
one billion dollars above the receipts tion for the Hardy family in eleven sort. Miss Parker took special in- 1
of 1932, the year when the duplicaiing years. Going to Catalina Island, they structions in swimming for the film's at the heavily increased number of time of year when a great many steamboat, 30 feet in length, was Steamship Co. In 1882 it became finance made public Thursday a letfederal gasoline tax was enacted.' ; encounter adventures strange to their familiar swimming interludes.—adv. , fatalities in almost every sta te In people are resolving to carry out towed from Boston to the Kennebec Be-ton & Bangor Steamship Co., and ter to President Roosevelt in which
certain plans, the Highway Safety where it was cast off ane steamed up finally became Eastern Steamship he criticised the executive for accus
said Mr. Barnard.
“Federal tax
the Union.
ing a large percentage of the press
; Turning again to the reports we Division urges th a t you. as people of the river against the tide. It was run- Lines.
revenue will stand approximately $4 groom is employed in the public jin{j Maine's highway accidents have the State of Maine, make a very j ning between Bath and Augusta in
All steam ship service to Maine was and a small minority of business men
000,000.000 above the internal revenue
school system
discontinued Dec. 28, 1935 My own of inculcating a psychology of fear.
! increased. W here there were 2100 definite resolution to drive carefully 1828
C A ST IN E N O R M A L
vi 1932 when $1,557,729,000 was col
j(
|
Steamer
Maine
visited
Belfast.
May
experience on the Ecston-Bangor
Mr. Roosevelt said at his press conaccidents reported In 1936, there were and walk safely during 1938. .. .
lected
(By Ermo Scott)
Tiie family of Frances Borroto has 3100 reported in 1937. an increase we do not want to be among the in-1 22, 182*' announcing its arrival by a steamers dates from July, 1878, when ieience Dec. 21 fear had much to do
•These gasoline and automotive
moved to Castine for the remainder of 1000 property and personal in- jured and dead traffic victims before cannon salute She ran out of Bath i went from Rockland to Bangor on with prevailing economic condition*
taxes levied by the federal govern
of the school year, from Portland
I 'the turn of another year. T hat thou- for Eastport. occasionally making St J s. 8 Cambridge; October. 1881. from in the United States.
jury accidents
ment have cost m otorists to date
School opened for the winter sesa • • •
Seven counties showed increases in sands of homes may be made happier
N- B - touch.ng at Boottibay,, Boston to Rockland on Steamsh.p
“With all due respect for your gTeat
more than one and one-half billion ( sion Monday morning. Jan. 3. at 8:26,
Robert Corthell "37. now a student fatality records. These counties are in 1938 because of fewer taffic acciH
ead' Camden, Belfast. Sedg- , Katahdin; July, 1933. from Boston ability,-' Lill wrote. “I think the feel
dollars. The motorists, who pay all with Principal William D Htill wel- at the Bangor Theological Seminary
the other general taxes, have bee.i coming the entire student body back and preacher at Lamoine. visited Sagadahoc. Washington. Franklin, dents is the desire and resolution of * k k , Cranberry Isles. Lubec ar.d late. , to Bangor and return to B o - ing of fear of which you speak, has
Kennebec. Hancock. Penobscot, and the Highway Safety Division of the caIIed at Castine. She measu-ed 103 ton on S. S. Belfast. Capt Alf.ec: I not been deliberately or maliciously
singled out to pay excessive additional for a 12 week period,
friends In town and on campus Wed
tons and cost $13,000
Rawley on eastern trip and Capt. B ert aroused. It has come naturally and
Aroostook.
Maine State Police.
taxes merely because they own autonesday.
Three
steam
ers
named
Bangor
have
w all on western trip. My first and also logically from administration
E verett Nason, absent from the
We are very happy to show statis. • . •
mobiles.
• • • ■
cruised th e Penobscot River. First: last trip over that line covered a mistakes in action and policy. Let
staff
this
year
for
work
at
the
Uni
"Fifteen or 20 years ago most of
Because of the fact that many
Dr. Marion Bradshaw addressed the tics concerning rural and urban
Built in 1834. 4C0 tons, finally was ,,pace of 55 years.
N. C. C. 2.
me cite one instance to prove this—
the cars were owned by the well- to- versity of Maine, and Charles Hall, Hancock Schoolmasters Club at fatalities. Rural fatal accidents de- agencies and individuals have aided
bought by the Sultan of Turkey for Somerville. Mass.. Jan. 13
f
r
e
e
m
a
n
at
tlj?
University,
left
. ’’I. like millions of others, was im
creased
21%
during
the
year
while
U3
during
the
past
year,
space
does
do. But that is no longer true. More
Bucksport on Monday evening. Presi
the Turkish Navy. Second; An i r o
n
-----------------mensely relieved and pleased at your
than half of the automobiles in this Tuesday to resume their studies at dent Ermo Scott presiding.
Dr. urban fatal accidents take on a very noj permit an adequate expression of steamboat. 231 tons. 131 feet in length.
HAS HAD ENOl GH
1937-38 budget in which you promised
country are owned by families with th a t institution. Mr. Hall has re Bradshaw's timely topic was “A unfavorable aspect. They increased our appreciation for what they have
built in 1842; on second trip from Bos
cently
been
pledged
to
the
Sigma
a surplus of 37,000.000 In April you
18'",
during
this
time.
This
shows
incomes of less th a n $30 a week.
done
in
regard
to
highway
safety.
Foulton
J.
Redman
Writes
Swan
Song
Peace Policy for Realistic Americans ’’
ton she caught fire, was beached and
Automobile ownership among the A lpha Epsilon fraternity.
As President Of Portland Evening revised your estimates and stated a
The meeting was well attended and a greater need for more safety in the Nevertheless, let me take this oppor abandoned; she was bought by the
deficit of 418.000.000 a difference of
cities.
The
Highway
Safety
Division
modest or low income families in the
tunity
to
thank
all
agencies
and
indi
News
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Hadlock a t was preceded by a dinner party at again offers free service to cities
U. S Government in 1846 and re
455.000.000 Then, on October 18.
-United States is increased by 1.500.090
viduals
who
have
given
their
time,
ef
the
Bucksport
Inn.
tended the recent University of Maine
with the hope th a t they will go for forts and co-operation in helping to | named Scourge Third: City of BanFulton J. Redman Portland, has 1937. you again revised your budget
• • • *
annually
Car ownerships is no
county association dinner held in
I gor. built in 1894. 1650 tons. 277 feet resigned the presidency of the Maine tigures to show an increased deficit
longer the badge of wealth, or even Ellsworth on New Years Eve. Among
Attending the Club meeting were ward with a safety movement and aid reduce the fatal accident record in
in length.
Publishing Corporation, publishers of of 695.000,000 . . .
comfortable means.
H alf of the the officers elected were Ermo H. Principal W D Hall, O rett Robinson. in the reduction of automobile fatali the State of Maine. We welcome
Three steamers named Rockland the Portland Evening News.
ties.
Bangor,
Waterville
and
Rum
, “Your last revision was published
•ytomobiles on the highways of the
Lloyd Hatfield. Supt. Harold Philthem
to
share
with
the
Highway
S cott, a member of the executive
the Penobscot. First:
ford are shining examples of what Safety Division the satisfaction which I! havp ailed
Redman said his resignation was Oct, 18. 1937, and on this day and the
brook and Principal John Kassay.
United States have a value of less committee.
.
...
. .
at prompted by failure "to build up a following the stock market broke
• • • •
can be done when well-balanced comes with the saving of, a .human 400 tons, built in 1854. connected
th a n $150. To subject these vehicles
~
, ,,, .
• • «»
Rocklanc w ith Steamer Daniel Web- Democratic newspaper." The Even badly, indicating that people had lost
safety
programs
are
carried
out
and
Marie
Tillock
of
Bucksport,
ordin
to excessive taxes is unfair. The
life and to share also the enjoyment
Tuesday thn Student Senate elec
ster for Machias; during th e .C iv il ing News is the only Democratic lalth.’’
federal government should repeal the ted Martha Harris '39 of Stockton. arily employed by Miss Anna With- what Bangor. Waterville and Rum in knowing that through their wholeWar she was a despatch boat and paper in Maine, long a stronghold
duplicating gasoline tax and other p a t r icia Walker 38 of Howland and erle. is living at Richardson Hal! ford have done, other cities in our hearted co-operation they have
for
a
few
days
during
the
absence
of
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